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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING A MICRO-SERVICES COMMUNICATION

PLATFORM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application serial

number 62/066,763, filed on 21-OCT-2014, U.S. Provisional Application serial number

62/066,766, filed on 21-OCT-2014, U.S. Provisional Application serial number 62/066,768,

filed on 21-OCT-2014, U.S. Provisional Application serial number 62/066,774, filed on 21-

OCT-2014, and U.S. Provisional Application serial number 62/066,776, filed on 21-OCT-

2014, which are incorporated in their entirety by this reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This invention relates generally to the communication platform field, and

more specifically to a new and useful system and method for providing a micro-services

communication platform in the communication platform field.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The rise of smart phones and the merging of communication and applications

have caused a proliferation of modes of communication. Additionally, new communication

platforms have provided tools to integrate phone calls, text messaging, and other forms of

communication. Many solutions lack basic features that enable easy integration with a

system built for particular forms of communication. Other platforms are built for the

general public and as such have additional features that may not be utilized uniformly

across all users, which can cause such solutions to be unfeasible in terms of cost and

functional overhead. However, building out the infrastructure to support the

communication application may require tremendous amounts of engineering resources both

to build and maintain such a solution. Thus, there is a need in the communication platform

field to create a new and useful system and method for providing a micro-services



communication platform. This invention provides such a new and useful system and

method.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0004] FIGURE 1 is a schematic representation of a system of a preferred

embodiment;

[0005] FIGURE 2 is a block diagram representation of a method of a preferred

embodiment;

[0006] FIGURES 3A and 3B are exemplary scenarios of a variation of transitioning

usage of micro-services;

[0007] FIGURE 4 is a schematic representation of a variation of a queuing system;

[0008] FIGURE 5 is block diagram representation of a method of a queuing

variation;

[0009] FIGURE 6 is a schematic representation of a variation of metering usage;

[001 0] FIGURE 7 is a table representation of exemplary mappings of programmatic

mechanisms;

[001 1] FIGURE 8 is a schematic representation of executing use of a callback URI;

[0012] FIGURE 9 is a schematic representation of executing retrievable application

logic;

[001 3] FIGURE 10 is a schematic representation of regionally distributed resources;

[0014] FIGURE 11 is a schematic representation of setting configuration of accounts

and sub-accounts;

[001 5] FIGURE 12 is a schematic representation of an exemplary micro-service and

CPaaS feature matrix;

[001 6] FIGURE 13 is a schematic representation of a system of a preferred

embodiment;

[001 7] FIGURE 14 is an exemplary schematic representation of an instance of

integrating network discovery service with supplemental media services;



[001 8] FIGURE 15 is a flowchart representation of a method of a preferred

embodiment;

[0019] FIGURE 16 is a detailed flowchart of a method of a preferred embodiment;

[0020] FIGURE 17 is a communication sequence diagram of a method of a preferred

embodiment;

[0021] FIGURE 18 is a schematic representation of application of the method across

multiple accounts and network discovery sessions;

[0022] FIGURE 19 is a schematic representation of registered entities and

configuration;

[0023] FIGURE 20 is a communication sequence diagram of a variation including

queuing and dequeuing requests;

[0024] FIGURES 21A and 21B are schematic representations of interfacing with a

second media service for synchronous media mutation;

[0025] FIGURE 22 is a schematic representation of interfacing with a second media

service for asynchronous media mutation;

[0026] FIGURE 23 is a schematic representation of a multi-layered communication

stack;

[0027] FIGURES 24A and 24B are schematic representations of a system of a

preferred embodiment;

[0028] FIGURE 25 is a schematic representation of an exemplary system of a

preferred embodiment;

[0029] FIGURE 26 is a block diagram representation of a method of a preferred

embodiment;

[0030] FIGURE 27 is a block diagram representation of a method of a preferred

embodiment; and

[0031] FIGURE 28 is an architecture diagram of a system of a preferred

embodiment.

[0032] FIGURE 29 is an architecture diagram of an external system.



DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0033] The following description of preferred embodiments of the invention is not

intended to limit the invention to these preferred embodiments, but rather to enable any

person skilled in the art to make and use this invention.

l . System and method for a micro-services communication platform

[0034] As shown in FIGURE l , a system and method for providing a micro-services

communication platform of a preferred embodiment functions to provide a set of

fundamental elements that can be composed to build modern multi-modal communication

systems. There are various applications that depend on a similar set of basic communication

resource primitives. While individual communication applications may have individually

built a single tenant solution, doing so requires a tremendous amount of resources in

building, deploying, scaling. Even when deployed such solutions are limited by the

knowledge held within that single solution. A platform has not extracted and offered one or

more communication primitives as multi-tenant solution. Further, many communication

applications are developed in an environment that is dependent on the capability to scale

with user demand. Thus, to build such an infrastructure independently would be prohibitive

to accomplish without significant investment. However, there are additionally numerous

communication applications that benefit from building communication interactions off of

basic communication resource primitives and building higher abstractions on top of such

resources.

[0035] The system and methods of preferred embodiments can preferably offer a

heterogeneous mix of communication resources as accessible multitenant resources

facilitating at least one communication micro-service primitive. Users (i.e., applications and

services of account holders in the communication platform) can preferably select

appropriate types of primitives in the platform that are needed to facilitate the media

communication resource gap in their communication application. Users can compose

various micro communication services to fulfill a role of a communication primitive but in a



programmatic, flexible, and scalable manner. The micro-services can serve any suitable

combination of signaling, media processing, informational analysis, hosting, and/or any

suitable communication service. Through providing a micro communication service within

a multitenant communication platform, other communication primitive as a service (CPaaS)

features in areas such as security, metering, logging, billing, programmatic integration,

quality control, fraud and policy enforcement, multi-modal capabilities, dynamic resource

scaling, and other suitable aspects may be enables.

[0036] The micro-services communication platform (MSCP) can be used in

facilitating communication in a service based network solutions. The MSCP may

alternatively be applied to peer-to-peer communication network solutions. A variety of

micro-services can be provided such as a : identity/presence service, a network discovery

service (e.g., STUN/TURN service), a media transcoding service, a conferencing/mixing

service, an interactive voice response services, a DTMF detection services, a media

intelligence services (text to speech service, speech recognition, sentiment detection,

answering machine detection service), and/or any suitable type of micro-service. As one

example use, an outside developer can employ the use of the network discovery service of

the MSCP when building out a video communication service. Instead of building out a

STUN/TURN service, the application can seamlessly leverage the existing micro-service of

network discovery to negotiate communicating with an endpoint behind a network address

translator (NAT) or a firewall. As another exemplary use, an outside developer can employ

the use of the transcoding micro-service, which enables media to be routed through

transcoding media servers of the system and facilitate transcoding operations such as

handling codec translation, bit-rate compensation, resizing, and/or other transcoding

operations. In other use cases, multiple micro-services can be used in isolation or

combination in building a communication application.

System Overview

[0037] As shown in FIGURE l , a system 100 of a preferred embodiment may include

a media service system no, a signaling control system 120, and a set of operational services

(e.g., 130, 140, 150, 160, 170, 180 and 190 of FIGURE 1). The system 100 functions to

provide one or more media-related micro-service to outside applications and services. The



system 100 is preferably part of a multitenant communication platform in which various

accounts or other suitable entities can establish and manage application/ service integration

with one or more micro-service. In addition to providing one or more micro -services, the

system 100 functions to provide a set of platform specific aspects that enable providing such

a set of micro-services. The system is preferably multitenant, wherein the multitenant

system provides: mechanisms for metering, logging, and billing; a set of security and

monitoring features built into operation of the platform; various programmatic hooks to

better integrate an outside application with the micro-service offering of the system;

distributed scalability and quality management; and/or other various aspects, which are

described in more detail below.

[0038] The media service system n o of a preferred embodiment functions to provide

a scalable set of distributed media processing resources that facilitates one or more

processes of a communication. The media service system is preferably a set of media

servers that run on machines, virtual machines, containers, or other computing

environments inside a distributed computing infrastructure. The media service system is

preferably hosted in a remote computing environment. The media service system preferably

includes a set of different types of media micro-services. The media micro-services can be

instantiated as a service instance within a host, a server, a machine, a virtual machine, or

any suitable component. A single host (or other suitable computing component) may

provide only a single micro-service, but may additionally or alternatively provide a set of

different micro-services. The media service system may be hosted within a single computing

cluster, but more preferably is distributed across various clusters and/or operational

regions. In one variation, media service sub-systems can be deployed in different

geographical regions to provide improved regional performance.

[0039] The media micro-services 111-113 can provide a variety of media related

services. Media micro-services can be synchronous or asynchronous. A synchronous media

micro-service operates on a media stream in real-time. Operating on a media stream can

include mixing streams, translating/transcoding streams, compositing streams, or

otherwise allowing arbitrary low-latency computation on a media stream. A synchronous

media micro-service can be used in altering a live media stream or providing substantially

real-time information of that media stream. An asynchronous media micro-service operates



on the media stream independent of the active media stream. An asynchronous media

micro-service processes and/or transforms a stored representation of the media stream.

Asynchronous media processing can enable computations that have a processing time that

would impact latency of a real-time media stream. Asynchronous media processing could

include processing such as sentiment detection, speaker identification, object detection, face

detection, and/or other processing operations. A media micro-service can be a mutable or

immutable service. A mutable media micro-service preferably alters, manipulates, and/or

augments the communicated stream. The transcoding media can convert between media

formats. As an example, a transcoding media server may convert between various codecs

such as Speex used in mobile operating system applications (e.g., iOS and Android), Opus

used in web and WebRTC applications, and PCMU used in PSTN and other media services.

Any suitable codec or media transformation may alternatively be performed. A transcoding

media service can additionally translate between media mediums such as converting a pure

audio stream to a video stream or pulling the audio from a video into an audio stream.

Immutable media servers preferably inspect, analyze, log, and/or process media streams. A

recording media service and a speech detection service can serve as exemplary immutable

media server.

[0040] The media micro-services system n o can be a substantially homogeneous

cluster of identical or similar instances of the same media server. For example, a system

may provide only one media focused process (i.e., a single communication primitive) in

which case all the media servers may be substantially similar. The media micro-service may

alternatively be heterogeneous containing more than one type of service provided by the

media servers. In one example, there may be a first type of transcoding server operating on

a first software (such as the FreeSWITCH) stack inside of the operating system of a virtual

machine, and then a second type of transcoding server built to run in the virtual machine. In

this example, the first type of a media server may be a legacy media service, and the second

type may be a new version of the media service. The use of the first and second type may be

interchangeable. Alternatively, two of the media servers may not be interchangeable where

each is designed for a particular purpose. For example, a subset of media servers may be for

audio processing and a second subset of media servers for video processing operations.



[0041] The signaling control system 120 can function as a distinct service that

manages signaling of a media stream. In one variation, the signaling control system might

be embedded in a separate service that handles both media and signaling (e.g., mobile

iOS/Android connection service). The signaling control system preferably handles the

signaling messaging that directs media streams. The signaling control system can maintain

state of the Session Description Protocol (SDP) mechanism of a communication session. A

communication session preferably includes the media session and the directing of signaling

messages. The signaling control system can preferably communicate SDP information to

relevant resources such as an outside client initiating or receiving a communication, or to an

internal resource such as a communication application service. During integration with a

media micro-service, use of the signaling control system may be used to facilitate that

integration process. The signaling components can similarly be a form of a composable

micro-service. The signaling components may be used in combination with external media

resources, but the signaling resources may alternatively be supplied and handled external to

the MSCP when using a media service.

[0042] The signaling control system 120 is preferably a service on a computing

device distinct from that of the media resources (e.g., the media proxy service 110 and the

media server cluster 120). The signaling control system may be on a different host or

optionally a different virtual machine. Operating independently, a communication session

can be recovered during a failure of a media or signaling resource. In particular, if a host of

a media resource, either a media proxy server or a media server, goes down, the associated

signaling control system for that communication session can re-establish the media session

with a different media resource. Additionally, as distinct elements, the signaling control

system can perform asynchronous operations relating to a communication session. For

example, a signaling control system may asynchronously call out to an authentication

service, and later act on an authentication response from the authentication service.

[0043] The signaling control system 120 can additionally include a set of

orchestration services and state managers that function to manage the orchestration,

allocation, and state of related services. The configuration of orchestration services and/or

states managers may be different depending on the type and function of the provided media

services. The orchestration service preferably includes application logic to interface and



direct one or more media service state managers. The communication signaling is preferably

managed within the signaling control system (i.e., orchestration service). For example,

incoming SIP communication is directed to a signaling controller. The orchestration service

then communicates with a media service state manager that sets up media service

infrastructure to support the communication. The media service state manager then

transmits the information back to the orchestration service, which then negotiates the

communication session as specified by the media service state manager. A media state

manager can include application logic and state information to determine the state of a

particular type of media communication session such as a conferencing media session, a

transcoding media session, and the like. A media state manager may additionally include

application logic to control the state of related media servers. There can be multiple types or

media state managers, which apply different levels of media service modeling.

[0044] The system 100 can include an account system 130, which functions to map

processing of the MSCP to an identity within the system. The system 100 is preferably a

multitenant platform wherein multiple outside entities can create an account within the

platform. An account preferably provides a set of credentials or an alternative

authentication mechanism through which requests can be validated. The account system

130 can be a management system for different entity identities. The entity identities can be

persistent identities such as accounts, sub-accounts, and other substantially permanent

identity constructs. There may additionally or alternatively be ephemeral identities, which

can expire according to time condition, usage condition, or any suitable condition. The

account system preferably authenticates requests made by an account or other suitable

entities. In one variation, an account identifier and an authentication token can be included

in a request, and these authentication credentials are validated by the account system before

the request is fulfilled. An account may be authenticated when making use of a REST API,

when receiving signaling communication, during use of a user interface control panel or at

any suitable instance.

[0045] Various aspects of an account and usage of the platform can be configured

through account management interfaces. An account may be managed through an account

portal user interface. An account may alternatively be managed through API requests or

through any suitable mechanism. Aspects of an account that can be managed include



configuring programmatic mechanisms and settings when using the MSCP. For example, an

account manager could set various callback URIs that are triggered during errors or other

events in the system. The account manager can further define various parameters that will

determine how a communication is routed.

[0046] As a related aspect, the system can include a policy engine (e.g., a policy

engine similar to the policy engine 1311 of FIGURE 13). The policy engine may be a

supplemental component or a sub-component of the account system 130. Policy can be set

per account. Accordingly, different accounts can have different permissions, capabilities,

pricing, capacity, performance, or other aspects, which can be set through an account policy.

Policy may alternatively be set for a sub-account, for the entire platform, for a geographic

region, or for any suitable context. Policy settings may be set by default by the platform but

some or all of the policy settings may be driven by an account.

[0047] An account can include a defined policy configuration. A policy configuration

may set particular limitations for account usage within the platform. The policy can prevent

an application of an outside entity incurring usage that is beyond the scope in which the

application is meant to be used. Micro-service capabilities, amount of data processing, time

duration of usage, and other suitable capabilities can regulated through customized policy.

Similarly, the policy configuration may limit usage to machines with a particular network

address, types of devices, physical geographic location of a device, or other suitable

properties.

[0048] The account system 130 can additionally include a sub-account mechanism,

which functions to enable a user of the platform to partition account usage to enable

multitenancy within a product of the account holder. The sub-account mechanism

preferably accounts for usage, and more specifically creditable /billable usage to be

monitored according to an identifier for a sub-set of usage by an account. For example, an

account holder may build an outside application platform that depends on the system. The

outside application platform can similarly be multitenant in that multiple users can have

individually metered and accounted usage. The inheritable multitenancy property of the

platform (i.e., the capability of one account within a multitenant collection of accounts to

further subdivide usage the account between subclass of accounts). Can preferably provide

the capabilities of a parent account to a subaccount including: billing; programmatic



customization, allocation of identifiers or endpoints; and/or other customization. A billing

engine can cooperatively facilitate delivering billing statements and collecting payments

from the sub-accounts. Additionally, the sub-account mechanism can establish a hierarchy

of policy inheritance. A platform preferably contains policies that are applied to account. In

one variation, a usage policy is based on the type of account such as free account, basic

account, or enterprise-account. A parent account can similarly at least partially define the

policies of sub-accounts. In one variation, an account will create sub-account resources.

[0049] The media servers (of the media service system no) can additionally include

metering and logging layers (e.g., metering and logging layers similar to the metering layer

1313 FIGURE 13) of that operate in coordination with the provided media services. The

metering and logging function to create a record of notable activities. The metering can be

used in providing programmatic hooks (e.g., callback URI triggering, application execution,

and the like), billing/crediting an associated entity (e.g., charging for services or controlling

resource access), creation of an audit trail, and/or other suitable functionality. In one

variation, the media services include an instance layer that facilitates logging and tracking of

accountable events. Metering preferably includes recording who (e.g., which account, sub

account, user, etc.) is associated with the use of one or more media micro-services and the

quantity of usage. The quantity of usage may use different metrics depending on the type of

micro-service. A micro-service may care about: the number of requests or instances of use

(e.g., how many sessions fulfilled for an account); the total time of usage; the amount of

data passed through the media micro-service; and/or any suitable metric. A billing engine

may operate independently of the metering system, but may alternatively be integrated. A

billing engine preferably calculates amount owed by a particular account/sub-account. The

billing engine can additionally facilitate collecting and distributing of funds as appropriate.

[0050] The metering and logging system 140 of the preferred embodiment functions

to create a monitoring system to the MSCP (e.g., monitoring for one or more of the signaling

control system 120 and the media service system 110). In an implementation, the MSCDP

includes the signaling control system 120 and the media service system 110. The metering

and logging system 140 operates in coordination with the provided MSCP. In one variation,

the metering and logging system is integrated within an MSCP instance (e.g., one or more of

micro-service instances 121, 111, 112 and 113) running on a machine. In another variation,



the metering and logging system 140 can externally monitor the actions of the MSCP,

wherein the actions of the MSCP may be reported to the metering and logging system 140 in

any suitable manner. The metering and logging function to create a record of notable

activities. The metering can be used in providing programmatic hooks (e.g., callback URI

triggering, application execution, and the like), billing/crediting an associated entity (e.g.,

charging for services or controlling resource access), creation of an audit trail, and/or other

suitable functionality. In one variation, a MSCP instance (e.g., 121, 111, 112 and 113 of

FIGURE 1) running on a host includes an instance layer (e.g., an instance layer similar to

the metering layer 1313 of FIGURE 13) that facilitates logging and tracking of accountable

events. Metering preferably includes recording who (e.g., which account, sub-account, user,

etc.) is associated with the use of media micro-service and the quantity of usage.

[0051] In one variation, the metering layer (e.g., an instance layer similar to the

metering layer 1313 of FIGURE 13) of an MSCP instance (e.g., 121, 111, 112 and 113 of

FIGURE 1) will record individual events such as initialization requests, responses to a

request, changes to a facilitated communication session, when a communication session

ends, and/or any suitable event. The metering layer may additionally measure the amount

of data transfer, the time of communication sessions, and/or any suitable usage metric

while facilitating a particular communication session. The records are preferably metered

and logged in connection to an associated account.

[0052] A billing engine (e.g., 150 of FIGURE 1) may operate independently of the

metering and logging system, but may alternatively be integrated. A billing engine

preferably calculates amount owed by a particular account/sub-account. The billing engine

can additionally facilitate collecting and distributing of funds as appropriate. Such

accounting may be used in billing or crediting an entity/account for metered usage, which

functions to allow a sustainable MSCP to be operated. In another variation, usage

accountability can be used in limiting and balancing usage of a particular entity. As the

platform is preferably multitenant, usage is preferably balanced across multiple entities.

Rate limiting and action limits may be imposed at various times. Additionally, as use of a

communication infrastructure is often accompanied with significant financial cost,

fraudulent behavior by accounts or users of an account can be harmful to users of the



platform and to the platform itself. Fraud detection can additionally be accounted for during

usage of the platform.

[0053] The system 100 can additionally include a set of edge media and/or signaling

gateways that interface with a set of providers include communication interfaces, which

function to bridge media and/or signaling to outside communication channels. The outside

communication channels can include PSTN, SIP services, OTT media communication

services, and/or any suitable communication channel. Access to a particular channel can

similarly be offered as a micro-service with similar set of platform mechanisms (e.g.,

multitenancy, metering and billing, programmatic mechanisms, security, quality/regional

routing).

[0054] The system 100 may additionally include a resource management system

(e.g., a resource management system similar to the resource management system 1390 of

FIGURE 13) which functions to scale and orchestrate the computing resources that support

the MSCP platform. The set of MSCP instances are preferably scaled so as to support the

usage requirements across a set of accounts. As a multi-tenant platform, the resources are

preferably shared across accounts. In other words, a MSCP instance used for a first account

at one time may be used by a second account at a different time. The variability of usage

requirements for distinct account users is preferably normalized across a set of accounts

within the platform, such that the platform is scaled to support the varying usage demands

of various account holders. The resource management system can preferably instantiate

more MSCP resources or other services, suspend resources, or terminate service instances.

In one variation, a usage model is generated for at least a set of active accounts of the

platform. For the users that use the platform, or alternatively that use the MSCP platform

above a particular threshold, a model may be generated that predicts their usage over time.

In one instance, an account may have a substantially steady state of usage. In another

instance, the amount of usage may be a function of time of day, week, month, or year. In

another instance, an account may have varying trends that are predicted in real-time based

on past metrics and optionally metrics of similar accounts. As one baseline heuristic for

usage prediction, the media type or application use case may be used to generate a usage

model. For example, an account may select the type of MSCP usage during activation of the

micro-service for the account - selecting an option such as network discovery service,



transcoding, recording, media mixing, and the like. A predictive model may be generated

using any suitable algorithm or heuristic.

[0055] The system 100 may additionally include a queuing system (e.g., a queuing

system similar to the queueing system 1360 of FIGURE 13) which functions to facilitate rate

limiting and/or resource management. The queuing system can preferably queue requests

of a defined scope. A queuing scope may include queuing across a platform, within a

regional segment of the platform, across an account, across a sub-account, across requests

of a telephony endpoint, or across any suitable scope. In the variation of queuing with a

platform scope, requests from different accounts to use a micro-service may be initially

queued until a resource is available. The requests may be queued according to different

entity limits and policy. Requests of an account or sub-account may be associated with a

dequeuing rate and limit. A dequeuing limit preferably defines a maximum frequency of a

particular action with a particular micro-service. A dequeuing limit preferably defines a

hard limit on the number of particular actions within a time window. For example, an

account may be limited to no more than three session initiations for a given micro-service

per minute and a limit of two hundred per day. Additionally or alternatively, the dequeuing

of a request may be dependent at least in part on the resource usage and/or predicted

impact of the request on the system. For example, with limited capacity, a request to use

micro-service for an audio session may be dequeued prior to a request to use TURN for a

video session, wherein the video session is predicted to use more resource usage.

[0056] The queuing system preferably enables requests to be delayed until a suitable

condition. In one variation, a queuing system can operate cooperatively with the resource

management system. In demand input mode, queuing system information can be an input

to the resource management system in determining what and how many resources to

allocate or deallocate. In a management mode, the resource management system can alter

the queuing mechanism.

[0057] The system 100 will additionally include subsystems to support various

programmatic mechanisms described herein such as APIs, event triggers, callbacks, and

other suitable programmatic hooks that developers can use when building out applications

or services.



[0058] The system 100 preferably includes an application programming interface

(API) service 101 through which an authenticated account entity may interact with the

system and/or obtain information from the system. The API may be used in setting

configuration of one or more micro-services for an account. For example, an API request

may be used to alter usage limits and thresholds. As mentioned above, the API can set

configuration related to use of additionally micro-services, callbacks, and other interaction

options of a session can be controlled. In one variation, the API may enable programmatic

control of active communication sessions such that a communication session may be

augmented through an asynchronous API request. In one variation, a video chat may be

terminated, paused, redirected or modified through the API.

[0059] The API service 101 is preferably a RESTful API but may alternatively be any

suitable API such as SOAP or custom protocol. The RESTful API works according to an

application layer request and response model. An application layer request and response

model may use HTTP, HTTPS SPDY,or any suitable application layer protocol. Herein,

HTTP may be used, but should not be interpreted as being limited to the HTTP protocol.

HTTP requests (or any suitable request communication) to the platform preferably observe

the principles of a RESTful design. RESTful is understood in this document to describe a

Representational State Transfer architecture as is known in the art. The RESTful HTTP

requests are preferably stateless, thus each message communicated contains all necessary

information for processing the request and generating a response. The API service can

include various resources, which act as endpoints that can act as a mechanism for specifying

requested information or requesting particular actions. The resources can be expressed as

URI's or resource paths. The RESTful API resources can additionally be responsive to

different types of HTTP methods such as GET, Put, POST and/or DELETE.

[0060] The system 100 can additionally include sub-systems to support event

triggers and/or event callbacks (e.g., the event trigger system 180 of FIGURE l). Event

triggers can be account-customized conditions that result in an event response when the

condition is satisfied. The event triggers can leverage internal information of the platform,

but without exposing the used internal information to an outside account entity. When an

event trigger condition is satisfied, a configured event is executed. The event could be an

internal operation, a callback event, or any suitable action. An Internal operation can be a



closed action that may not be fully exposed to an account holder such as ending all active

communication sessions serviced by an MSCP instance. A callback event preferably includes

making an application layer protocol communication to an external resource. A callback

event may alternatively be configured by account for any suitable event such as when a

session starts, when a session ends, when crossing a usage threshold, or any suitable

condition.

Method Overview

[0061] As shown in FIGURE 2, a method 200 for providing a micro-services

communication platform can include enrolling an entity (S210), configuring micro-service

usage of the entity (S210), processing a micro-service request according to the configured

usage (S220); and accounting for usage (S230). The method 200 functions to correlate

usage of a micro-service to a user. Registering an entity (e.g., the process S210) preferably

includes registering a developer account (i.e., an account), but may alternatively be

associated with registering a subaccount, an application, a communication endpoint, and/or

any suitable entity. Configuring of a micro-service (e.g., the process S220) can include

defining programmatic mechanisms that can: respond to use of a micro-service, define how

communication is managed by a micro-service, and/or play any suitable role in acting on a

communication. In one variation, registration of a managed endpoint may be used such that

various providers direct communication to the MSCP as the registered manager of that

endpoint. For example, a PSTN phone number may be registered with the MSCP, and

various micro-services such as recording, routing, and other micro-service primitives can be

configured. In another variation, an outside application or service will direct

communications (e.g., media and/or signaling to particular resources of the MSCP). For

example, a mobile application may configure an application to direct SIP traffic to a

particular domain of the MSCP, which can then handle at least a portion of SIP negotiation

of a communication.

[0062] Processing a micro-service request (e.g., the process S230) can include a

variety of operations and may be dependent on the type (and variety) of micro-service used.

Processing a micro-service request service functions to execute policy on usage of one or

more micro-services in accordance with entity configuration (e.g., account or sub-account



configuration). Multiple micro-services may be used during a communication. This may be

directed through entity configuration. For example, various configuration mechanisms may

be exposed to enable simple coupling of different micro-services. Alternatively, a single

communication session can leverage multiple micro-services but can do so according to

logic of the outside application. For example, a communication application may use an

identity service, a STUN/TURN service, and a transcoding service, but from the perspective

of the MSCP the use of multiple micro-services is treated as independent uses of the micro-

services. The micro-services are preferably highly composable such that they can be used in

a variety of combinations to accomplish a given task.

[0063] Additionally, use of the micro-services can be dynamic and can include

transitioning use of a micro-service. Transitioning use of a micro-service functions to alter

the type, configuration, communication orchestration and/or any suitable aspect of the

micro-service resources used to facilitate a communication. A communication session can

be established outside of the MSCP and then transition to using a micro-service.

Additionally, a communication session utilizing a micro-service can transition to remove the

micro-service resources from the communication session (e.g., due to ending that leg of the

communication or just moving the communication off the MSCP). As shown in FIGURES

3A and 3B, a communication session may alternatively transition from a first configuration

to a second configuration. Transitioning is preferably performed in response to a change in

the requirements and context of a communication.

[0064] Use of a micro-service is preferably an accountable action (e.g., accounted for

during the process S240). Such accounting may be used in billing or crediting an

entity/account for such usage, which functions to allow a sustainable MSCP to be operated.

In another variation, usage accountability can be used in limiting and balancing usage of a

particular entity. As the MSCP is preferably multitenant, usage is preferably balanced across

multiple entities. Rate limiting and action limits may be imposed at various times.

Additionally, as use of a communication infrastructure is often accompanied with

significant financial cost, fraudulent behavior by accounts or users of an account can be

harmful to users of the MSCP and to the MSCP itself. Fraud detection can additionally be

accounted for during usage of the MSCP.



[0065] The method and system of a preferred embodiment preferably includes a set

of CPaaS features driven by the multitenant approach of the system and method. The

method and system can includes a set of CPaaS features, which can include an account

component, a metering and monitoring component, security component, programmatic

mechanism component, and quality and geographical routing component. The method and

system can be applied across a set of media micro-services as shown in FIGURE 12. In one

variation, the method and system is applied to a single media micro-service, wherein the

platform offers a single communication primitive such as network discovery, media mixing,

or identity. In another variation, the set of media micro-services includes two or more

micro-services. In the variation where the set of media micro-services includes multiple

micro-services, the media micro-services can be used in different combinations.

2. Communication Primitive Features

Account Component

[0066] As a first component of multitenant CPaaS features, the MSCP includes an

account system (e.g., 130) where accounts can be created and managed. Various aspects of

an account and usage of the MSCP can be configured through account management

interfaces. An account may be managed through an account portal user interface. An

account may alternatively be managed through API requests or through any suitable

mechanism. Aspects of an account that can be managed include configuring programmatic

mechanisms and settings when using the MSCP. For example, an account manager could set

various callback URIs that are triggered during errors or other events in the system. The

account manager can further define various parameters that will determine how a

communication is routed.

[0067] Providing an account component includes enrolling an entity in the platform

(e.g., process S210 of FIGURE 2), which functions to configure an account or application for

use of the platform. Herein, an account will be used in describing the entity, but an account

may be a sub-account, an application, an endpoint, or any suitable entity. Enrolling an

entity (e.g., the process S210) can include registering the entity and setting an entity

configuration as shown in FIGURE 11.



[0068] Registering an entity preferably includes registering a developer account (i.e.,

an account), but may alternatively be associated with registering a subaccount, an

application, a communication endpoint, and/or any suitable entity. In a first variation, a

new account is created and setup. In a second variation, a sub-account of an existing

account is created and setup. Enrolling an entity in the platform can additionally include

editing or updating an existing entity. Registering an entity can include assigning

authentication credentials for the entity. In one variation, the authentication credentials

include an entity secure identifier token and an authentication token. The authentication

credentials are preferably used by an entity when transmitting a request, and the credentials

provide a mechanism for mapping the request to an entity. Entity configuration can be used

in subsequent processing of the request. The authentication credentials can additionally be

used in interacting with the platform over the API. An entity may be registered through

interactions over a graphical user interface, such as on a website or inside of a client

application. An entity can alternatively be registered using an API.

[0069] Setting entity configuration functions to configure the customized rules

around usage of a given session instance of an entity.

[0070] Setting entity configuration can includes setting permissions, capabilities,

pricing, capacity, performance, or other aspects. The configuration may be expressed as

platform policy, rules, parameters, or settings. Configuration settings may be driven from

the MSCP but some or all of the policy settings may be driven by an account. The entity

configurations are preferably applied to each instances of use. For example, the

configuration is preferably applied for each communication session of an account. A

communication session is preferably an open media communication channel wherein

substantially real-time communication occurs, such as a voice call, video call, screen

sharing, data -transfers, and the like. As different entities will have varying requirements,

each entity can set at least one set of options. In one variation, multiple instance types may

be configured which may be selectively used by an entity. For example, an entity may have a

first set of configuration for free users of the entity's application and a second set of

configuration for paid users of the entity's application. Entity configuration can be for one

or more micro-services. In some instances, the configuration defines combined use of

micro-services (where two or more micro-services are used in combination). In other



instances, the configuration can define independent settings of micro-services (one account

may use a first micro-service independent from a second micro-service).

[0071] Configuring a network discovery instance may include setting default

configuration. In one variation, an account is automatically allowed access micro-service.

That micro-service may be configured automatically by the platform. Different entities may

receive different default configurations. In another variation, an account may need to

explicitly enable the capability of a one or more micro-services such as by enrolling in the

service offering through an administrator control panel.

[0072] Configuring a micro-services of an entity (e.g., the process S220 of FIGURE

2) can include defining a programmatic mechanism that can include setting event callbacks,

setting event triggers based on platform metrics, secondary micro-media service

configuration, set usage limits, and/or setting any suitable additional functionality of the

network discovery service.

[0073] In some variations, a micro-service can use endpoint addressing. Enrolling of

an entity can additionally include allocating an endpoint to the endpoint. An endpoint is

preferably an identifier within a namespace. Endpoints can provide mapping information

between a communication destination or origin and a physical device. An endpoint

preferably has a defined syntax. In one variation, the syntax can be a SIP address, but may

alternatively be a username or any suitable identifier. Accounts, sub-accounts, and/or any

suitable entity may be allocated endpoints. The endpoint may be global such that cross

account and/or platform communication may be established. Alternatively, endpoints may

be a scoped to an account or sub-account. Entities can register, acquire, or otherwise obtain

a n endpoint. Endpoints may alternatively be transferred, removed, or otherwise

disassociated from an account.

Subaccounts

[0074] One particular aspect of the MSCP is that the properties of multitenancy can

be offered as recursive or nested multitenancy features. An account is able to offer similar

forms of multitenancy to its respective customers or users, which functions to allow

accounts on the MSCP to build their own multitenant platform on top of the MSCP. Mores

specifically, an account entity can have subaccounts. Subaccounts are hierarchically ordered



account relationships that are under another account entity. There can be any suitable

number of subaccount layers.

[0075] Security, fraud, policy, usage restrictions, billing/pricing, and other account-

scoped controls can additionally be scoped to particular subaccounts. In some cases, those

scoped controls are set and managed by the MSCP. For example, automatic fraud detection

can be detected on the scope of subaccounts (and in the scope of parent accounts). So if, for

example, a subaccount within a parent account is performing actions that look like illicit

usage of the MSCP, then that subaccount can be blocked, turned off, or limited. The parent

account and other subaccounts can continue operating as normal. Such subaccount limiting

within the multitenant MSCP. If fraud is detected scoped to the parent account, that parent

account and all subaccounts may be acted upon to prevent illicit behavior. For some aspects,

the scoped controls can be, at least partially, set or managed by a parent account. Examples

of account set scoped controls may include: special billing for a subaccount; limited feature

access; usage limits; and other suitable scoped controls.

Queuing

[0076] As shown in FIGURE 4, multitenancy in the MSCP can include the usage of

micro-service queues (e.g., the micro-service queue 410), which functions to throttle,

balance, and manage resource usage within the MSCP. In some implementations, the

MSCP is provided by the system 100 of FIGURE 1. A micro-service queue is a queue that

acts as a gateway to the usage of a corresponding micro-service. The micro-service queue is

preferably a list of resource requests that have not been serviced or have not been assigned

necessary resources. Herein request is used to describe the queued element - a queued

request may be reasonably be any suitable reference to an action or entity or

communication. For example, a request to process a particular media stream may be

queued. The requests are preferably serviced at a rate suitable for the current capacity of the

micro-services in the MSCP. Queuing is used to share the resources across a distinct set of

accounts in the multitenant environment of the MSCP. Queuing can additionally be used in

managing the requests of a single account so as to not saturate the micro-services of the

MSCP.



[0077] The micro-service queues can be used in several different modes. In one

variation, a micro-service queue can be used in establishing a media session. For example,

asynchronous communication requests (e.g., API requests, directives initiated from

application logic, etc.) may be queued and dequeued when one or more micro-services are

available for use. The queuing may be to limit or gate access to limited resources. Resources

can be automatically and dynamically scaled or redistributed to satisfy resource demand. A

micro-service queue can facilitate controlled servicing of requests by micro-services.

Additionally or alternatively, the micro-service queues may be used in account limiting.

Account limiting may be used to throttle resource usage. As an alternative to account

limiting, the queues may be for a particular endpoint. For example, outgoing

communication requests can be queued according to origin SIP address wherein each SIP

address is dequeued at an individually determined rate. A throttle is preferably a defined

limit or condition on the inter-request limit. Throttling preferably changes the resource

usage rate. For example, an account throttle limit can prevent an account from making more

than one outbound call per minute. The account throttles may be globally set but may

alternatively be individually set for a subset of accounts (e.g., per account limits). Similarly,

a cap limit may be a restriction on gross count of requests in a block of time, which may be

considered a special case of a throttle limit where the time scale is large. For example, an

account cap limit can limit the total number of requests served for a particular account in a

day. The cap limit may be used in combination with the throttle limit - the rate and total

number of requests could be limited.

[0078] The MSCP can include a variety of queue configurations. The MSCP can

include per account (or subaccount) queues, where requests of a particular account are

queued. There can be group queues that are used for multiple queues. The group queues can

be used as control queues. In one variation, account queues will act as a first threshold of

queuing and then a group control queue can act as a second stage where requests are

organized in the queue according to cross-account resource sharing. The queuing order

within a group queue may be dependent on the account or different conditions. For

example, a premium account may be prioritized in queue ordering over a standard account.

Similarly, the dequeuing rate of an account rate may function to similarly apply queue



prioritization. Queues may be for a pool of resource or for individual resource queues.

Resource queues can queue multiple requests of multiple accounts for a particular resource.

[0079] A queue popper (i.e., a dequeuer) (e.g., 421, 422, 423 of FIGURE 4) is

preferably a software or hardware mechanism that functions to select queued requests to

service. The queue popper preferably selects requests at a preferred rate, but the queue

popper may alternatively select requests according to capacity or available resources, or a

combination thereof. There may additionally be a plurality of queue poppers that function

to simultaneously select requests from a queue. The number of call poppers may be variable.

The micro-service queue(s), the queue popper(s), or any suitable combination are preferably

used to control the throttling (or servicing rate) of the call requests. The throttling may be

performed on a per-phone number, per-endpoint, per-account, per-resource group, per

resource, and/or according to any request attribute.

[0080] The multitenant portion of the MSCP can include an analysis system 430,

which functions to analyze the system to predict micro-service resource requirements. The

analysis system preferably monitors a plurality of aspects of the system. The analysis system

may monitor the current capacity such as network or hardware operation levels or trends

(increasing or decreasing); usage history such as logged data to find correlations in capacity

(e.g., detecting patterns); queue length and queue entry latency; analysis of applications

such as historical patterns from past usage of an application; and/or any suitable aspects.

Patterns in capacity needs are preferably found related to the time of day, day of the week,

yearly patterns, usage patterns (such as if an increase in capacity needs by one user

indicates increase in capacity needs by other users), call location, call duration of calls,

and/or any suitable indicator. The analysis system can preferably makes distinctions across

different types and varieties of micro-services. The analysis system preferably generates

data for the resource allocator, a load balancer, and/or additionally the micro-service queue.

The predictions or data from the analysis system may additionally be used for provisioning

capacity of the micro-service resources. The analysis system preferably compares expected

and actual load, and provides data that is used to compensate for the variability in

utilization of resources of the system.

[0081] The multitenant portion of the MSCP can include a resource allocator 440,

which functions to scale and manage the operation of the distributed computing resources



of the MSCP. The resource allocator additionally preferably reprovisions micro-service

resources, allocates new micro-service resources, deallocates micro-service resources,

and/or any other suitable allocation process. The resource allocator may additionally

control the provisioning of micro-service queues and other devices of the system. The

resource allocator preferably uses data of the analysis system in determining the

provisioning and operation of resources. The resource allocator preferably uses information

from the analysis system to predict required micro-service resource capacity. The resource

allocator preferably uses the predicted capacity requirements to determine how many

hardware (physical or virtualized) or software resources need to be operating, and the

resource allocator preferably allocates, deallocates, or reprovisions micro-service resources

(e.g., transcoders, STUN/TURN servers, media information processors, media mixing,

communication application controllers, and/or other hardware or software resources) as

necessary. The resource allocator may additionally use startup time, operation cost, or other

parameters of hardware and software resources when determining the number and ratio of

resources to have allocated at a particular time. The resource allocator also preferably keeps

track of the quantity of resources currently available, and makes resource availability

information available to other system components, including dequeuers, load balancers etc.

Such resource availability information is preferably used by other system components to

adjust operation of the system components. The resource allocator preferably monitors the

resources and reprovisions resources in real time.

[0082] The multitenant portion of the MSCP can include a set of load balancers (e.g.,

the load balancer 450 of FIGURE 4) that functions to distribute processing tasks amongst

the micro-service resources and other resources. The load balancer of the preferred

embodiment preferably optimizes the distribution of processing tasks such that the plurality

of micro-services is operated at or near an optimal level. The load balancer preferably

directs tasks (e.g., servicing of communication sessions or resource requests) to appropriate

micro-service resources as the tasks are created. A task is preferably an operation in the

MSCP, but may alternatively be a call request or call session.

[0083] As shown in FIGURE 5, a method 500 for multitenancy in the MSCP can

include queuing a first micro-service request (process S510), queuing a second micro-

service request (process S520), dequeuing the first micro-service request and servicing at a



first micro-service resource (process S530) and dequeuing the second micro-service request

and servicing the dequeued second micro-service request at the first micro-service resource

(process S540). The method 500 preferably employs the use of queues to facilitate shared

use of micro-service resources. For example, a STUN/TURN server can be shared across

multiple distinct entities through the multitenant queuing policy of the method. As

described above, a variety of queuing architectures may be used to control access to the

resources of the MSCP. The queuing process is preferably used for asynchronous operations

of the MSCP. For example, asynchronous micro-services (transcription services, media

information processing, and other tasks) may be queued and dequeued within a suitable

amount of time. Synchronous services such as micro-service resources that facilitate real

time communication may employ queues for the initial request to access a micro-service.

Synchronous services can similarly use a queuing process with a short queued-status

window (i.e., requests will be queued for a short amount of time). For example, a queue

configured to queue a request for no longer than 500 ms may be used for micro-service

resources where 500 ms delays do not break use of the micro-service.

[0084] In a basic operation mode, the first micro-service request and the second

micro-service request are dequeued at a dequeuing rate associated with the micro-service.

For example, the dequeuing rate may be dependent on the capacity and availability of a

micro-service. In another operation mode, the first micro-service request is dequeued at a

first rate and the second micro-service request is dequeued at a second rate. The first and

second rate may be individually assigned rates that may or may not be the same. For

example, the first request may be initiated for a first account and the second request for a

second account. The first account may have a dequeuing rate set at the first rate, and the

second account may have a dequeuing rate of the second rate. The dequeuing rate may

additionally be associated with origin endpoint, destination endpoint, or combination of

involved endpoints.

Metering of Usage

[0085] As another component of multitenant CPaaS includes metering of usage (e.g.,

the process S340 of FIGURE 2). The metering of usage functions to provide a mechanism

through which accounting for account usage may be maintained. Additionally, as the inner



workings of the MSCP will at least partially be private from outside inspection, metering can

provide various mechanisms to add programmatic hooks and/or platform provided

management. Metering of usage preferably adds a layer of metering to a micro-service such

that corresponding account entities can be held accountable for corresponding usage.

[0086] Preferably, a micro-service resource will have an added metering layer that

collects and distributes usage information. A metering layer can log events and create a

record of when and how the set of micro-services service are used and which account was

associated with the usage. Events can be logged in relationship to client requests what

features/micro-services were used and the amount of in-session usage. In one variation,

only one attribute may be metered for a particular micro-service. In other variations,

multiple attributes may be metered for a particular micro-service. For example, transcoding

micro-service may meter the time of the transcoding process, the duration or quantity of

transcoding process, and the account associated with the request. The metric may be the

number of events (e.g., number of network discovery attempts), time of media streaming,

data transfer of media streaming, and/or any suitable metric. Metering and accounting may

depend on the modality of the communication stream. In an environment where the MSCP

includes different types of micro-services, a reporting component may be configured for a

set of micro-service types. In an environment where the MSCP includes multiple varieties of

one type of micro-service, a metering layer may be configured for each variety of the micro-

service.

[0087] Metered usage may be accounted for progressively as new usage occurs.

Alternatively, accounting may occur at periodic increments. In one variation, usage of each

account is aggregated and accounted for when preparing a monthly statement. Accounting

can additionally include notifying an entity and collecting payment or credit. Such billing

procedures can be automated by the platform. Additionally, the metering and billing can

account for state changes of a communication stream. For example, if a communication

stream were to transition between audio and video, the respective different modalities of the

communication stream can be metered and accounted for differently.

[0088] In one variation, metering and accounting can additionally be sub-divided

over subsets of usage. Preferably, the usage and accounting are sub-divided by sub-accounts

of a parent account. In this manner, an account can provide a service wherein at least part of



the cost of operating the service is delegated to an end-user. Sub-accounts can be one

mechanism used in managing sub-dividing usage and metering. Sub-dividing metering can

additionally enable fraud detection, event triggering, and other functionality to be based on

sub-divided usage.

[0089] As shown in FIGURE 6, the MSCP system (e.g., the system too) can include a

variety of other components that operate on or otherwise use the data generated by the

reporting components. In one variation, a billing engine (e.g., 150) uses the metered usage

in generating billing reports. In another variation, an event trigger system (e.g., 180) can

provide a programmatic mechanism to integrate with the inner workings of the MSCP. In

yet another variation, a fraud detection service (e.g., 170) can use metered usage as a signal

used in fraud detection.

Billing Engine

[0090] A billing engine (e.g., 150 of FIGURE 1) can function to manage and track

micro-service and platform usage to appropriately charge a responsible entity. The billing

engine 150 preferably accounts for the metered usage of all the micro-services and/or other

aspects of the MSCP. In a first variation, the billing engine 150 will account for all usage for

a particular account and submit a bill (or actively bill) to the account. The billed usage can

similarly be accounted for subaccounts. In a second variation, the billing engine 150 can

account for usage according to a billing profile. Different accounts may have different billing

profiles. The metered usage is processed according to a specific billing profile. In the case

where the billing profile defines pricing of usage for a single account, a single bill may be

generated for the amount owed to the MSCP. In the case where the billing profile defines

pricing of usage for a subaccount within a parent account, the billing engine 150 may handle

collection from subaccounts or end-users, distribution of funds (or crediting of funds) to the

parent account, and distribution of funds to the MSCP. For example, the MSCP may provide

a base billing profile of $o.oi/minute of micro-service usage. The billing profile set by an

account for a subaccount may be $o.02/minute of micro-service usage. If a subaccount had

1000 minutes of usage, then $20 is collected from the sub-account, $10 of the $20 is

credited to the parent account, and $10 of the $20 is collected by the MSCP for the platform

usage. The billing profile may similarly be used to subsidize usage. In another example, the



billing profile may be set by an account for a subaccount to $o .oos /minute of micro-service

usage. If a subaccount had 1000 minutes of usage, then $5 is collected from the sub-account

(leaving $5 to be subsidized by the account to make up for the $o.oi/minute rate of the

MSCP), $5 is collected from the parent account (to account for usage by this one

subaccount). The MSCP in the end collects $10 in response to usage by the subaccount.

[0091] The billing engine 150 can track all micro-service operations (or at least a set

of accountable micro-service operations) according to set billing policies agreed to by a

customer in a usage model. This may include tracking time of use, number of uses, or

according to any suitable subscription model. The billing engine 150 preferably consolidates

all module fees for both the customers and the developers. It is envisioned that a customer

may have multiple service agreements and contracts for various micro-services. The bills for

the various modules are preferably consolidated into a single, periodic bill created and sent

out by the billing engine. Similarly, it is envisioned that a developer may have a plurality of

customers with varying agreements. The payments from the various customers are

preferably consolidated into a single, periodic payment. Account information and billing

information is preferably stored in any suitable database.

[0092] Operation of the MSCP can include metering use of a micro-service, functions

to account for the different micro-service (e.g., the process S240 of FIGURE 2). Metering

use of a micro-service may include measuring time, the count of number of events,

measuring duration of usage, measuring the quantity of usage (e.g., bandwidth, data

processed), or any suitable metric. Metering is preferably performed such that it can be

associated to usage scopes. For example, usage by an account can be associated with the

account, the account endpoint used, the subaccount of the account, or any suitable entity. In

addition to metering use of the micro-service, operation of the MSCP can use accounting for

usage which can be used in calculating related measures of usage for billing, usage limits,

usage triggers or any suitable action.

[0093] Metering can additionally be distributed across multiple types of micro-

services. In one variation, use of a micro-service can be a binary attribute for a

communication session. For example, a call that is 10 minutes long may use a recording

micro-service for 5 minutes and a conferencing micro-service for 8 minutes. If both of these

micro-services are accounted for in a binary fashion then this call may be billed as a 10



minute call that used recording and conferencing. Metering can alternatively be accounted

for in a segmented fashion. In the example above, the call will be accounted for as a 10

minute call that had 5 minutes of recording and 8 minutes of conferencing.

[0094] The first and second module usage of the telephony application for a user

account is preferably individually metered. The independent metering can preferably be

achieved because use of the telephony platform during application control by each module

is preferably isolated and accountable. The telephony platform (e.g., a call router) can

preferably track what module URI's are being used for application control, and more

preferably the dispatching engine or the policy engine preferably tracks application control.

In addition to metering application control, actions outside of application control

(asynchronous usage) may be monitored. For example, API calls made by a module or other

use of the telephony platform that do not relate to an instance of application control may be

included in the metered activity. Metering preferably includes maintaining usage statistics.

The metrics used for metering preferably may include per "period use" (e.g., unlimited

ufsage for one month), amount of usage in a fixed period (e.g., 100 minutes of call time per

month or 500 text messages in a month), or a usage limit (e.g., 500 text messages), or any

suitable usage model. Alternatively, the metering may include noting that a module is in use

during a particular period. This may be used for a usage model with unlimited use in a time

period. Preferably the comparison of time period of unlimited use and the current time is

used in verifying permission for the account to use a module. For example, if a usage model

is set so that the module may see unlimited use during month period, the metering

preferably notes that the month is being used in a particular month, and a policy engine

preferably verifies permission for an account to be used that month (e.g., check if the

current date is included in the month of unlimited use). This particular alternative may be

further used during the configuration of telephony application. A particular module may not

be prevented from being configured within a telephony application until the current time

period is paid for. The metric used to measure usage of the first module and the second

module can preferably differ, such that the usage model of each module may be individually

assigned.

Usage triggers



[0095] The metering of the MSCP can operate according to a usage trigger system

180 (of FIGURE 1) that includes a summarizer, a usage trigger management system, a

trigger monitoring system, and a trigger action processor. The system functions to create a

simple interface for outside applications to deploy usage based events within the MSCP. An

interface to the system preferably enables a user/developer to generate a new usage trigger

for an application or service platform that leverages the micro-services. During operation of

the application platform, the system can update and monitor the status of various event

counters. The event counters are preferably built according to the metering, logging, and

reporting of the MSCP. Event counters are preferably form-abstracted views of internal

metrics. When a particular counter satisfies a usage trigger, actions corresponding to the

usage trigger can be performed. The system can preferably achieve improved efficiency and

provide a wider range of trigger options, compared to an event polling system from an

outside developer, when the usage triggers are integrated into the operation of the

application platform. Furthermore, the system can accommodate the application server of

an account holder being separate from the application platform by at least one security

layer. The system can be used for general usage and event tracking of internal processing of

the application platform, but the system can similarly be used for asynchronous error and

warning handling.

[0096] The summarizer can function as a service to process individual event logs and

metered usage into counters on which a trigger may be dependent. As different use cases

may depend on different counters, the counters may be selectively engaged based on

configuration. In some implementations, not all possible metered usage or event is counted,

only those with a configured trigger. A usage trigger management system functions to store

event triggers and configuration. Applications or users can configure the event triggers in

any suitable manner. An event trigger configuration characterizes how to monitor usage and

the actions to perform. A trigger monitoring system functions to monitor the counters in the

context of the set usage triggers. When a condition of an event trigger is satisfied by a

counter, the trigger action processor can be prompted to carry out a corresponding

response. A trigger action processor of a preferred embodiment functions to initialize or

perform the response of an activated usage trigger. In one variation, an action can be to

make an application layer communication (HTML, SPDY,etc.) call to a callback URI hosted



external to the MSCP. In another variation, the action can be internal action of the MSCP.

For example, a trigger may suspend further activity of an account such that the usage trigger

can be used to prevent suspicious behavior. In one variation, the usage trigger system and

method can be substantially similar to the systems and methods described in US

Application No. 14/054,464, filed 15-OCT-2013, and US Application No. 14/489,387, filed

17-SEP-2014, which are both hereby incorporated in their entirety by this reference.

Security

[0097] Another attribute of the micro-service offering of the MSCP can include

security, which can include account authentication, micro-service resource access

allocation, and activity monitoring.

[0098] The account authentication preferably provides a mechanism for which

activity on the account can be verified and authenticated. In one variation, the

authentication can be based on established account. As mentioned above, accounts,

subaccounts, applications associated with account entities, endpoints associated with

account entities, and other usage scopes within the MSCP can have policy applied to it by

the MSCP or by a responsible entity (e.g., an account can set policy for a subaccount,

application, or endpoint). In addition to registered entities having authentication

capabilities, ephemeral identities can have authentication credentials. Ephemeral identities

can enable users, applications, and services, which organically make use of a micro-service,

to be assigned policy within the MSCP. Ephemeral identities preferably have authentication

credentials generated on demand, and which will expire after a certain condition(s). The

expiration condition can include a time to live time window, a particular event, or some

threshold of usage.

[0099] The micro-service resource access allocation functions to dedicate at least a

subset of resource access to at least a sub-set of entities. The resource access allocation can

be a set of media proxy servers with defined access IP addresses and ports. Accounts can

whitelist such resources so that they can interface with resources of an outside application.

Similarly, an account can set a block of whitelisted resources that can connect to the MSCP

on behalf of that account such that the MSCP will allow account usage for resources

connected according to the whitelisted specifications.



[001 00] The activity monitoring system (e.g., the fraud system 170) of the MSCP can

function to apply various fraud-based heuristics across the accounts, subaccounts,

endpoints, or applications. The activity monitoring can use the metered usage described

above in monitoring and measuring various fraud scores based on heuristics. In one

variation, fraud-based activity monitoring can include enrolling a plurality of accounts in a

telecommunications platform block (as described above), at a fraud scoring system,

receiving usage data of a telephony platform component (e.g., as a supplementary process to

metering and monitoring), calculating a fraud score from the usage data block, detecting

when fraud scores of an account satisfy a fraud threshold block, and taking action when a

fraud score satisfies a fraud threshold block. The method functions to enable heuristic based

identification and prevention of telephony fraud. In response to the fraud scores, the activity

monitoring system can alter operation of the account within the communication platform.

Such a system is preferably capable of mitigating fraudulent behavior made on top of the

self sign-up communication platform. Furthermore, in the case where ephemeral identities

are allowed to generate usage, fraud monitoring and prevention can oversee activity across a

wide variety of accounts and scenarios. In one scenario, the system can be applied to

preventing illicit use within a single account. The system can additionally be extended to

detect illicit use through cooperative use of multiple accounts. Another aspect is that the

multitenant account system may include functionality for an account to create sub-accounts.

Sub-accounts can be used so that a developer can develop a service on top of the

communication platform and provide that service to end customers. The system can enable

fraudulent behavior within the subaccount of an account to also be monitored for fraudulent

behavior.

[001 0 1] The method preferably uses a heuristic based approach using rules defined in

a rule set of the fraud scoring system (e.g., 170). Rules used in the method can preferably be

crafted and maintained by fraud analysts, which functions to enable analysts to use their

unique insight into fraud scenarios to automatically detect future scenarios using the fraud

scoring system. The method additionally can automate the detection and actions taken by

fraud analysts for a system. The method may additionally include Bayesian learning, neural

networks, reinforcement learning, cluster analysis or any suitable machine learning or

algorithmic approaches to facilitate identifying illicit use cases. Preferably a combination of



automatic fraud rule generation and fraud analyst input is used in during the method of the

fraud scoring system. The method is preferably capable of identifying a wide variety of illicit

use cases as defined in the rule set. When illicit use of the telephony platform is matches a

rule, the fraud scoring system preferably acts to prevent that instance of illicit use from

continuing. In one variation, the fraud-based monitoring system can be substantially

similar to the fraud detection system and method of US Patent Application No. 14253316,

filed 15-APR-2014, which is hereby incorporated in its entirety by this reference.

Programmatic Mechanisms

[001 02] Another attribute of the micro-service offering of the MSCP can include a

variety of programmatic mechanisms such as providing of an API (e.g., 101 of FIGURE 1),

mapping of micro-service usage to a programmatic mechanism, responsive execution of

callback URI events, and executing retrievable application logic.

MSCP API

[001 03] A MSCP API (e.g., 101 of FIGURE 1) can be provided that provides a range of

controlling actions of the MSCP and inspecting data of the MSCP. Preferably actions that

can be performed through an account dashboard can similarly be accomplished through an

API. Outside applications or services can preferably interact with the MSCP through the

MSCP API by issuing requests from an outside application service. A MSCP API service

(e.g., 101 of FIGURE 1) receives and parses such requests and then translates the requests

into a response. The response can include retrieval of information and a reply with the

information. The response can include execution of some action by the MSCP and then the

result of the request returned in reply to the application server. The MSCP preferably uses

an architectural approach that architects the resources, and primitives of the MSCP as a set

of API resources. For example, an account's API resource can be used in inspecting all

accounts or creating a new account. In addition to dealing with prior configuration of the

MSCP, the MSCP API can allow real-time active inspection and interaction during use of the

MSCP. For example, an active communication session may be inspected and manipulated

during the communication session through the API.



[001 04] The MASCP API (e.g., 101) can be a REST API. The API is preferably a

RESTful API but may alternatively be any suitable API such as SOAP or custom protocol.

The RESTful API works according to an application layer request and response model. An

application layer request and response model may use HTTP, HTTPS SPDY,or any suitable

application layer protocol. Herein HTTP may be used, but should be interpreted as being

limited to the HTTP protocol. HTTP requests (or any suitable request communication) to

the communication platform preferably observe the principles of a RESTful design. RESTful

is understood in this document to describe a Representational State Transfer architecture as

is known in the art. The RESTful HTTP requests are preferably stateless, thus each message

communicated contains all necessary information for processing the request and generating

a response. The API service can include various resources, which act as endpoints that can

act as a mechanism for specifying requested information or requesting particular actions.

The resources can be expressed as URI's or resource paths. The RESTful API resources can

additionally be responsive to different types of HTTP methods such as GET, Put, POST

and/or DELETE. The media service API can be used to provide information about current

state of media sessions, events, media, or related data. The media service API can

additionally provide interactive control of one or more operation of a media service.

Mappings to programmatic mechanisms

[001 05] As shown in FIGURE 7, mapping of micro-service usage to a programmatic

mechanism functions to correlate particular events to programmatic mechanisms. In many

cases, the mapping will map usage of a micro-service with a programmatic mechanism that

will be used during use of that micro-service. As the MSCP will frequently handle inbound

and outbound communications, the mapping can be between an endpoint and some

application logic executed at a particular time. There can additionally be multiple mappings.

For example, micro-service usage for a first endpoint may have an associated URI of a

retrievable application logic to direct the use of the micro-service during the communication

session and an associated callback URI that is triggered at the end of the communication.

Callbacks



[001 06] As shown in FIGURE 8, responsively executing a callback URI event is one

particular type of programmatic mechanism that can function to provide a mechanism for

integrating with applications outside of the MSCP. A callback URI is preferably a configured

URI of a resource controlled (or at least selected) by a developer of the outside application

or service. The callback URI can be used when delegating particular decisions to an outside

application server. Responsibly executing a callback URI preferably includes detecting an

event associated with the callback URI and transmitting a communication to the callback

URI. The communication to the callback URI preferably includes metadata related to the

event. For example, the metadata can include information about the communication session

(e.g., what endpoints are involved, the duration of the communication session, and context

information relating to the event. A callback URI preferably functions to allow outside

applications to be notified of particular events. If an outside application server decides to

take some action in response to the communication to the callback URI, the API may be

used. Alternatively, a response to the communication that was directed at the callback URI

can specify different actions. In one variation retrievable application logic can is returned

which can be used in executing retrievable application logic. In one variation, the callback

URI can include variations of the system and method described in US Patent Application

No. 14/176,426, filed 10-FEB-2014, which is hereby incorporated in its entirety by this

reference.

Retrievable application definition

[001 07] As shown in FIGURE 9, executing retrievable application logic functions to

allow particular aspects of a micro-service to be directed in response to a retrieved

document specifying logic. Executing retrievable application logic preferably involves

detecting occurrence of an event that is dependent on application logic (e.g., receiving an

incoming communication, receiving a request to use a micro-service, etc.), mapping the

event to a callback URI associated with application logic, communication with the callback

URI, receiving application logic in a response from the callback URI, and executing the

application logic. The communication to the URI preferably embeds state relating to use of

the micro-service. From the embedded state information, an outside application can

generate appropriate application logic. The application logic is preferably returned in the



form of a script written in a scripting language. The scripting language is preferably

substantially sequentially processed such that the instructions or executed in a sequence

defined by instruction order. Alternatively, any suitable organization or specification of

application logic may be used. In one variation, the application logic is an application

bundle with included resources. The application logic preferably directs a set of actions

associated with use of a micro-service. Some exemplary actions directed by application logic

can include routing communications, controlling the format of media transformation,

setting trigger response actions before, during, or after use of a micro-service; specifying

preferences of micro-service actions.

Quality and Regional Communication Routing

[001 08] As shown in FIGURE 10, an attribute of the MSCP can include the system

components associated with regionally distributed resources. The micro-service resources

hosted in the distributed computing environment may additionally be distributed across

various regional facilities. The regionally distributed system preferably functions to provide

the highest quality path for communication between at least two endpoints in response to

one or both of a selected media type and/or the location/configuration of the endpoints of

the communications. As an example, the preferred system can function to minimize

network latency between different types of endpoints (mobile, PSTN, browser-based

telephony, client mobile devices, client browsers) using different types of media (voice,

video, text, screen-sharing, multimedia) and disposed in different regions, countries, or

continents.

[001 09] The system is configured for managing communication throughout the

system across different regional areas to improve communication according to resources

requirements of a communication. In operation, the preferred system can perform routing

and latency minimization in response to one or more of: the features/capabilities of the

endpoints; a media quality measurement (video and audio recording); codec

availability/ compatibility; media resource availability; and/or any suitable metric. During

operation, the communication flow of the system will preferably shift between operations

modes - a first mode comprising communication flow between an endpoint of a local region

to a remote region with more resources and a second mode comprising communication flow



within the local region. An exemplary benefit of the system is that complex, stateful, or

expensive micro-service resources may be maintained in limited regions and other

resources can be implemented globally or regionally to support particular local regions. The

limited communication resources may be complex because they maintain considerable state

information of the platform, and replicating the state information regionally/globally would

result in increased complexity and cost. Communication platforms, which may be

susceptible to global/regional scaling issues due to the real-time nature of synchronous

communication, can use the system to dynamically switch between communicating within a

local region and communicating with resources of a remote region.

[001 10] In a regionally distributed MSCP, there can be two or more regions. The

preferred system functions to maintain functional communication when the first region and

second region are spatially separated by a globally significant transmission distance. A

globally significant distance in this document may be understood to be a transmission

distance greater than 2000 miles and more preferably greater than 5000 miles. For

example, the first region may be on the West coast of the US and the second region may be

on the East coast, separated by a geographic distance greater than 2500 miles. In another

example, the first region may be in the United States and the second region may be in

Europe, separated by a distance greater than 3500 miles. The first region and the second

region are not limited to functioning with such distance ranges and may be separated by a

distance less than 2000 miles or exceeding 5000 miles.

[001 11] A method for managing communication in a distributed communication

network of micro-services a preferred embodiment can include providing a communication

platform with resources in at least two regions; initializing a communication session with a

connection to at least one endpoint through a micro-service; associating the first endpoint

with a first region; determining a communication route topology; and establishing the

communication route topology. The method functions to dynamically redirect

communication traffic within communication platform for signaling and media. The

method is preferably employed in a regionally/globally distributed communication platform

of micro-services that works with communication susceptible to latency and/or quality

performance issues. The method is preferably used within a communication processing

platform such as the telephony platform incorporated by reference above. The method may



additionally or alternatively be used with video communication, client based audio

communication (e.g., VoIP), screen-sharing applications, over-the-top (OTT) IP

communications, and/or any suitable communication platform. As described above,

replicating all components in different regions can be expensive and increase complexity of

a system. The method enables communication to be re-routed within different modes of

routing topologies according to requirements and quality improvements for a particular

communication. Generally, different regions will have different media processing and/or

signal control capabilities, and additionally, each communication may further have different

and changing media and/or signaling resource requirements. The method preferably

provides capability to route media according endpoint regional association and resource

capability requirements of the communication session. More preferably the media and

signaling are both routed, and routed independently. In one variation, the regional

distributed communication network system and method can be substantially similar to the

systems and methods described in US Patent Application No. 14/176,458, filed 10-FEB-

2014 and US Patent Application No. 14/278,952, filed 15-MAY-2014,which are hereby

incorporated in their entirety by this reference.

3. Micro-Services

[001 12] As mentioned, the MSCP can include one or many micro-services. The micro-

services may be substantially homogeneous or one type of micro-service can include more

than one variation. A micro-service preferably addresses a particular set of functionality that

can be served in an isolated fashion. Exemplary micro-services can include an

identity/presence service, a network discovery service (e.g., STUN/TURN service), a media

transcoding service, conferencing/mixing service, interactive voice response services, input

detection service (e.g., DTMF detection services), media intelligence services (text to speech

service, speech recognition, sentiment detection, answering machine detection service), and

other suitable micro-services.

[001 13] An identity/presence service may function to provide a service to manage

identifying/selecting devices of specified identities, authenticating, identities, setting of

permissions, setting of policy, and/or providing any suitable identity or presence

information.



[001 14] The network discovery service can provide a set of resources to facilitate

negotiating establishing communication between at least two endpoints regardless of their

networking environment such as being behind a NAT.

[001 15] A media transcoding service functions to convert between formats. The

transcoding may convert an active media stream to another format. For example, a call with

two endpoints may natively use two different codecs. The transcoding service may convert

one or two of the legs of the communication to a common or compatible media stream

format. Additionally, the transcoding service may work to convert accessed media resources

that are or will be used in a communication session. For example, an MP3 file accessed from

a URI may be converted to a wave file for playback during a phone call. In another example,

a web client may use an OPUS codec while a mobile app may use Speex codec. The

transcoding service preferably accepts a media stream in a first format and outputs a media

stream in a second format. Transcoding can additionally alter bitrate, media size or

resolution, or alter any suitable aspect. Media transcoding services may additionally or

alternatively provide other media transformative operations such as image, audio, or video

filtering.

[001 16] A recording service preferably enables recording of calls or communication

sessions. Recording is preferably for audio recording, but may additionally or alternatively

include video recording, screen-sharing recording, multimedia recording, or any suitable

recording service. The recording service may have additional features that may or may not

be integrated into the recording service of the local service. Transcription is one preferred

feature of the recording service. Transcription may use algorithmic speech recognition

techniques, automated manual transcription, semi-automated techniques, and/or any

suitable approach.

[001 17] A Text-to speech service preferably generates, plays, and/or converts text into

audible speech. The audible speech is then played within a communication stream. For

example, a phone call may connect to a telephony application that specifies a script that

should be read to the caller. The script is preferably directed to the TTS service to be played

during the phone call. The text-to-speech services are preferably for audio communication.

However, a computer generated video simulation or rendering of a speaker may additionally

be created for video communication. The text-to-speech service preferably takes text as an



input and outputs an audio stream that can be played or mixed in with the communication

session

[001 18] A speech recognition service is preferably a service used in collecting spoken

input and converting it into a format for transcription, natural language processing, or

interpretation of responses. The speech recognition may use the transcription component

described above, but may alternatively use an alternative approach. The input to the speech

recognition is preferably an audio stream and parameters of speech recognition.

[001 19] An input detection service functions to gather inputs of a communication

device. Preferably the input detection service collects DTMF inputs from a user. In the

DTMF input detection variation, an audio stream and parameters of detection are

preferably an input to the service. The components of an answering machine detection

service may alternatively be integrated into the input detection service or any suitable

service.

[00120] Conferencing services preferably facilitate calls with more than two endpoints

connected. Various features of conference calls may be enabled through components of

conferencing services. The conferencing service preferably mixes audio for audio and/or

video sessions.

[00121] In one variation, an application layer communication service can be used in

combination with the micro-services. An application layer communication services

preferably enables a sequence of communication instructions to be retrieved over an

application layer protocol and executed in association to a communication session. The

application layer communication service preferably provides a set of application level

communication primitives wherein more of the communication negotiation and processing

is handled by the platform. Exemplary primitives can include instructions such as "Say" (to

convert text to audio/video media), "Play" (to play a media file), "Gather" (to collect input),

"Record", "Message", "Dial", "Enqueue", "Hangup", and the like. The application layer

communication system and methods are preferably substantially similar to the systems and

methods described in US Patent Application No. 14/459,615, filed 15-AUG-2014, which is

hereby incorporated in its entirety by this reference. Similarly, the a call-center system can

be an additional sub-system of the platform wherein high level call-center directed

primitives such as "Agent", "Options", "Fill Form", "Announce", and other suitable



primitives. The call-center primitives preferably have significant application logic pre-

configured to enable rick call-center directed solutions. As shown in FIGURE 23, the micro-

services, application layer service, and a call-center service can form a multi-layered

communication stack. A communication service may be able to integrated with one ore

more primitives along different layers of the communication stack. In one variation, a

communication session can transition between layers. In another variation, a

communication session can simultaneously use multiple layers during a communication

session.

4. System for providing a network discovery service platform

[00122] As shown in FIGURE 13, a system 1300 for providing a network discovery

service (e.g., STUN/TURN service) platform of a preferred embodiment can include a

STUN/TURN micro-service (STMS) (e.g., an STMS that provides STMS instances 1321-

1323) and a set of operational services. The operational services preferably include an

account system 1330 and a metering and logging service 1340. The system 1300 functions to

enable a platform to offer network discovery and negotiating services to a set of diverse and

distinct entities.

[001 23] The network discovery service platform is preferably used to connect a first

device behind a NATto a peer. Such network discovery tasks can be used in media or

communication applications. The system 1300 provides such functionality as a service such

that an outside entity can leverage the network discovery services of the platform rather

than build, refine, and maintain a standalone STUN/TURN solution. An outside developer

can employ the use of the network discovery service platform when building out a video

communication service, a screen sharing service, a real-time audio communication stream

or any suitable application where a synchronous media stream is established between two

endpoints. Instead of building out a STUN/TURN service, a user can seamlessly leverage

the existing micro-service of network discovery to negotiate communicating with an

endpoint behind a network address translator (NAT).

[00124] Furthermore, use of the network discovery service platform can provide

automatic and flexible scalability to an end user. A user can start off using the service for a



small volume of users and then as the user's application grows, the user's use of the system

automatically follows.

[001 25] By providing a micro communication service of STMS within a

communication platform system, other benefits in areas such as security, metering, logging,

billing, programmatic integration, quality control, fraud and policy enforcement, multi

modal capabilities, and other suitable aspects may be achieved.

[00126] The system 1300 is preferably multitenant; provides mechanisms for

metering, logging, and billing; offers a set of security and monitoring features built into

operation of the platform; various programmatic hooks to better integrate an outside

application with the micro-service offering of the system; distributed scalability and quality

management; and/or other various aspects, which are described in more detail below.

[001 27] The STUN/TURN micro-service (STMS) of a preferred embodiment functions

to provide network discovery services to outside entities attempting to establish a network

connection. The STMS is preferably a delegate service that can be used by outside entities

(e.g., applications and services authenticated as registered account). In place of setting up a

STUN/TURN service to facilitate P2P communication for video/audio chat, screen sharing,

or other synchronous forms of communications, an application can just be set to use the

STUN/TURN service on demand. An application does not have to pre-allocate or deploy a

dedicated STMS, the system functions to allow the use of an STMS to scale appropriately to

each user. As a micro-service, an application can use the STMS as a standalone

communication service, while implementing any other communications operations within

an internal or third party service. In one variation, the STMS can be used in combination

with a set of one or more micro-services such as recording, transcoding, media intelligence,

PSTN/SIP/other communication gateways, or other suitable micro-services.

[001 28] The STMS is preferably a synchronous signaling and media service. In a first

operating mode, the STMS applies only a STUN service wherein the STMS provides

signaling through a STUN like solution. In a second operating mode, the STMS applies a

TURN service to connect media of two endpoints, wherein the STMS provides synchronous

media services acting on the media stream. The TURN mode is preferably engaged when the

network topology and NATtypes prevent the use of STUN. Alternatively, the TURN mode

may be engaged when the configuration of the STMS is configured with capabilities that



automatically trigger TURN for a particular network discovery session. For example, media

stream recording may be enabled for a media session established with the STMS.

[001 29] The STMS is preferably a set of media servers that run on machines, virtual

machines, containers, or other computing environments inside a distributed computing

infrastructure. The STMS is preferably hosted in a remote computing environment. The

STMS can be instantiated as a service within a host, a server, a machine, a virtual machine,

or any suitable component. A single host (or other suitable computing component) may

provide only a single micro-service, but may additionally or alternatively provide a set of

different micro-services. The media service system may be hosted within a single computing

cluster, but more preferably is distributed across various clusters and/or operational

regions. In one variation, media service sub-systems can be deployed in different

geographical regions to provide improved regional performance.

[001 30] The STMS is preferably composed of a set of STMS instances (e.g., 1321-1323)

that can be deployed throughout the computing environment of the platform. An STMS

instance is preferably one instance of a service operable on a host machine. Multiple

instances can run on a host or server. Depending on the computing resources of a host and

configuration of an STMS instance on that host, a given STMS instance will have an

approximate capacity limit. For example, an STMS instance may have a limit on the number

of concurrent network discovery sessions established through TURN. The various STMS

instance can have individual operational layers (e.g., 1311-1313) beyond business logic of

network discovery. The operational layers can that provide additional functionality within

the platform such as account authentication, policy enforcement, supplementary media

service integration, and the like. In one variation, an STMS instance can include a process

manager 1311, an authentication layer 1312, a metering layer 1313, and a STUN/TURN

engine 1314. The process manager 1311 can function to execute policy for requests to the

platform. Any of the operational layers (e.g., 1311-1313) of an instance may additionally or

alternatively be implemented outside of an STMS system as centralized services or

distributed services. Alternatively the STMS can be a monolithic service, or a service

partitioned and distributed in any suitable manner.

[001 3 1] The account system 130 of the preferred embodiment functions to map

requests of the STMS to an identity within the system. The system is preferably a



multitenant platform wherein multiple outside entities can create an account within the

platform. An account preferably provides a set of credentials or an alternative

authentication mechanism through which requests can be validated. The account system

preferably authenticates requests made by an account. In one variation, an account

identifier and an authentication token must be included in a request, and these

authentication credentials are validated by the account system before the request is fulfilled.

An account may be authenticated when making use of a REST API, when receiving signaling

communication, during use of a user interface control panel or at any suitable instance.

[001 32] Various aspects of an account and usage of the platform can be configured

through account management interfaces. An account may be managed through an account

portal user interface. An account may alternatively be managed through API requests or

through any suitable mechanism. Aspects of an account that can be managed include

configuring programmatic mechanisms and settings when using the STMS. For example, an

account manager could set various callback URIs that are triggered during errors or other

events in the system. The account manager can further define various parameters that will

determine how a communication is routed.

[001 33] As a related aspect, the system can include a policy engine 1331. The policy

engine may be a supplemental component or a sub-component of the account system. Policy

can be set per account. Accordingly, different accounts can have different permissions,

capabilities, pricing, capacity, performance, or other aspects, which can be set through an

account policy. Policy may alternatively be set for a sub-account, for the entire platform, for

a geographic region, or for any suitable context. Policy settings may be set by default by the

platform but some or all of the policy settings may be driven by an account.

[001 34] An account can include a defined policy configuration. A policy configuration

may set particular limitations for account usage within the platform. The policy can prevent

an application of an outside entity incurring usage that is beyond the scope in which the

application is meant to be used. For example, a policy configuration may limit the duration

of a communication session while facilitated with TURN. Similarly, the policy configuration

may limit usage to machines with a particular network address, types of devices, physical

geographic location of a device, or other suitable properties.



[001 35] The account system 130 can additionally include a sub-account mechanism,

which functions to enable a user of the platform to partition account usage to enable

multitenancy within a product of the account holder. The sub-account mechanism

preferably accounts for usage, and more specifically creditable/billable usage to be

monitored according to an identifier for a sub-set of usage by an account. For example, an

account holder may build an outside application platform that depends on the system. The

outside application platform can similarly be multitenant in that multiple users can have

individually metered and accounted usage. The inheritable multitenancy property of the

platform (i.e., the capability of one account within a multitenant collection of accounts to

further subdivide usage the account between subclass of accounts). Can preferably provide

the capabilities of a parent account to a subaccount including: billing; programmatic

customization, allocation of identifiers or endpoints; and/or other customization. A billing

engine can cooperatively facilitate delivering billing statements and collecting payments

from the sub-accounts. Additionally, the sub-account mechanism can establish a hierarchy

of policy inheritance. A platform preferably contains policies that are applied to account. In

one variation, a usage policy is based on the type of account such as free account, basic

account, or enterprise-account. A parent account can similarly at least partially define the

policies of sub-accounts. In one variation, an account will create sub-account resources.

[001 36] The metering and logging system 1340 of the preferred embodiment functions

to create a monitoring system to the STMS. The metering and logging system operates in

coordination with the provided STMS. In one variation, the metering and logging system is

integrated within an STMS instance running on a machine as shown in FIGURE 13 . In

another variation, the metering and logging system can externally monitor the actions of the

STMS, wherein the actions of the STMS may be reported to the metering and logging system

in any suitable manner. The metering and logging function to create a record of notable

activities. The metering can be used in providing programmatic hooks (e.g., callback URI

triggering, application execution, and the like), billing/crediting an associated entity (e.g.,

charging for services or controlling resource access), creation of an audit trail, and/or other

suitable functionality. In one variation, a STMS instance running on a host includes an

instance layer that facilitates logging and tracking of accountable events as shown in



FIGURE. Metering preferably includes recording who (e.g., which account, sub-account,

user, etc.) is associated with the use of media micro-service and the quantity of usage.

[001 37] In one variation, the metering layer (e.g., 1311-1313) of an STMS instance

(e.g., 1321-1323) will record individual events such as initialization requests, responses to a

request, changes to a facilitated session, when a communication session ends, and/or any

suitable event. The metering layer may additionally measure the amount of data transfer,

the time of communication sessions, and/or any suitable usage metric while facilitating a

particular communication session. The records are preferably metered and logged in

connection to an associated account.

[001 38] A billing engine 1350 may operate independently of the metering and logging

system 1340, but may alternatively be integrated. A billing engine 1350 preferably calculates

amount owed by a particular account/sub-account. The billing engine 1350 can additionally

facilitate collecting and distributing of funds as appropriate. Such accounting may be used

in billing or crediting an entity/ account for metered usage, which functions to allow a

sustainable STMS to be operated. In another variation, usage accountability can be used in

limiting and balancing usage of a particular entity. As the platform is preferably

multitenant, usage is preferably balanced across multiple entities. Rate limiting and action

limits may be imposed at various times. Additionally, as use of a communication

infrastructure is often accompanied with significant financial cost, fraudulent behavior by

accounts or users of an account can be harmful to users of the platform and to the platform

itself. Fraud detection can additionally be accounted for during usage of the platform.

[001 39] The system 1300 may additionally include a resource management system

1390 which functions to scale and orchestrate the computing resources that support the

STMS platform. The set of STMS instances (e.g., 1321-1323) are preferably scaled so as to

support the usage requirements across a set of accounts. As a multi-tenant platform, the

resources are preferably shared across accounts. In other words, a STMS instance used for a

first account at one time may be used by a second account at a different time. The variability

of usage requirements for distinct account users is preferably normalized across a set of

accounts within the platform, such that the platform is scaled to support the varying usage

demands of various account holders. The resource management system can preferably

instantiate more STMS resources or other services, suspend resources, or terminate service



instances. In one variation, a usage model is generated for at least a set of active accounts of

the platform. For the users that use the platform, or alternatively that use the STMS

platform above a particular threshold, a model may be generated that predicts their usage

over time. In one instance, an account may have a substantially steady state of usage. In

another instance, the amount of usage may be a function of time of day, week, month, or

year. In another instance, an account may have varying trends that are predicted in real

time based on past metrics and optionally metrics of similar accounts. As one baseline

heuristic for usage prediction, the media type or application use case may be used to

generate a usage model. For example, an account may select the type of STUN/TURN usage

during activation - selecting an option such as audio, video, screen sharing, and the like. A

predictive model may be generated using any suitable algorithm or heuristic.

[00140] The system 1300 may additionally include a queuing system 1360 which

functions to facilitate rate limiting and/or resource management. The queuing system can

preferably queue requests of a defined scope. A queuing scope may include queuing across a

platform, within a regional segment of the platform, across an account, across a sub

account, across requests of a telephony endpoint, or across any suitable scope. In the

variation of queuing with a platform scope, requests from different accounts to use the

TURN portion of the STMS may be initially queued until a resource is available. The

requests may be queued according to different entity limits and policy. Requests of an

account or sub-account may be associated with a dequeuing rate and limit. A dequeuing

limit preferably defines a maximum frequency of a particular action with the STMS. A

dequeuing limit preferably defines a hard limit on the number of particular actions within a

time window. For example, an account may be limited to no more than three session

initiations over TURN per minute and a limit of two hundred per day. Additionally or

alternatively, the dequeuing of a request may be dependent at least in part on the resource

usage and/or predicted impact of the request on the system. With limited capacity, a request

to use TURN for an audio session may be dequeued prior to a request to use TURN for a

video session, wherein the video session is predicted to use more resource usage.

[001 4 1] The queuing system 1360 preferably enables requests to use the STMS

functionality to be delayed until a suitable condition. In one variation, a queuing system

1360 can operate cooperatively with the resource management system 1390. In demand



input mode, queuing system information can be an input to the resource management

system 1390 in determining what and how many resources to allocate or deallocate. In a

management mode, the resource management system 1390 can alter the queuing

mechanism.

[00142] Additionally, the system 1300 can include additional media service

integration interface mechanisms (e.g., 1380), which function to enable supplemental media

services (e.g., 1381 and 1382) and functionality to be added to use of the STMS. In a first

instance, an account holder will only make use of the STMS to complete the network

discovery task of an outside application - the account holder may not have the need of

additional services. In another instance, a second account holder may have additional

functionality that can be fulfilled by other micro-services (e.g., 1381, 1382) of the platform.

[00143] The micro-services (e.g., 1381, 1382) may include micro-services that include

a transcoding service, a transcription service, a recording service, a mixing/conferencing

service, a protocol gateway (e.g., PSTN gateway, etc.), a media- intelligence service, an

application processing service, and/or any suitable type of service offered as a media

processing micro-service primitive.

[00144] A service integration interface mechanism 1380 can enable a communication

to be redirected to an additional micro-service for additional processing as shown in

FIGURE 14. The integration interface mechanism 1380 preferably includes at least one

mechanism for directing the use of one or more micro-service. As one variation, signaling

may be able to selectively specify activation of one or more additional micro-services. For

example, a signaling request to the STMS may include a data parameter that specifies the

use of a transcoding media micro-service to be employed to the communication session. An

alternative variation, an account or sub-account may pre-configure usage of a micro-service

to employ one or more additional micro-services. For example, an administrator may set the

STMS settings of an account to record media. In another alternative variation, use of a

micro-service may be directed in response to callback event in which the STMS calls out to

an external application server to retrieve processing instructions. The instructions retrieved

through the callback may direct the use of one or more additional micro-services. In yet

another variation, an additional micro-service may be activated in response to an

asynchronously received API request. For example, in the middle of serving a video chat



session over the STMS, a REST API request may be received that references an identifier of

that video chat session, and directs a modification to the media routing to include one or

more media micro-services.

[00145] An additional micro-service can be leveraged in several different modes. As

one aspect, the micro-media service may be synchronous media micro-service or an

asynchronous media micro-service. A synchronous media micro-service will operate in real

time on the media stream. A temporary or record of the media service may not be made. An

asynchronous media micro-service preferably operates on the media offline from the real

time communication. In one instance, a transcription media service may provide a

transcription of a communication session, but may provide that at a later time. (A

synchronous transcription media service may alternatively be offered). Additionally a media

service may include mutable or immutable operations. A media micro-service includes a

mutable operating mode if the micro-service modifies or mutates the media. A transcoding

media micro-service is a mutable micro-service. A media micro-service includes an

immutable operating mode if the micro-service processes the media without modifying the

contents. Information extraction services such as transcription or media intelligence service

can have immutable operating modes.

[00146] The system 1300 can additionally include a set of subsystems to support

various programmatic mechanisms described herein such as APIs, event triggers, callbacks,

and other suitable programmatic hooks that developers can use when building out

applications or services.

[00147] The system 1300 can additionally include an application programming

interface (API) service (e.g., 1383 of FIGURE 13) through which an authenticated account

entity may interact with the system and/or obtain information from the system. The API

(e.g,. the API of the API service 1383) may be used in setting configuration of STMS usage

for an account. For example, an API request may be used to alter usage limits and

thresholds. As mentioned above, the API can set configuration related to use of additional

micro-services, callbacks, and other interaction options of a session can be controlled. In

one variation, the API may enable programmatic control of active communication sessions

such that a communication session may be augmented through an asynchronous API



request. In one variation, a video chat may be terminated, paused, redirected or modified

through the API.

[001 48] The API service (e.g., 1383) is preferably a RESTful API but may alternatively

be any suitable API such as SOAP or custom protocol. The RESTful API works according to

an application layer request and response model. An application layer request and response

model may use HTTP, HTTPS SPDY,or any suitable application layer protocol. Herein,

HTTP may be used, but should not be interpreted as being limited to the HTTP protocol.

HTTP requests (or any suitable request communication) to the platform preferably observe

the principles of a RESTful design. RESTful is understood in this document to describe a

Representational State Transfer architecture as is known in the art. The RESTful HTTP

requests are preferably stateless, thus each message communicated contains all necessary

information for processing the request and generating a response. The API service can

include various resources, which act as endpoints that can act as a mechanism for specifying

requested information or requesting particular actions. The resources can be expressed as

URI's or resource paths. The RESTful API resources can additionally be responsive to

different types of HTTP methods such as GET, Put, POST and/or DELETE.

[00149] The system 1300 can additionally include sub-systems to support event

triggers and/or event callbacks (e.g., the event trigger system 1384 of FIGURE 13). Event

triggers can be account-customized conditions that result in an event response when the

condition is satisfied. The event triggers can leverage internal information of the platform,

but without exposing the used internal information to an outside account entity. When an

event trigger condition is satisfied, a configured event is executed. The event could be an

internal operation, a callback event, or any suitable action. An Internal operation can be a

closed action that may not be fully exposed to an account holder such as ending all active

communication sessions serviced by an STMS instance. A callback event preferably includes

making an application layer protocol communication to an external resource. A callback

event may alternatively be configured by account for any suitable event such as when a

session starts, when a session ends, when crossing a usage threshold, or any suitable

condition.

5. Method for operating a network discovery service platform



[001 50] As shown in FIGURE 15, a method 1500 for operating a network discovery

service platform of a preferred embodiment can include enrolling an entity (process S1510),

configuring micro-service usage of the entity (process S1520), processing a micro-service

request according to the configured usage (process S1530); and accounting for usage

(process S1540). The method 1500 functions to correlate usage of a STUN/TURN micro-

service to an entity such as an account or subaccount. Applied within the platform, multiple

entities can achieve delegated, customized network discovery on demand. Applied to a

single entity instance, the method 1600 can include enrolling an entity in the platform Alio,

initiating a network discovery session in response to a set of requests A120, mapping the set

of requests to the entity A130, monitoring usage of the network discovery session A140,

applying service management processing for the set of requests A150, and servicing a

network discovery session for the set of requests A160 as shown in FIGURE 16. Such a

method is preferably performed across multiple entities in multiple distinct network

discovery sessions, which may be at different times or overlap as shown in FIGURE 18.

[00151] The method (e.g., 1500, 1600) for operating a platform for a network

discovery service is preferably used to establish a media communication session between

devices wherein at least one device is within a private network (e.g., not in the public

internet). More specifically, the method connects a first computing device behind a NATto a

peer, computing device, wherein the connection is facilitated by delegate services hosted by

the platform. An outside developer can employ the use of the network discovery service

platform when building out a video communication service, a screen sharing service, a real

time audio communication stream or any suitable application where a synchronous media

stream is established between two endpoints. The network discovery service is preferably a

STUN/TURN service but may alternatively be any suitable variation or alternative network

topology negotiation service. Instead of building out a STUN/TURN service, an application

of an account can seamlessly leverage the existing micro-service of network discovery to

negotiate communicating with an endpoint behind a network address translator (NAT).

[001 52] Use of the network discovery service platform may provide automatic and

flexible scalability to an end user. Use of the network discovery service platform can be

scalable wherein a user can start off using the service for a small volume of users and then

as the user's application grows, the user's use of the network discovery service follows. The



method can additionally include processes that provide security, metering, logging, billing,

programmatic integration, quality control, fraud and policy enforcement, multi-modal

capabilities, and other suitable processes. The method is preferably implanted by a system

substantially similar to the one described above, but may alternatively be implemented by

any suitable system

[001 53] Block Alio, which includes enrolling an entity in the platform, functions to

configure an account or application for use of the platform. Herein, an account will be used

in describing the entity, but an account may be a sub-account, an application, an endpoint,

or any suitable entity. Enrolling an entity can include registering the entity and setting an

entity network discovery instance configuration as shown in FIGURE 19.

[001 54] Registering an entity preferably includes registering a developer account (i.e.,

an account), but may alternatively be associated with registering a subaccount, an

application, a communication endpoint, and/or any suitable entity. In a first variation, a

new account is created and setup. In a second variation, a sub-account of an existing

account is created and setup. Enrolling an entity in the platform can additionally include

editing or updating an existing entity. Registering an entity can include assigning

authentication credentials for the entity. In one variation, the authentication credentials

include an entity secure identifier token and an authentication token. The authentication

credentials can be supplied when receiving a request of Block A120 to provide a mechanism

for mapping the request to entity accounting and configuration in subsequent processing of

the request. The authentication credentials can additionally be used in interacting with the

platform over the API. An entity may be registered through interactions over a graphical

user interface, such as on a website or inside of a client application. An entity can

alternatively be registered using an API.

[001 55] Configuring a network discovery instance of an entity sets the customized

rules around usage of a given session instance of an entity. A network discovery instance is a

particular instance of a network discovery session established through the platform. For

example, a video chat application may have one instances of a network discovery session

each time one user sets up a chat with a second user. A network discovery session can

include the signaling and communication in establishing a communication session (e.g., a

media stream). The network discovery instance can additionally include the communication



session when the media path passes through the platform (e.g., such as when TURN is

used). A communication session is preferably an open media communication channel

wherein substantially real-time communication occurs, such as a voice call, video call,

screen sharing, data-transfers, and the like. As different entities will have varying

requirements, each entity can set at least one set of options. In one variation, multiple

instance types may be configured which may be selectively used by an entity. For example,

an entity may have a first network discovery configuration for free users of the entity's

application and a second network discovery configuration for paid users of the entity's

application.

[001 56] Configuring a network discovery instance may include setting default

configuration for a given network discovery instance. In one variation, an account is

automatically allowed access to a network discovery service. That network discovery service

may be configured automatically by the platform. Different entities may receive different

default configurations. In another variation, an account may need to explicitly enable the

capability of a network discovery service such as by enrolling in the service offering through

an administrator control panel. Other aspects of the network discovery configuration may

be further configured by an account.

[001 57] Configuring a network discovery instance can include defining a

programmatic mechanisms that can include setting event callbacks, setting event triggers

based on platform metrics, secondary micro-media service configuration, set usage limits,

and/or setting any suitable additional functionality of the network discovery service.

[001 58] Enrolling of an entity can additionally include allocating an endpoint to the

endpoint. An endpoint is preferably an identifier within a namespace. Endpoints can

provide mapping information between a communication destination or origin and a

physical device. An endpoint preferably has a defined syntax. In one variation, the syntax

can be a SIP address, but may alternatively be a username or any suitable identifier.

Accounts, sub-accounts, and/or any suitable entity may be allocated endpoints. The

endpoint may be global such that cross account and/or platform communication may be

established. Alternatively, endpoints may be a scoped to an account or sub-account. Entities

can register, acquire, or otherwise obtain a n endpoint. Endpoints may alternatively be

transferred, removed, or otherwise disassociated from an account.



[001 59] Block A120, which includes initiating a network discovery session in response

to a set of requests, functions to start an instance of a network discovery session. In the case

of a network discovery micro-service, a session instance can begin upon receiving a request.

As shown in FIGURE 17, a first device preferably directs a network discovery request to an

exposed endpoint of the platform. The request can be transmitted over an application layer

protocol such as an HTTP-based protocol (e.g., HTTP and HTTPS), SPDY,or any suitable

application layer protocol. Alternatively, the request may be transmitted over a protocol of

any suitable layer of the internet protocol suite or other networking interconnection

protocol. The request is preferably authenticated through an authentication service of the

platform.

[001 60] In some scenarios, the entity will be enabling user client devices to connect

with other devices. A user client device may be outside of the security layer of the entity and

the platform, and accordingly, credentials may be exposed. Account credentials and, in

particular, private tokens of an account are preferably not supplied in an observable form to

a user client device. The method can include facilitating ephemeral credentials. Ephemeral

credentials can be credentials with limited usage conditions that act as temporary delegate

credentials of an entity (e.g., an account, sub-account). An authentication service can mint

ephemeral credentials using a shared secret between the entity and the platform. The

ephemeral credentials can be supplied to exposed devices. For example, a video chat

application may enable video chat to occur with anonymous users accessing a website on an

internet browser. Sending credentials to the browser could enable introspection of the

private credentials of the account. Preferably, ephemeral credentials are created and

delivered to the browser, and the browser uses generated ephemeral credentials in

establishing a media communication session with a peer. Ephemeral credentials may have

an expiration condition based, at least in part, on time - ephemeral credentials may become

invalid after a particular time. Ephemeral credentials may have expiration conditions based,

at least in part, on usage. Ephemeral credentials may only be used a set number of times

(e.g., one time use). Alternatively or additionally, ephemeral credentials may set limits of

total communication session time, data usage, or other suitable usage metric. A

communication session authenticated with ephemeral credentials with a 30-minute limit

will terminate after 30 minutes of communication time have occurred. Ephemeral



credentials may additionally have functional limits such as bandwidth, geographic/regional

restrictions, feature limits, and other suitable limits.

[001 6 1] The initiation of a network discovery session preferably includes determining

if the session is allowed or rejected. If the request is authenticated, the request is preferably

fulfilled by the platform. If the request is not authenticated, the request is denied and an

error message or a suitable response is returned.

[001 62] Block A130, which includes mapping the set of requests to the entity, which

functions to establish an association between the initiated network discovery session and an

enrolled account. The network discovery instance configuration of an entity is then retrieved

and applied to the service management of the session. The enrolled account is preferably

held accountable for the usage. In one alternative variation, the platform may support some

amount of unregistered usage, wherein there may be no authentication and no associated

account. In the case of unregistered usage, at least some subset of platform usage involves

mapping to an entity.

[001 63] Preferably, a single entity is mapped to the requests. Alternatively, multiple

entities may be associated with the request. In one variation, the multiple entities may be a

hierarchical structure of entities such as a parent account and a subaccount. The network

discovery instance configuration of the multiple accounts may be applied in block A150

according to permissions or prioritization. For example, some configuration parameters

may not be overridden by a sub-account, whereas some configuration parameters can

override those a parent account. In this example, the sub-account lacks permissions to a

subset of the configuration parameters. In another variation, a different entity may be

associated with each request received at the platform. For example, a first entity may be

associated with a first request and a second entity associated with a second request. Service

management processing may be applied independently for each entity. For example, if a

first entity enables audio recording, the audio may be recorded for the first entity, but not

offered to the second entity.

[001 64] Block A140, which includes monitoring usage of the network discovery

session, functions to metering, account, and otherwise track usage of an entity and apply

policy based on that usage. Preferably, the metered usage is used in setting or regulating the

bill of an account or crediting an account. Network discovery and, in particular TURN



facilitated sessions, can result in resource usage for which an account may be held

accountable. Preferably, a metering layer is integrated into each network discovery server

instance that facilitates network discovery. The metering layer can log events and create a

record of when and how the network discovery service was used and which account was

associated with the usage. Events can be logged in relationship to client requests (e.g., block

A120), activated platform usage (e.g., block A150), and for session usage (e.g., TURN-

facilitated communication sessions of block A160). Accounting maybe based on one or

more metric. The metric may be the number of events (e.g., number of network discovery

attempts), time of media streaming, data transfer of media streaming, and/or any suitable

metric. Metering and accounting may additionally be set by modality of the communication

stream. Audio streaming requests may be metered and billed different from video streaming

requests. Accounting may occur progressively as new usage occurs. Alternatively,

accounting may occur at periodic increments. In one variation, usage of each account is

aggregated and accounted for when preparing a monthly statement. Accounting can

additionally include notifying an entity and collecting payment or credit. Such billing

procedures can be automated by the platform. Additionally, the metering and billing can

account for state changes of a communication stream. For example, if a communication

stream were to transition between audio and video, the respective different modalities of the

communication stream can be metered and accounted for differently.

[001 65] In one variation, metering and accounting can additionally be sub-divided

over subsets of usage. Preferably, the usage and accounting are sub-divided by sub-accounts

of a parent account. In this manner, an account can provide a service wherein at least part of

the cost of operating the service is delegated to an end-user. Sub-accounts can be one

mechanism used in managing sub-dividing usage and metering.

[001 66] For example, a video chat app may use the network discovery service to

facilitate running their video streams. The account may be held responsible for paying for all

the usage accrued by the users of the video chat stream. A sub-account may be created for

each end user account, and metering and accounting by sub-accounts can collect payment

from the end users, such that the cost of network discovery is offloaded from the account

holder to the end users.



[001 67] An account holder may additionally set different accounting or crediting

configuration such that an account holder can monetize the usage by a sub-account or

subsidize and offset the cost for the sub-account. In monetizing the usage by a sub-account,

a price is set for usage that is greater than the platform price. The configured pricing is used

in collecting payment from an end user. Then the fee based on the platform price is collected

from that payment, the difference is transferred to the account holder. In one variation, the

difference is transferred to the account holder as a collected sum of multiple sub-accounts.

In subsidizing the usage of the sub-account, the account holder can pay for part or all of the

cost for a sub-account. The account holder can configure the pricing at a rate lower than the

platform rate for a particular sub-account. The configured rate is used for the sub-account.

In this variation, a billing statement is sent to the sub-account for the offset fee, and the

account holder is sent a billing statement for the difference between the platform pricing

and the account subsidized pricing. The billing statement sent to the account holder may be

bundled as a single statement for a set of sub-accounts.

[001 68] The metered usage can additionally be used in limiting account usage,

detection of fraud/illicit behavior, triggering events, or any suitable action in the platform as

described below.

[001 69] Block A150, which includes applying service management processing for the

set of requests, functions to execute policy over the network discovery service in accordance

with the network discovery service configuration. Applying service management can include

platform management and entity-driven management as set by customized configuration.

Applying service management can include executing synchronous processes during a

network discovery session or executing a background/asynchronous process. The service

management preferably functions to add a layer of functionality that enables the network

discovery service to be offered to distinct entities. Applying service management can include

limiting account usage of the network discovery service, managing requests and resources of

the platform in response to account usage, detecting illicit use of the platform, and

interfacing with at least a second micro-media service.

[001 70] Limiting account usage of the network discovery service functions to monitor

and restrict usage of the network discovery service. Limiting account usage can include

event count limits, time of use, data transfer usage, bandwidth (rate of data transfer) limits,



feature limiting, and/or any suitable type of limits. In the STUN/TURN implementation of

network discovery, network discovery can result in either network discovery through a

STUN negotiation, wherein the media communication is established outside of the platform,

or through TURN, wherein the media communication passes through the platform. STUN

facilitated network discovery is preferably not limited. However, the number of STUN

negotiations may alternatively be tracked and restricted. Similarly, time of day and

additional conditions could limit when network discovery sessions are permitted. For

example, a network discovery configuration may restrict STUN negotiations (and preferably

TURN negotiations too) to a particular time of day. A network discovery configuration can

similarly limit bandwidth. For example, a particular account can be limited to using TURN

services with a set bandwidth limit. Since TURN requires channeling media through a

TURN server during the duration of a session, at least one server uses some portion of

computing resources to facilitate the communication. In one variation, an entity will

configure a network discovery instance with some level of permitted bandwidth. In one

variation, the level of bandwidth is set by media type such as audio stream, low-resolution

video stream, or a high-resolution video stream. Set categories of stream resolutions can

place appropriate limits on the bandwidth of a stream, and could limit an entity from

streaming video when an audio configuration is set. Such limits may be set based on pricing.

Limits may additionally be beneficial to an entity such that they can ensure usage from

ephemeral user devices does not use the system in unintended manner. In one variation, a

first tier of usage would allow basic audio streaming and would have a first set of usage fees,

a second tier of usage would allow video streaming and would have a second (typically more

expensive usage fees). Such bandwidth limits may not be hard limits; the bandwidth limit

may include burst or peak bandwidth limits or a normalized bandwidth limiting heuristic to

allow for some variability in the communication stream. Similar limits may be placed on the

time of usage. For example, an account may be allocated a set amount of minutes of

communication streaming. Communication sessions may be prevented after that threshold

or be treated differently in any suitable manner.

[001 7 1] Managing requests and resources of the platform in response to account

usage functions to transparently operate the platform to maintain reliability of the platform.

Managing requests and resources of the platform is preferably performed within the context



of a servicing a set of distinct entities. The platform is preferably a multi-tenant platform,

wherein the resources of the platform are shared across a set of accounts. In one variation,

dedicated, allocated resources are operated for the sole use of a designated entity. More

preferably, resources are shared and orchestrated to provide a normalized quality of service

across multiple accounts. Managing requests and resources of the platform can include

queuing requests, dynamically allocating resources, and detecting illicit use of the platform.

[001 72] Dynamically allocating resources functions to automatically scale the

platform. The platform is preferably scaled to sufficiently handle the demand of the entities.

The scaling of resources is preferably transparent to the entities using the platform.

Resources are preferably allocated to satisfy higher network discovery demand. Resources

may alternatively be deallocated when platform capacity exceeds demand. In one variation,

a set of resources are maintained in a standby operation mode, and can be transitioned into

active operation during high demand, and resources set to standby when inactive.

[001 73] In one variation, usage of the platform is characterized and the resources are

dynamically allocated in response to the current characterization of resource utilization.

Characterizing the platform preferably includes characterizing a set of entities (e.g.,

accounts, subaccounts, endpoints, and the like). Characterizing entity usage preferably

scopes usage trends, which can enable better predictions of resource capacity requirements.

[001 74] Queuing requests functions to gate the fulfillment of network discovery

requests as shown in FIGURE 20. Queuing can ensure that the fluctuations in demand can

be addressed through limited resources. From the perspective of an entity, the platform may

be configured to provide substantially unlimited number of network discovery sessions.

Such unlimited access of resources is conditioned on policy that limits and gates the real

time fulfillment of those requests. An account may have particular request rate limit and

potentially a request cap. The request rate limit is a limit on the frequency with which a

request may be met. A request cap may be a hard limit on the number of requests in given

time period. Any suitable limits may be set.

[001 75] Requests can preferably be queued in different scopes. Requests may be

queued within account, across accounts, across sub-accounts, for a particular instance

configuration, across requests associated with a region, or with any suitable scope. Within



an account, requests associated with that account that cannot be immediately serviced are

added to a queue.

[001 76] Individual items in the queue may be treated uniformly for a first in first out

heuristic. Alternatively, queued items may receive prioritization such that dequeuing of an

item is balanced against the relative priority of that item to other items. Item prioritization

may additionally account for amount of time queued.

[001 77] Across accounts, multiple accounts may be queued so servicing requests is

balanced across accounts. In one implementation a single queue is used to manage requests

of a set of accounts. Alternatively, a set of queues for each account is used, and a queue

popper will selectively cycle through the account queues to select an request for servicing.

There can additionally be multiple queue poppers such that multiple items can be selected

simultaneously. Dequeuing across a set of queues may use various fair dequeuing heuristics

such as a round robin heuristic, weighted dequeuing heuristic, or any suitable rotation

dequeuing heuristic.

[001 78] In queuing network discovery requests, the requests may be queued at various

stages. Preferably network discovery includes the two modes of network discovery of STUN

and TURN. STUN is a non-resource intensive mode of network discovery wherein the

communication stream is not facilitated by a resource for the duration of the stream.

Accordingly, establishing a communication stream through STUN may initially be

attempted and if unsuccessful, then the request may be queued prior to attempting TURN.

[001 79] Queuing may be cooperative with the dynamic allocation of resources. In one

variation, analytics are collected over the set of managed network discovery queue and are

used in calculating and predicting resource requirements, which are addressed by

dynamically allocating resources. In an alternative variation, the dynamic allocation and

usage demand on the platform can alter the queuing behavior. Request dequeuing rates of a

queue can be reduced when sufficient resources are available, and similarly, the dequeuing

rates may be increased when resources are constrained. The queuing can provide a

temporary solution while resources are allocated. A target steady state dequeuing rate may

be set as a target which balances the cost of running resources in standby and adequately

servicing requests in a timely manner.



[001 80] Detecting illicit use of the platform functions to provide fraud detection and

anomaly prevention. Detecting illicit use can identify event patterns that have match an

illicit behavior pattern. In one variation, detecting illicit operations can include correlating

actions of two entities through shared profile information such as payment information,

billing address, machine addresses, or any suitable identifiable information. In one example

an illicit usage pattern can include detecting when multiple distinct accounts share the same

credit card for billing.

[001 8 1] Upon detecting an illicit usage pattern, the associated subset of usage can be

limited. Limiting usage can include preventing future interactions, ending current sessions,

throttling or reducing the servicing rate or the bandwidth, feature limitations (e.g.,

preventing recording or transcoding or TURN network discovery) or taking any direct

action towards minimizing the effects of the illicit usage. Alternatively, the illicit usage

pattern can trigger notifying an associated party. For example, initially, an account manager

may receive an email alerting the account holder to the illicit usage pattern. If the illicit

behavior continues, the account can be suspended.

[001 82] The illicit usage pattern can be associated with a subset of usage within a

scope. In one variation, the illicit usage pattern can be associated with usage by a sub

account of a parent account. Accordingly, the method can include associating the usage

within the sub-account and not with the whole account. In other words, other sub-accounts

that are not involved in the usage are not affected. In another variation, ephemeral

credentials generated in connection with IP addresses in a particular geographic region may

be associated with the illicit usage pattern. Ephemeral credentials may be temporarily

blocked or otherwise limited for that geographic region.

[001 83] Detecting illicit usage patterns can additionally include detecting abuse of the

communication stream. For example, if a communication stream is registered as audio but

is used to transmit video then action may be taken.

[001 84] Interfacing with at least a second micro-media service which functions to

integrate with other micro-services. A second micro-media service is preferably a media

service, but the second micro-media service may additionally be a signaling micro-service.

Interfacing with a second micro-service enables additional functionality to be added while

providing a network discovery service. A media-service can preferably be added when the



network discovery processes results to using TURN or an alternative network discovery

approach wherein at least one resource of the platform is an intermediary node in the media

communication stream. The additional micro-services can include transcoding, recording,

media intelligence, transcription, text-to-speech, or any suitable service that alters or uses

the media. The media micro-services preferably act on the media by consuming media,

augmenting/mutating media, processing media.

[001 85] A media service can mutate the media stream wherein the media stream is

transformed for one or both endpoints. For example, a transcoding media service can

translate the media between a codec of a first endpoint and a second codec of a second

endpoint. Transcoding, mixing, filtering, changing media resolution or medium, or other

mutable services may be used.

[001 86] As an example, a transcoding media server may convert between various

codecs such as Speex used in mobile operating system applications (e.g., iOS and Android),

Opus used in web and WebRTC applications, and PCMU used in PSTN and other media

services. Any suitable codec or media transformation may alternatively be performed. A

transcoding media service can additionally translate between media mediums such as

converting a pure audio stream to a video stream or pulling the audio from a video into an

audio stream.

[001 87] A media service synchronously mutating the media stream can include

routing the media to an additional resource of the platform such as a transcoding server as

shown in FIGURE 21A. Alternatively, the network discovery server instance can include a

media service module that can be selectively activated as shown in FIGURE 21B.

[001 88] A media service can alternatively asynchronously mutate the media stream.

The media is preferably processed and a transformed media representation is outputted in a

time frame out of sync with substantial real-time communication. For example,

asynchronous media mutation may require five seconds or more of processing. A second leg

of the media stream is preferably delivered to the asynchronous media service, which

processes and stores a processed version as shown in FIGURE 22.

[001 89] A media service can act on the media stream as an immutable stream,

wherein the media is observed but not transformed. Such a processing media service can

include transcription, recording, media intelligence, and other media processing operations.



The media may be stored for asynchronous processing wherein the processing is completed

substantially not in real time with the communication session. The media may be

alternatively synchronously processed to provide real-time information. For example, a

real-time transcription service may provide speech to text transcription. Multiple micro-

services can be used in combination in building a communication application. Media

intelligence can be apply different audio or video processing to extract information from the

content. For example, speaker sentiment may be detected and logged. Voice recognition or

speaker recognition can additionally be a media intelligence service. Video media may allow

object detection and tracking may be another exemplary media intelligence service.

[001 90] A second micro-service is preferably invoked in response to some directive.

The directive may be pre-set in the network discovery instance configuration. For example,

an account holder may set all network discovery sessions to also record the communication

stream. Configuration directives provide a base default for a particular entity. In another

variation, a micro-service can be invoked by including a directive in the request or other

suitable signaling message. In this variation, an application can selectively invoke a micro-

service asynchronously through an API request. The API request is preferably received

during a network discovery session and preferably supplies an identifier of the network

discovery session. That identifier may be a unique identifier such as a session identifier, but

the identifier may alternatively apply to multiple sessions such as an identifier of all sessions

for a particular account, endpoint, or other suitable identifier or identifiers.

[001 9 1] Block Ai6o, which includes servicing the network discovery session for the set

of requests, which functions to execute the process of network discovery in accordance. The

servicing of the network discovery session is preferably performed in accordance with

platform and entity configuration and may be executed in coordination with the service

management processing of block A150. Network discovery preferably includes the signaling

negotiation to establish a communication stream, and more preferably a media

communication stream, between at least two entities. The network discovery process can

use STUN/TURN approach, and, in one variation, the method will include selectively

engaging STUN or TURN functionality.

[001 92] A STUN service preferably flows from the request of Block A120. The request

is preferably a binding request received from a client over a network connection (e.g., the



public network). The network discovery service preferably detects and responds with a

success response that contains as payload the IP address and port of the client as observed

from the perspective of the server. The payload can be obfuscated to avoid IP address

translation by a NAT. UDP can be used as a transport protocol and used along side

application-controlled retransmissions for reliability. The communication can additionally

be transported in an encryption secured form such as TLS. Alternatively, communication

can be of any suitable format. The client device can use the discovered public IP and Port of

a device in coordinating and communicating with another client. The public address can be

shared with additional peer clients to establish a communication. In one variation, both

clients may make use of the STUN service in discovering their respective public addresses,

such as when both are behind a NAT. Other approaches to external address discovery may

alternatively be used such as Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) approach. When

STUN is sufficient for the communication path of a desired communication, the clients will

use the external address information to establish a communication stream outside of the

platform such as through UDP hole punching.

[001 93] A STUN service is preferably used in facilitating a service discovery when the

service management processing does not necessitate communication session visibility.

When session monitoring or session interaction is specified in the instance configuration,

then TURN operations are engaged. However, when there is no direction for in-session

interactions, then STUN peer-to-peer communication negotiation can be preliminarily

attempted.

[00194] In some cases STUN-based negotiations are not suitable for the network

discovery session. In one variation, STUN-based negotiations cannot establish a

communication stream based on the networking topology and conditions. For example,

STUN-based negotiations can prove insufficient if the NAT is a symmetric NAT. In another

variation, the service management processing goals conflict with establishing a

communication stream fully external to a node of the platform (i.e., the media stream does

not pass through the platform). A TURN-based negotiation can be used when a STUN-based

negotiation is not used.

[00195] Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN) is a protocol that enables clients

behind a NATor firewall to receive incoming data over TCP, UDP or other suitable



connections. The TURN-based negotiations of the method can enable clients to receive data

as well as send by utilizing an intermediary media routing proxy hosted in the platform. The

TURN negotiation preferably includes receiving a request from a client, such as during

A120. The request is preferably an Allocate request. The platform preferably allocates

resources on behalf of the client for contacting a peer. The amount of resources can be

determined based on the media type specified in the request, the restrictions or

configuration of the account, or by other suitable policy directives. Resources can

additionally be dynamically allocated according to the characterization of the requesting

account/sub-account (e.g., based on typical usage for a given application). An allocation

request may be queued as described above until sufficient resources are available. If

allocation is allowed and successful, an "Allocation Successful" response is relayed to the

client. The "Allocation Successful" response has a payload includes the transport address of

the allocated resources of the TURN server. The transport address may alternatively be

delivered in any suitable message. The TURN negotiation process can then proceed in

creating permissions with the TURN server resources. The peer client can be contacted;

data is sent to the TURN server and permissions can be verified. Data can be sent with a

send mechanism or a channel bind mechanism. Other suitable TURN-based operations can

similarly be applied. In one variation, the STUN and TURN negotiations can conform to

STUN and TURN protocols, and supplemental functionality and instance management is

transparently applied for a given account. Alternatively, deviations of the STUN/TURN

protocols or alternative network discovery protocols can be used.

6. Multi-Tenant Micro-Service Media Communication Platform System

[001 96] FIGURE 24A is a schematic representation of a multi -tenant media

communication platform system 2400 that includes one or more media communication

micro-services (e.g., 2421-2423). The system 2400 is a multi-tenant system that includes

plural entities (e.g., entities of the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some

embodiments, entities include one or more of accounts, sub-accounts, organizations, users

and service instances. In some implementations, each service instance includes platform

configuration of the platform system 2400 for an application of an account (or sub-account)

of the platform system 2400. For example, an account holder of a platform account can

have multiple applications that use the platform system 2400, each application of the



account holder having a separate service instance that includes platform configuration. In

some embodiments, each entity is independently configurable, and the system 2400

manages configuration for each configured entity. In some embodiments, entity

configuration at the system 2400 includes configuration for one or more micro-services of

the system 2400. In some embodiments, entity configuration is received from an external

system of a corresponding entity via an account management interface (e.g., an account

portal user interface, an account management API, and the like). In some implementations,

entity configuration includes configuration as described herein for FIGURES 1-23. In some

implementations, entity configuration includes configuration as described herein for

FIGURES 1, 2, 13, 15 and 16. In some implementations, entity configuration is stored at the

system 2400. In some implementations, entity configuration is stored at a remote data

storage device that is external to the system 2400.

[00197] In some embodiments, the system 2400 generates one or more micro-

services resources for a configured entity.

[00198] As depicted in FIGURE 24A, the communication platform system 2400

includes micro-services 2421-2423, operational services 2499, and a communication

platform API system 2483.

Communication Platform System

[00199] In some embodiments, the system 2400 is a multi-tenant peer-to-peer real

time media communication platform system. In some embodiments, the system 2400 is a

multi-tenant peer-to-peer asynchronous media communication platform system. In some

embodiments, the system 2400 is a multi-tenant peer-to-peer synchronous media

communication platform system. In some embodiments, the system 2400 is constructed to

provide one or more media communication micro-services.

[00200] In some embodiments, each media communication micro-service (e.g., 2421-

2423) provides at least one media process for a synchronous media stream. In some

embodiments, the synchronous media stream is a synchronous media stream between two

synchronous media communication endpoints. In some embodiments, the two

synchronous media communication endpoints communicate via a media communication

channel that is established between the two endpoints. In some embodiments, the

synchronous media stream is a synchronous media stream that is broadcasted to at least



one synchronous media communication endpoint. In some embodiments, a broadcasting

media communication endpoint broadcasts the synchronous media stream to each

destination media communication endpoint via at least one media communication channel

that is established between the broadcasting endpoint and at least one destination endpoint.

[00201] The micro-services 2421-2423 include one or more of signaling micro-

services (e.g., network discovery services, such as STUN/TURN services) and media micro-

services (e.g., a transcoding micro-service, a recording micro -service, a mixing micro-

service, a conferencing micro-service, a media intelligence micro-service, a text-to-speech

micro-service, a speech detection micro-service, a notification micro-service, a call-progress

micro-service, and the like). In some implementations, signaling micro-services of the

platform system 2400 are similar to the micro-services of the signaling and control system

120 of FIGURE 1. In some implementations, signaling micro-services of the platform

system 2400 are similar to the STUN/TURN micro-services (STMS) of FIGURE 13. In

some implementations, media micro-services of the platform system 2400 are similar to the

media micro-services of the media service system 110 FIGURE 1. In some implementations,

media micro-services of the platform system 2400 are similar to the media micro-services

1381 and 1382 of FIGURE 13.

[00202] In some embodiments, the operational services 2499 include a resource

management system 2490, a Micro-Service (MS) interface 2480, an account system 2430, a

policy engine 2431, a metering and logging system 2440, a fraud detection system 2470, a

billing engine 2450, and an Event Trigger System 2484, as depicted in FIGURE 24B.

[00203] In some implementations, the resource management system 2490, the MS

interface 2480, the account system 2430, the policy engine 2431, the metering and logging

system 2440, the fraud detection system 2470, the billing engine 2450, the communication

platform API system 2483, and the Event Trigger System 2484 are similar to the resource

management system 1390, the MS interface 1380, the account system 1330, the policy

engine 1331, the metering and logging system 1340, the fraud detection system 1370, the

billing engine 1350, the API service 1383, and the Event Trigger System 1384 (respectively)

of FIGURE 13. In some implementations, the system 2400 includes a queueing system

similar to the queueing system 1360 of FIGURE 13.



[00204] In some implementations, one or more of the micro-services 2421-2423, are

accessible by a system (e.g., Entity A system 2451, Entity B system 2452, Entity C system

2453, Entity D system 2454, and Entity E system 2455) that is external to the system 2400

and that is a system of an entity of the communication platform system 2400. In some

implementations, one or more of the micro-services 2421-2423, are accessible by an

external system of an entity via the API system 2483. In some implementations, one or

more of the micro-services 2421-2423, are accessible by an external system of an entity via a

micro-service API of the respective micro-service (e.g., micro-service AAPI 2491, micro-

service BAPI 2492, micro-service CAPI 2493). In some implementations, an external

system of an entity accesses one or more of the micro-services 2421-2423 by providing at

least one signaling request to the system 2400 (e.g., via a signaling interface of the system

2400, a queueing system similar to the queueing system 1360 of FIGURE 13, and the like).

[00205] In some implementations, one or more of the micro-services 2421-2423 are

accessible by another micro-service of the system 2400. In some implementations, one or

more of the micro-services 2421-2423 are accessible by another micro-service of the system

2400 via the MS interface 2480. In some implementations, one or more of the micro-

services 2421-2423 are accessible by another micro-service of the system 2400 via the API

service 2483. In some implementations, one or more of the micro-services 2421-2423 are

accessible by another micro-service of the system 2400 via a respective micro service API

(e.g., one of the APIs 2491-2493). In some implementations, one or more of the micro-

services 2421-2423 are accessible by another micro-service of the system 2400 via a

signaling request.

[00206] In some implementations, the system 2400 is similar to the system 100 of

FIGURE 1.

[00207] In some implementations, one or more of the micro-services 2421-2423

include RESTful API resources (e.g., Entity A Resources, Entity B Resources, Entity C

Resources, Entity D Resources, and Entity E Resources as depicted in FIGURE 24A), which

act as endpoints that can act as a mechanism for specifying requested information or

requesting particular actions. In some implementations, the resources are expressed as

URI's or resource paths. In some implementations, the RESTful API resources are

responsive to different types of HTTP methods such as GET, Put, POST and/or DELETE. In



some implementations, each micro service API (e.g., one of the APIs 2491-2493) is a

RESTful API.

[00208] In some implementations, one or more of the micro-services 2421-2423

include a process manager, an authentication layer, and a metering layer similar to the

process managers, the authentication layers, and the metering layers (e.g., 1311-1313) of

FIGURE 13.

7. Multi-Tenant Micro-Service Media Communication Method

[00209] As shown in FIGURE 26, the method 2600 is performed at a multi-tenant

media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400 of FIGURE 24) that includes

a plurality of media communication micro-services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and

micro-service configuration for a plurality of entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the

systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

In some implementations, the micro-service configuration is managed by operational

services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499 of FIGURE 24A). In

some implementations, the micro-service configuration is managed by an account system of

the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of FIGURE 24B). In some

implementations, the micro-service configuration is managed by a policy engine of the

platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE 24B). In some implementations,

the micro-service configuration is managed by a respective micro-service of the platform

system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00210] he method 2600 includes: enrolling at least one entity in the platform system

(process S2610); processing at least one micro-service request according to entity

configuration for the at least one entity, the at least one micro-service request being a

request for use of at least one micro-service of the platform system on behalf of the at least

one entity (process S2620); accounting for use of the at least one micro-service on behalf of

the at least one entity (process S2630); and generating billing information for the at least

one entity based on the accounting for the use of the at least one micro-service on behalf of

the at least one entity (process S2640).

[0021 1] Enrolling at least one entity in the platform system (the process SS2610)

includes setting entity configuration for use of the platform system 2400 by an entity (e.g.,

an entity of 2451-2455). In some implementations, entity configuration is managed by



operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499 of FIGURE

24A). In some implementations, the entity configuration is managed by an account system

of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of FIGURE 24B). FIGURE 25 depicts

exemplary account information 2511-2515 managed by the account system 2430 for Entity

A, Entity B, Entity C, Entity D, and Entity E, respectively. In some implementations, the

entity configuration is managed by a policy engine of the platform system (e.g., the policy

engine 2431 of FIGURE 24B). In some implementations, entity configuration related to a

micro-service is managed by the micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00212] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system (e.g., 2451-2455) via an account management interface. In some

implementations, the account management interface includes an account portal user

interface provided by the platform system 2400. In some implementations, the account

management interface includes an account management API provided by the platform

system 2400 (e.g., an API provided by the API system 2483). Entity configuration for the

entity includes micro-service configuration for use of at least one of the plurality of media

communication micro-services (e.g., 2421-2423) by the entity (e.g., an entity of one of the

systems 2451-2455). Micro-service configuration specifies at least one of: an endpoint

mapping to at least one application logic URI of an external system (e.g., 2452-2455), an

event callback URI of an external system (e.g., 2452-2455), and an event application logic

URI of an external system (e.g., 2452-2455). The platform system 2400 includes at least

one micro-service API resource (e.g., the resources depicted in FIGIURE 24A for micro-

services 2421-2423) for each enrolled entity (e.g., "Entity A Resources", "Entity B

Resources", "Entity C Resources", "Entity D Resources", "Entity E Resources".)

[00213] Use of the micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) includes at least one computing

resource of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the

micro-service. The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400

(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one



media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally

distributed micro-service.

[00214] In some implementations, the two geographical regions are spatially

separated by a globally significant transmission distance, as described herein.

[00215] In some implementations, a regionally distributed micro-service has

computing resources in at least two geographic regions, and the platform system 2400

determines which of the computing resources to use to minimize communication latency for

media communication that uses the regionally distributed micro-service. In some

implementations, the platform system 2400 determines a region of at least one media

communication endpoint of the media communication that uses the regionally distributed

micro-service. In some implementations, the platform system 2400 determines computing

resources of the regionally distributed micro-service that are located in a region that is

located in the same region as the region of the endpoint or in a region that is nearest to the

region of the endpoint. In some implementations, the platform system 2400 determines

regional computing resources of the regionally distributed micro-service that result in less

communication latency for communication with the endpoint, as compared with

communication latency resulting from using computing resources in another region.

Multiple Micro-Services

[00216] In some implementations, entity configuration for the entity (e.g., the entities

A-E depicted in FIGURES 24A and 25) includes micro-service configuration for use of two

or more micro-services (e.g., 2421-2423) of the plurality of media communication micro-

services by the entity. In some implementations, the micro-service configuration for use of

the two or more micro-services includes configuration for independent use of the two or

more micro-services. In some implementations, a first application of an entity uses a first

micro-service and a second application of the entity uses a second micro-service, and the

entity uses the first micro-service independently from the second micro-service. For

example, a first application of an entity can use a signaling micro-service to establish media

communication, and a second application of the entity can establish media communication

without using the platform system 2400 but uses a media micro-service of the platform

system 2400 to perform transcoding of media communication.



[00217] In some implementations, the micro-service configuration for use of the

micro-services includes configuration for combined use of the micro-services. In some

implementations, a first micro-service is combined with a second micro service (of the

micro-services configured for the entity) by configuring at least one of an endpoint

mapping, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI of the first micro-

service to specify the second micro-service.

[00218] In some implementations, the platform system combines the first micro-

service with the second micro-service responsive to user input received via at least one of

the account portal user interface and an API of the platform system. The platform system

combines the first micro-service with the second micro-service by generating micro-service

configuration for the first micro-service that specifies the second micro-service in at least

one of an endpoint mapping, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI of

the first micro-service.

[00219] In some implementations, an entity combines a signaling micro-service with

another micro-service, such as, for example, a transcoding media micro-service and a

transcription media micro-service (as described above for FIGURE 14). The signaling

micro-service establishes media communication between two media communication

endpoints (e.g., Client 2a and Client 2b of FIGURE 14). The signaling micro-service

generates an event responsive to receipt of new media stream data by the signaling micro-

service. The micro-service configuration for the signaling micro-service includes an event

callback URI for the generated event that specifies a URI for the transcoding media micro-

service (e.g., "/transcodingService/Accounts/{AccountSid}") for the new media stream data

event. In some implementations, the event callback URI is scoped to the entity (e.g., by

specifying an account ID of the entity that is managed by the account system 2430). In

some implementations, the URI for the transcoding media micro-service specifies a

resource (e.g., /Accounts/{AccountSid}) of the transcoding media micro-service that

corresponds to an entity (e.g., the entity identified by "AccountSid", which is an account

managed by the account system 2430) associated with the media communication. For

example, in a case where the Micro-Service B 2422 of FIGURE 24A is the transcoding media

micro-service and the media communication is associated with Entity E, the URI for the

transcoding media micro-service specifies the Entity E resources. Upon detection of the



new media stream data event, by the event trigger system 2484, the new media stream data

is relayed to the transcoding media micro-service via an API call to the event callback URI.

[00220] The transcoding media micro-service generates an event responsive to

completion of media transcoding, and the micro-service configuration for the transcoding

media micro-service includes an event callback URI for the generated event that specifies a

URI for the signaling micro-service (e.g., "/SignalingService/Accounts/{AccountSid}") for

the transcoding completion event. Upon detection of the transcoding completion event by

the event trigger system 2484, the transcoded media is provided to the signaling micro-

service via an API call to the event callback URI for the signaling micro-service. The micro-

service configuration for the transcoding media micro-service also includes an event

callback URI for the generated event that specifies a URI for the transcription micro-service

(e.g., "/TranscriptionService/Accounts/{AccountSid}") for the transcoding completion

event. Upon detection of the transcoding completion event by the event trigger system

2484, the transcoded media is provided to the transcription micro-service via an API call to

the event callback URI for the transcription micro-service. In some implementations, each

of the signaling micro-service, the transcription media micro-service and the transcoding

media micro-service have different micro-service configuration. In some implementations,

each of the signaling micro-service, the transcription media micro-service and the

transcoding media micro-service have different billing profiles. In some implementations,

each of the signaling micro-service, the transcription media micro-service and the

transcoding media micro-service each have billing profiles (e.g., billing profiles similar to

the billing profiles described herein for the billing engine 150 of FIGURE 1).

[00221] In some implementations, use of the at least one micro-service includes use of

a first micro-service and a second micro-service. In some implementations, a request to the

first micro-service includes a data parameter that specifies use of the second micro-service.

In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the first micro-service specifies

use of the second micro-service. For example, micro-service configuration for a signaling

micro-service can specify use of a media recording micro-service for media communication

established by the signaling micro-service. In some implementations, use of the second

micro-service is directed in response to an event in which the first micro-service calls out to

an event application logic URI of an external application server to retrieve processing



instructions, and the processing instructions retrieved via the event application logic URI

direct the use of the second micro-service, the event application logic URI being configured

for the event. In some implementations, the second micro-service is activated in response

to an asynchronously received API request to a micro-service API resource of the first

micro-service. For example, during a video chat session over a signaling micro-service, a

REST API request is received by the platform 2400 that references an identifier for the

video chat session, and directs a modification to media routing of the video chat session to

include one or more media micro-services.

Regionally Distributed Micro-Services

[00222] In some implementations, entity configuration for the entity (e.g., the entities

A-E depicted in FIGURES 24A and 25) includes micro-service configuration for use of two

or more micro-services (e.g., 2421-2423) of the plurality of media communication micro-

services by the entity, and the first micro-service is a regionally distributed micro-service.

The regionally distributed micro-service has computing resources in at least two geographic

regions, the platform system 2400 uses computing resources of the first micro-service that

are of a geographic region that is nearest to a region of at least one media communication

endpoint of media communication that uses the first micro-service. In some

implementations, the first micro-service is a signaling micro-service and a second micro-

service is a media micro-service. In some implementations, the platform system 2400

establishes media communication by using the signaling micro-service, and the established

media communication is managed by using the media micro-service.

Media Communication

[00223] In some implementations, the media communication micro-services include

at least one of: media communication micro-services that are constructed to provide peer-

to-peer media communication; media communication micro-services that are constructed

to provide peer-to-peer real-time media communication; and media communication micro-

services that are constructed to provide real-time media communication.

[00224] In some implementations, media communication is asynchronous media

communication, and asynchronous media communication includes messaging. In some

implementations, media communication is synchronous media communication, and

synchronous media communication includes at least one of voice and video communication.



Micro-Service Configuration

[00225] In some implementations, an endpoint mapping specifies a mapping of a

telephony endpoint to the application URI of an external system (e.g., an external system

2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), each application URI is used by the platform system 2400 to

retrieve application instructions from the external system (e.g., 2451-2455) associated with

the application URI, and the platform system 2400 executes the retrieved instructions.

[00226] In some implementations, each event application logic URI is used by the

platform system 2400 to retrieve instructions to be executed by the platform system 2400

responsive to detection of an event associated with the event application logic URI. The

detection is performed by the platform system 2400.

[00227] In some implementations, each event callback URI is used by the platform

system 2400 to notify the associated external system (e.g., 2451-2455) of detection of the

event associated with the event callback URI by the platform system 2400.

[00228] In some implementations, each micro-service API resource (e.g., the entity

resources depicted in FIGURE 24A for micro-services 2421-2423) of the platform system

2400 provides at least one of: access to micro-service configuration of the micro-service for

a corresponding entity; access to micro-service information of the micro-service for the

corresponding entity; and use of the micro-service for the corresponding entity. In some

implementations, each micro-service API resource (e.g., the entity resources depicted in

FIGURE 24A for micro-services 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400 provides at least

one of: access to micro-service data of the micro-service for a corresponding entity; and

access to micro-service media of the micro-service for the corresponding entity.

[00229] In some implementations, at least one micro-service API resource of the

platform system is accessed by an external system via a public API (e.g., an API of the API

system 2483 of FIGURE 24A) provided by the platform system 2400.

[00230] In some implementations, responsive to detection of an event associated with

an event callback URI by the platform system 2400 (e.g., by using the event trigger system

2484), the platform system 2400 provides event information to the external system (e.g.,

2451-2455) associated with the event callback URI in a request to the event callback URI. In

some implementations, the request to the event callback URI is an HTTP request.



[00231] In some implementations, each micro-service has different micro-service

configuration. In some implementations, two or more micro-services have different micro-

service configuration.

Accounting and Billing

[00232] In some implementations, accounting for micro-service usage of at least one

micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) configured for the entity (e.g., Entities A-E) includes:

metering access of at least one configured micro-service API resource by the entity. In some

implementations, the platform system 2400 accounts for micro-service usage by each entity

independently. In some implementations, the platform system 2400 accounts for micro-

service usage of each micro-service independently. In some implementations, the platform

system 2400 performs billing for each entity based on the accounting of micro-service usage

by each entity.

[00233] In some implementations, each micro-service has a different billing profile.

In some implementations, at least two micro-services have different billing profiles. In

some implementations, each micro-service has at least one billing profile (e.g., a billing

profile similar to the billing profiles described herein for the billing engine 150 of FIGURE

1). In some implementations, each micro-service has at least one billing profile for each

entity configured for the micro-service (e.g., a billing profile similar to the billing profiles

described herein for the billing engine 150 of FIGURE 1). In some implementations, each

micro-service has a billing profile for at least one entity configured for the micro-service.

[00234] In some implementations, each entity has a different billing profile. In some

implementations, at least two entities have different billing profiles. In some

implementations, each entity has at least one billing profile (e.g., a billing profile similar to

the billing profiles described herein for the billing engine 150 of FIGURE 1). In some

implementations, each entity has a billing profile (e.g., a billing profile similar to the billing

profiles described herein for the billing engine 150 of FIGURE 1) for at least one micro-

service configured for the entity.

[00235] In some implementations, the method 2600 is similar to the method 200 of

FIGURE 2. In some implementations, the process S2610 is similar to the process S210 of

FIGURE 2. In some implementations, the process S2610 is similar to the process S220 of

FIGURE 2. In some implementations, the process S2620 is similar to the process S230 of



FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 2.

[00236] In some implementations, the method 2600 is similar to the method 1500 of

FIGURE 15·

FIGURE 15·

FIGURE IS¬

FIGURE IS-

FIGURE 15-

FIGURE 15-

[00237] In some implementations, the process S2610 is performed by the operational

services 2499. In some implementations, the process S2610 is performed by the account

system 2430. In some implementations, the process S2610 is performed by the account

system 2430 and the policy engine 2431. In some implementations, the process S2610 is

performed by two or more of the account system 2430, the policy engine 2431, and the MS

interface 2480.

[00238] In some implementations, the process S2620 is performed by the operational

services 2499. In some implementations, the process S2620 is performed by one or more of

the account system 2430, the policy engine 2431, the MS interface 2480, the resource

management system 2490, the event trigger system 2484, and the fraud detection system

2470.

[00239] In some implementations, the process S2630 is performed by the operational

services 2499. In some implementations, the process S2630 is performed by one or more of

the account system 2430, the policy engine 2431, the MS interface 2480, metering and

logging system 2440 and the billing engine 2450. In some implementations, the process

S2630 is performed by the account system 2430.

[00240] In some implementations, the process S2640 is performed by the operational

services 2499. In some implementations, the process S2640 is performed by one or more of

the account system 2430, the metering and logging system 2440 and the billing engine

2450. In some implementations, the process S2640 is performed by the billing engine

2450.



Additional Embodiments of the Method 2600

[00241] In some embodiments, the method 2600 includes: enrolling at least one

entity in the platform system by setting entity configuration for use of the platform system

by the at least one entity; processing at least one micro-service request according to the

entity configuration for the at least one entity, the at least one micro-service request being a

request for use of at least one micro-service of the platform system on behalf of the at least

one entity; and accounting for the use of the at least one micro-service on behalf of the at

least one entity. The entity configuration is received from at least one external system via an

account management interface, the account management interface including a least one of

an account portal user interface and an account management API. The entity configuration

includes micro-service configuration for use of at least one of the plurality of media

communication micro-services by the at least one entity, micro-service configuration

specifying at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of an

external system, and an event callback URI of an external system. The platform system

includes at least one micro-service API resource for each enrolled entity.

[00242] In some implementations, entity configuration includes micro-service

configuration for use of two or more micro-services. The micro-service configuration for

use of the two or more micro-services includes configuration for combined use of the two or

more micro-services. A first micro-service is combined with a second micro service of the

two or more micro-services by configuring at least one of an endpoint mapping and an event

callback URI of the first micro-service to specify the second micro-service.

[00243] In some implementations, the platform system combines the first micro-

service with the second micro-service responsive to user input received via at least one of

the account portal user interface and an API of the platform system. The platform system

combines the first micro-service with the second micro-service by generating micro-service

configuration for the first micro-service that specifies the second micro-service in at least

one of an endpoint mapping and an event callback URI of the first micro-service.

[00244] In some implementations, use of the at least one micro-service includes at

least one computing resource of the platform system executing computer-readable

instructions of the at least one micro-service. The platform system includes at least one

regionally distributed micro-service, the platform system including computing resources in



at least two geographic regions for the at least one regionally distributed micro-service, the

platform system determining computing resources for use of the at least one distributed

micro-service based on a region of at least one media communication endpoint of media

communication that uses the at least one regionally distributed micro-service. The first

micro-service is a regionally distributed micro-service having computing resources in at

least two geographic regions, and the platform system uses computing resources of the first

micro-service that are of a geographic region that is nearest to a region of at least one media

communication endpoint of media communication that uses the first micro-service.

[00245] In some implementations, accounting for micro-service usage of at least one

micro-service configured for the at least one entity inludes: metering access of at least one

configured micro-service resource API by the at least one entity. In some implementations,

the platform system accounts for micro-service usage by each entity independently. In

some implementations, the platform system accounts for micro-service usage of each micro-

service independently, and the platform system performs billing for each entity based on the

accounting of micro-service usage by each entity. In some implementations, a first micro-

service is a signaling micro-service and a second micro-service is a media micro-service, and

the platform system establishes media communication by using the signaling micro-service,

and the established media communication is managed by using the media micro-service.

[00246] In some implementations, the plurality of entities include at least one of a

platform account and a platform sub-account.

[00247] In some implementations, the method 2600 includes generating billing

information for the at least one entity based on the accounting for the use of the at least one

micro-service on behalf of the at least one entity. In some implementations, the method

2600 includes notifying the at least one entity based on the accounting for the use of the at

least one micro-service on behalf of the at least one entity. In some implementations, the

method 2600 includes performing fraud detection for the at least one entity based on the

accounting for the use of the at least one micro-service on behalf of the at least one entity.

[00248] In some implementations, use of the at least one micro-service includes:

operating on media of media communication of the at least one entity.

[00249] In some implementations, operating on media of media communication of

the at least one entity includes: mutably operating on the media by modifying the media. In



some implementations, the at least one micro-service is a synchronous media micro-service,

such as, for example, a transcoding micro-service. In some implementations, the at least

one micro-service is an asynchronous media micro-service, such as, for example, a media

redacting micro-service, a micro-service constructed to remove silence from a recording,

and the like. In some implementations, the media redacting micro-service functions to

remove elements of the media that are sensitive. In some implementations, the media

redacting micro-service functions to automatically detect a pattern in the media and apply

censorship to a portion of the media that corresponds to the pattern. For example, the

media redacting micro-service functions can be constructed to automatically detect at least

one of credit card numbers, social security numbers, account numbers, addresses, and other

suitable forms of information in the media and automatically remove such detected

information from the media.

[00250] In some implementations, operating on media of media communication of

the at least one entity includes: immutably operating on the media by preserving the media.

In some implementations, the at least one micro-service is a synchronous media micro-

service, such as, for example, a real-time speech detection media micro-service. In some

implementations, the at least one micro-service is an asynchronous media micro-service,

such as, for example, a speech to text micro-service, an emotion detection micro-service,

and the like.

8. Signaling Micro-Service

[00251] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a signaling micro-service, such as, for example, a network discovery micro-

service. In some implementations, the signaling micro-service is similar to the

STUN/TURN micro-services (STMS) of FIGURE 13.

[00252] FIGURE 27 depicts a signaling micro-service method 2700 that is performed

at a multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400 of FIGURE

24) that includes a plurality of media communication micro-services (e.g., 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of entities (e.g., the entities

corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the entities depicted in FIGURE

24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400). The plurality of media

communication micro-services include at least one signaling micro-service. In some



implementations, the signaling micro-service configuration is managed by operational

services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499 of FIGURE 24A). In

some implementations, the signaling micro-service configuration is managed by an account

system of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of FIGURE 24B). In some

implementations, the signaling micro-service configuration is managed by a policy engine of

the platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE 24B). In some

implementations, the signaling micro-service configuration is managed by the signaling

micro-service of the platform system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00253] The method 2700 includes: enrolling an entity in the platform system,

enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration for use of the signaling micro-

service by the entity (process S2710); processing a signaling micro-service request according

to the entity configuration for the entity, the signaling micro-service request being a request

for use of the signaling micro-service on behalf of the entity (process S2720); accounting for

the use of the signaling micro-service on behalf of the entity (process S2730); and

generating billing information for the entity based on the accounting for the use of the

signaling micro-service on behalf of the entity (process S2740).

[00254] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the signaling micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration for the

signaling micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one

application logic URI of an external system, an event callback URI of an external system,

and an event application logic URI of an external system. The platform system includes at

least one signaling micro-service API resource for the enrolled entity.

[00255] The use of the signaling micro-service includes at least one computing

resource of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the

signaling micro-service. The signaling micro-service is a regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the signaling micro-service. The platform system determines (e.g.,



by using the resource management system 2490) computing resources for use of the

signaling micro-service based on a region of at least one media communication endpoint of

media communication that uses the signaling micro-service.

Multiple Micro-Services

[00256] In some implementations, the signaling micro-service is configured for media

communication that passes through the platform system 2400. Entity configuration for the

entity includes the signaling micro-service configuration and micro-service configuration

for use of a media micro-service by the entity. The media micro-service is a micro-service of

the plurality of micro-services of the media communication platform system 2400.

[00257] In some implementations, the signaling micro-service and the media micro-

service are configured to be used independently.

[00258] In some implementations, the signaling micro-service and the media micro-

service are configured to be used in combination. In some implementations, the signaling

micro-service is combined with the media micro-service by configuring at least one of an

endpoint mapping, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI of the

signaling micro-service to specify the media micro-service. In some implementations, the

platform system 2400 combines the signaling micro-service with the media micro-service

responsive to user input received via at least one of the account portal user interface and an

API of the platform system 2400, the platform system 2400 combining the signaling micro-

service with the media micro-service by generating micro-service configuration for the

signaling micro-service that specifies the media micro-service in at least one of: an endpoint

mapping, an event callback URI; an event application logic URI of the signaling micro-

service.

[00259] In some implementations, use of the signaling micro-service includes

combined use of the signaling micro-service with a media micro-service. In some

implementations, a request to the signaling micro-service includes a data parameter that

specifies use of the media micro-service. In some implementations, micro-service

configuration for the signaling micro-service specifies use of the media micro-service. For

example, micro-service configuration for the signaling micro-service can specify use of a

media recording micro-service for media communication established by the signaling

micro-service. In some implementations, use of the media micro-service is directed in



response to an event in which the signaling micro-service calls out to an event application

logic URI of an external application server to retrieve processing instructions, and the

processing instructions retrieved via the event application logic URI direct the use of the

second micro-service, the event application logic URI being configured for the event. In

some implementations, the media micro-service is activated in response to an

asynchronously received API request to a micro-service API resource of the signaling micro-

service. For example, during a video chat session over the signaling micro-service, a REST

API request is received by the platform 2400 that references an identifier for the video chat

session, and directs a modification to media routing of the video chat session to include one

or more media micro-services.

Signaling Micro-Service Configuration

[00260] In some implementations, each signaling micro-service API resource of the

platform system provides at least one of: access to micro-service configuration of the

signaling micro-service for a corresponding entity; access to signaling micro-service

information of the micro-service for the corresponding entity; and use of the signaling

micro-service for the corresponding entity. In some implementations, each signaling micro-

service API resource of the platform system provides at least one of: access to micro-service

data of the signaling micro-service for a corresponding entity; and access to signaling micro-

service media of the micro-service for the corresponding entity.

Regionally Distributed Signaling Micro-Service

[00261] In some implementations, the signaling micro-service is a regionally

distributed micro-service having computing resources in at least two geographic regions.

The platform system 2400 uses computing resources of the signaling micro-service that are

of a geographic region that is nearest to a region of at least one media communication

endpoint of media communication that uses the signaling micro-service. In some

implementations, the platform system 2400 establishes media communication by using the

signaling micro-service, and the established media communication is managed by using a

media micro-service.

STUN/TURN

[00262] In some implementations, the signaling micro-service is a STUN/TURN

service, and the signaling micro-service is configured to use TURN for the media



communication. In some implementations, the at least one signaling micro-service API

resource for the enrolled entity includes at least a TURN service token instance resource

that is used by the entity to access a TURN service token for using the signaling micro-

service for media communication that passes through the platform system. In some

implementations, in a case wherein the signaling micro-service configuration specifies at

least one of communication session monitoring and communication session interaction, the

signaling micro-service is configured for media communication that passes through the

platform system 2400.

Accounting and Billing

[00263] In some implementations, accounting for the use of the signaling micro-

service on behalf of the entity includes accounting based on at least one of: a number of

network discovery attempts, time of media streaming, and data transfer of media streaming.

In some implementations, generating billing information includes generating billing

information based on modality of a communication stream of the media communication,

wherein audio streaming is billed differently from video streaming. In some

implementations, generating billing information includes generating billing information

based the type of media being communicated. In some implementations, the platform

system 2400 uses the billing engine 2450 to generate different billing information for

different types of media communication, such as for example, video communication, audio

communication, photo communication, and the like.

Implementations of the Method 2700

[00264] In some implementations, the method 2700 is similar to the method 2600.

[00265] In some implementations, setting entity configuration (e.g., the process

S2710) is performed as described herein for block Alio of FIGURE 16. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the signaling micro-service includes

allocating mappings as described herein for block Alio of FIGURE 16 and mapping requests

to the entity as described herein for block A130 of FIGURE 16. In some implementations,

processing a signaling micro-service request (e.g., the process S2720) includes initiating a

network discovery session as described herein for block A120 of FIGURE 16.



[00266] In some implementations, accounting for use of the signaling micro-service

(e.g., the process S2730) includes monitoring usage as described herein for block A140 of

FIGURE 16.

[00267] In some implementations, the method 2700 includes the platform system

2400 applying service management processing to the signaling micro-service request as

described herein for block A150 of FIGURE 16. In some implementations, the method 2700

includes the platform system 2400 servicing a network discovery session for the signaling

micro-service request as described herein for block A160 of FIGURE 16.

[00268] In some implementations, the method 2700 is similar to the method 2600 of

FIGURE 26. In some implementations, the process S2710 is similar to the process S2610 of

FIGURE 26. In some implementations, the process S2720 is similar to the process S2620 of

FIGURE 26. In some implementations, the process S2730 is similar to the process S2630 of

FIGURE 26. In some implementations, the process S2740 is similar to the process S2640 of

FIGURE 26.

[00269] In some implementations, the method 2700 is similar to the method 1600 of

FIGURE 16.

FIGURE 16.

FIGURE 16. iplementations, the process S2720 is similar to the process A120 of

FIGURE 16. iplementations, the process S2720 is similar to the process A130 of

FIGURE 16. iplementations, the process S2730 is similar to the process A140 of

FIGURE 16. iplementations, the process S2720 includes processing similar to the

process A150 of FIGURE 16. In some implementations, the process S2720 includes

processing similar to the process A160 of FIGURE 16.

Additional Embodiments of the Method 2700

[00270] In some embodiments, the method 2700 includes: enrolling an entity in the

platform system by setting entity configuration for use of the signaling micro-service by the

entity; processing a signaling micro-service request according to the entity configuration for

the entity, the signaling micro-service request being a request for use of the signaling micro-

service on behalf of the entity; and accounting for the use of the signaling micro-service on

behalf of the entity. The platform system includes at least one signaling micro-service API

resource for the entity.



[00271] Use of the signaling micro-service includes: determining one of a network

address discovery process and a media relay process for performing signaling negotiation to

establish a communication stream; in a case where the network address discovery process is

determined, servicing a network discovery session to discover a public IP address for

establishing the communication stream, the communication stream being a peer-to-peer

communication stream; and in a case where the media relay process is determined,

servicing a media relay session to bridge media of the communication stream between at

least two media communication endpoints of the communication stream.

[00272] In some implementations, servicing a network discovery session includes:

performing STUN signaling negotiation to establish a peer-to-peer media communication

session, and the communication stream is communicated via the established peer-to-peer

media communication session. In some implementations, servicing a network discovery

session further includes maintaining a signaling connection to the peer-to-peer media

communication session at the multi-tenant media communication platform system. In

some implementations, performing STUN signaling negotiation includes performing a

network address discovery service that enables the discovery of public IP address to be used

in P2P communication.

[00273] In some implementations, servicing a media relay session includes:

performing TURN signaling negotiation to establish a media communication session, and

routing media of the communication session through the signaling micro-service. In some

implementations, performing TURN signaling negotiation includes performing a media

relay service which provides an accessible, intermediary media router to bridge media

streams between a set of participants wherein at least one of the participants is unavailable.

In some implementations, routing media of the communication session through the

signaling micro-service includes routing the media of the communication session to a

supplementary media service of the communication platform system. In some

implementations, the supplementary media service is a media micro-service. In some

implementations, the supplementary media service is a media service of the signaling

micro-service. In some implementations, the supplementary media service is provided by a

media service module that is included in the signaling micro-service, and wherein the

supplementary media service is selectively activated.



[00274] In some implementations, the entity configuration includes signaling micro-

service configuration for use of the signaling micro-service by the entity, micro-service

configuration specifying at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application

logic URI of an external system, and an event callback URI of an external system. In some

implementations, the entity configuration is received from at least one external system via

an account management interface, the account management interface including a least one

of an account portal user interface and an account management API.

[00275] In some implementations, entity configuration for the entity includes the

signaling micro-service configuration and micro-service configuration for use of a media

micro-service by the entity, the media micro-service being a micro-service of the plurality of

micro-services of the media communication platform system. The signaling micro-service is

combined with the media micro service by configuring at least one of an endpoint mapping

and an event callback URI of the signaling micro-service to specify the media micro-service.

[00276] In some implementations, the platform system combines the signaling micro-

service with the media micro-service responsive to user input received via at least one of the

account portal user interface and an API of the platform system. The platform system

combines the signaling micro-service with the media micro-service by generating micro-

service configuration for the signaling micro-service that specifies the media micro-service

in at least one of an endpoint mapping and an event callback URI of the signaling micro-

service.

[00277] In some implementations, use of the signaling micro-service comprises at

least one computing resource of the platform system executing computer-readable

instructions of the signaling micro-service. The signaling micro-service is a regionally

distributed micro-service, the platform system including computing resources in at least

two geographic regions for the signaling micro-service. The platform system determines

computing resources for use of the signaling micro-service based on a region of at least one

media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the signaling micro-

service.

[00278] In some implementations, the signaling micro-service API resource provides

at least one of: access to signaling micro-service configuration; access to signaling micro-

service information; access to micro-service data; access to signaling micro-service media;



and use of the signaling micro-service. In some implementations, the signaling micro-

service API resource is accessed by an external system via a public API provided by the

platform system.

[00279] In some implementations, accounting for the use of the signaling micro-

service comprises: metering access of the signaling micro-service resource by the entity. In

some implementations, the platform system accounts for signaling micro-service usage by

each entity independently. In some implementations, the platform system performs billing

for each entity based on the accounting of signaling micro-service usage by each entity.

[00280] In some implementations, a request to the signaling micro-service includes a

data parameter that specifies use of a media micro-service. In some implementations,

signaling micro-service configuration for the signaling micro-service specifies use of a media

micro-service. In some implementations, use of a media micro-service is directed in

response to an event in which the signaling micro-service calls out to an event application

logic URI of an external application server to retrieve processing instructions, and the

processing instructions retrieved via the event application logic URI direct the use of the

media micro-service, the event application logic URI being configured for the event. In

some implementations, a media micro-service is activated in response to an asynchronously

received API request to a signaling micro-service API resource of the signaling micro-

service.

[00281 ] In some implementations, the plurality of entities include at least one of a

platform account and a platform sub-account.

[00282] In some implementations, the method includes generating billing information

for the entity based on the accounting for the use of the signaling micro-service on behalf of

the entity. In some implementations, the method includes notifying the entity based on the

accounting for the use of the signaling micro-service on behalf of the entity. In some

implementations, the method includes performing fraud detection for the entity based on

the accounting for the use of the signaling micro-service on behalf of the entity.

[00283] In some implementations, the supplementary media service mutably operates

on the media by modifying the media. In some implementations, the mutable

supplementary media service is a synchronous media service, such as, for example, a



transcoding media service. In some implementations, the mutable supplementary media

service is an asynchronous media service such as, for example, a media redacting service.

[00284] In some implementations, the supplementary media service immutably

operates on the media on the media by preserving the media. In some implementations, the

immutable supplementary media service is a synchronous media service, such as, for

example, a real-time speech detection media service. In some implementations, the

immutable supplementary media service is an asynchronous media service, such as, for

example, a speech to text service, an emotion detection service, and the like.

9. Transcoding Micro-Service

[00285] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a transcoding micro-service.

[00286] In some embodiments, a transcoding micro-service method that is performed

at a multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400 of FIGURE

24) is similar to the method 2600. In some embodiments, the multi-tenant media

communication platform system includes a plurality of media communication micro-

services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of

entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the

entities depicted in FIGURE 24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

The plurality of media communication micro-services include at least one transcoding

micro-service. In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service configuration is

managed by operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499

of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service configuration is

managed by an account system of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of

FIGURE 24B). In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service configuration is

managed by a policy engine of the platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE

24B). In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service configuration is managed by

the transcoding micro-service of the platform system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00287] The transcoding micro-service method includes: enrolling an entity in the

platform system (e.g., 2400), enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration for

use of the transcoding micro-service by the entity (e.g., enrolling in a manner similar to the

process S2610 of FIGURE 26); processing a transcoding micro-service request according to



the entity configuration for the entity, the transcoding micro-service request being a request

for use of the transcoding micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., processing in a manner

similar to the process S2620 of FIGURE 26); accounting for the use of the transcoding

micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., accounting for use in a manner similar to the

process S2630 of FIGURE 26); and generating billing information for the entity based on

the accounting for the use of the transcoding micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g.,

generating billing information in a manner similar to the process S2640 of FIGURE 26).

[00288] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the transcoding micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration for

the transcoding micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one

application logic URI, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the transcoding micro-service specifies at

least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of a micro-service of

the platform system 2400, an event callback URI of a micro-service of the platform system

2400, and an event application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform system 2400.

In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the transcoding micro-service

specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of an

external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), an event callback URI of an external

system, and an event application logic URI of an external system.

[00289] The platform system includes at least one transcoding micro-service API

resource for the enrolled entity.

[00290] The use of the transcoding micro-service includes at least one computing

resource of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the

transcoding micro-service.

[00291] The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400



(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one

media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally

distributed micro-service.

Input

[00292] In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service receives at least one

of a media stream, a reference to a media stream (e.g., a URI), a media resource, and a

reference to a media resource (e.g., URI) as an input. In some implementations, the

transcoding micro-service receives the input via the transcoding micro-service API (e.g., one

of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A).

[00293] In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service receives the input

from an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, an

external system of the enrolled entity provides the input via a request to the generated

transcoding micro-service API resource of the transcoding micro-service.

[00294] In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service receives the input

from a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the micro-service that provides the input

to the transcoding micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the transcoding micro-

service. In some implementations, the micro-service that provides the input to the

transcoding micro-service provides the input via a transcoding micro-service API call to the

configured event callback URI of the transcoding micro-service.

Output

[00295] In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service provides at least one

of a transcoded media stream, a reference to a transcoded media stream (e.g., a URI), a

transcoded media resource, and a reference to a transcoded media resource (e.g., URI) as an

output. In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service provides the output via

the transcoding micro-service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A).

[00296] In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service provides the output

to an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, micro-

service configuration for the transcoding micro-service specifies an event callback URI of

the external system. In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service provides the



output via a request to the configured event callback URI of the external system. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the transcoding micro-service specifies an

event application logic URI of the external system. In some implementations, the

transcoding micro-service retrieves application instructions from the external system by

providing a request to the application logic URI, and the transcoding micro-service executes

the retrieved application instructions to process the output.

[00297] In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service provides the output

to a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the transcoding micro-service specifies an

event callback URI of another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, the event callback URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-service

that the platform system 2400 generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of the

entity for the other micro-service. In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service

provides the output via a request to the configured event callback URI of the other micro-

service. In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the transcoding micro-

service specifies an event application logic URI of another micro-service of the platform

system 2400. In some implementations, the event application logic URI is a URI of a

resource of the other micro-service that the platform system 2400 generates for the enrolled

entity during enrollment of the entity for the other micro-service. In some

implementations, the transcoding micro-service retrieves application instructions from the

other micro-service by providing a request to the application logic URI, and the transcoding

micro-service executes the retrieved application instructions to process the output.

Transcoding

[00298] In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service is similar to the

transcoding service described with respect to FIGURE 1. In some implementations, the

transcoding micro-service is similar to the transcoding service described with respect to the

media micro-services 111-113. In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service is

similar to the transcoding service described with respect to FIGURE 13. In some

implementations, the transcoding micro-service is similar to the transcoding service

described with respect to the media micro-services 1381-1382. In some implementations,

the transcoding micro-service is similar to the transcoding service described with respect to



FIGURE 2iA. In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service is similar to the

transcoding service described with respect to FIGURE 21B.

[00299] In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service converts between

media formats. In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service converts between

various codecs such as, for example, Speex used in mobile operating system applications

(e.g., iOS and Android), Opus used in web and WebRTC applications, and PCMU used in

PSTN and other media services. In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service

performs any suitable codec or media transformation. In some implementations, the

transcoding micro-service translates between media mediums such as, for example,

converting a pure audio stream to a video stream or pulling the audio from a video into an

audio stream.

[00300] In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service converts an active

media stream to another format. For example, a call with two endpoints may natively use

two different codecs, and the transcoding micro-service may convert one or two of the legs

of the communication to a common or compatible media stream format. In some

implementations, the transcoding micro-service converts accessed media resources that are

or will be used in a communication session. For example, the transcoding micro-service can

convert an MP3 file that is accessed from a URI to a wave file for playback during a phone

call. In another example, a web client may use an OPUS codec while a mobile app may use

Speex codec, and the transcoding micro-service accepts a media stream in a first format and

outputs a media stream in a second format. In some implementations, the transcoding

micro-service alters bitrate, media size or resolution, or alters any suitable aspect. In some

implementations, the transcoding micro-service provides media transformative operations

such as, for example, image, audio, or video filtering.

[00301] In some implementations, the micro-services 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A

include a first type of transcoding micro-service operating on a first software stack (such as,

for example, FreeSWITCH) inside of an operating system of a virtual machine, and a second

type of transcoding micro-service built to run in the virtual machine. In some

implementations, the first type of a transcoding micro-service is a legacy transcoding micro-

service, and the second type of transcoding micro-service is a new version of the transcoding

micro-service. In some implementations, the use of the first type of transcoding micro-



service and the second type of transcoding micro-service is interchangeable. In some

implementations, the first type of transcoding micro-service and the second type of

transcoding micro-service are each is constructed for a particular purpose, and the use of

the first type of transcoding micro-service and the second type of transcoding micro-service

is not interchangeable. For example, in some implementations, a subset of transcoding

micro-services is constructed for audio processing and a second subset of transcoding

micro-services is constructed for video processing operations.

Accounting for Use

[00302] In some implementations, accounting for use of the transcoding micro-service

includes at least one of metering time of the transcoding process, metering a duration of the

transcoding process, metering a quantity of the transcoding process for an entity (e.g., an

account) associated with the transcoding process (e.g., an account associated with a

transcoding request). In some implementations, accounting for use of the transcoding

micro-service includes metering for use of the transcoding micro-service based on a type of

the media being transcoded (e.g., video, audio, image). In some implementations,

accounting for use of the transcoding micro-service includes metering for use of the

transcoding micro-service based on a type of the codec being transcoded (e.g., Speex, Opus,

PCMU). In some implementations, accounting for use of the transcoding micro-service

includes metering for use of the transcoding micro-service based on a type of transcoding

operation (e.g., codec translation, bit-rate compensation, resizing, and the like). In some

implementations, metering for use of a transcoding micro-service is performed differently

for different types of transcoding micro-services. For example, the system 2400 can meter

use of a first type of transcoding micro-service operating on a first software stack (such as,

for example, FreeSWITCH) inside of an operating system of a virtual machine differently

from metering of a second type of transcoding micro-service built to run in the virtual

machine.

[00303] In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the transcoding micro-service performs the metering

(e.g., by using a metering and logging layer of the transcoding micro-service that is similar

to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the operational services



2499 performs the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the transcoding micro-

service (e.g., a metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE

13). In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering by using a metering and logging layer of the transcoding micro-service (e.g., a

metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13).

10. Recording Micro-Service

[00304] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a recording micro-service.

[00305] In some embodiments, a recording micro-service method that is performed at

a multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400 of FIGURE

24) is similar to the method 2600. In some embodiments, the multi-tenant media

communication platform system includes a plurality of media communication micro-

services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of

entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the

entities depicted in FIGURE 24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

The plurality of media communication micro-services include at least one recording micro-

service. In some implementations, the recording micro-service configuration is managed by

operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499 of FIGURE

24A). In some implementations, the recording micro-service configuration is managed by

an account system of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of FIGURE 24B).

In some implementations, the recording micro-service configuration is managed by a policy

engine of the platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE 24B). In some

implementations, the recording micro-service configuration is managed by the recording

micro-service of the platform system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00306] The recording micro-service method includes: enrolling an entity in the

platform system (e.g., 2400), enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration for

use of the recording micro-service by the entity (e.g., enrolling in a manner similar to the

process S2610 of FIGURE 26); processing a recording micro-service request according to

the entity configuration for the entity, the recording micro-service request being a request

for use of the recording micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., processing in a manner

similar to the process S2620 of FIGURE 26); accounting for the use of the recording micro-



service on behalf of the entity (e.g., accounting for use in a manner similar to the process

S2630 of FIGURE 26); and generating billing information for the entity based on the

accounting for the use of the recording micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., generating

billing information in a manner similar to the process S2640 of FIGURE 26).

[00307] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the recording micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration for the

recording micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one

application logic URI, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the recording micro-service specifies at

least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of a micro-service of

the platform system 2400, an event callback URI of a micro-service of the platform system

2400, and an event application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform system 2400.

In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the recording micro-service

specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of an

external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), an event callback URI of an external

system, and an event application logic URI of an external system.

[00308] The platform system includes at least one recording micro-service API

resource for the enrolled entity.

[00309] The use of the recording micro-service includes at least one computing

resource of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the

recording micro-service.

[00310] The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400

(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one



media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally

distributed micro-service.

Input

[0031 1] In some implementations, the recording micro-service receives at least one of

a media stream and a reference to a media stream (e.g., a URI) as an input. In some

implementations, the recording micro-service receives the input via the recording micro-

service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A).

[00312] In some implementations, the recording micro-service receives the input from

an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, an external

system of the enrolled entity provides the input via a request to the generated recording

micro-service API resource of the recording micro-service.

[00313] In some implementations, the recording micro-service receives the input from

a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the micro-service that provides the input to the recording

micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the recording micro-service. In some

implementations, the micro-service that provides the input to the recording micro-service

provides the input via a recording micro-service API call to the configured event callback

URI of the recording micro-service.

Output

[00314] In some implementations, the recording micro-service provides at least one of

a media recording resource and a reference to a media recording resource (e.g., URI) as an

output. In some implementations, the recording micro-service provides the output via the

recording micro-service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A). In some

implementations, the media recording resource is a recording of the input received by the

recording micro-service (e.g., via the recording micro-service API).

[00315] In some implementations, the recording micro-service provides the output to

an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, micro-

service configuration for the recording micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the

external system. In some implementations, the recording micro-service provides the output

via a request to the configured event callback URI of the external system. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the recording micro-service specifies an



event application logic URI of the external system. In some implementations, the recording

micro-service retrieves application instructions from the external system by providing a

request to the application logic URI, and the recording micro-service executes the retrieved

application instructions to process the output.

[00316] In some implementations, the recording micro-service provides the output to

a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the recording micro-service specifies an event callback URI

of another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some implementations, the event

callback URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-service that the platform system 2400

generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of the entity for the other micro-service.

In some implementations, the recording micro-service provides the output via a request to

the configured event callback URI of the other micro-service. In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the recording micro-service specifies an event application

logic URI of another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some implementations,

the event application logic URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-service that the

platform system 2400 generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of the entity for

the other micro-service. In some implementations, the recording micro-service retrieves

application instructions from the other micro-service by providing a request to the

application logic URI, and the recording micro-service executes the retrieved application

instructions to process the output.

Recording

[00317] In some implementations, the recording micro-service records calls. In some

implementations, the recording micro-service records communication sessions. In some

implementations, the recording micro-service performs audio recording. In some

implementations, the recording micro-service performs at least one of audio recording,

video recording, screen-sharing recording, multimedia recording, or any suitable recording

service. In some implementations, the recording micro-service performs transcription for a

recording recorded by the recording micro-service. In some implementations, the recording

micro-service performs transcription by performing automated speech recognition on

media of a communication session (or a call). In some implementations, the recording

micro-service performs automated manual transcription. In some implementations,



automated manual transcription includes the recording micro-service providing media to be

transcribed (e.g., audio data) to a human transcriber via a computing device (e.g., mobile

device, computer, phone, etc.) of the human transcriber and processing transcribed media

received by the recording micro-service from the computing device of the human

transcriber. In some implementations, the recording micro-service performs semi-

automated transcription, which involves a combination of automated speech recognition

and automated manual transcription. In some implementations, the recording micro-

service performs automated speech recognition to transcribe audio media that is recognized

by the speech recognition system (or process) of the recording micro-service, and in a case

where the automated speech recognition system (or process) does not recognize at least a

portion of audio media, the recording micro-service performs automated manual

transcription by providing the unrecognized audio media to a computing device (e.g.,

mobile device, computer, phone, etc.) of a human transcriber and processing transcribed

media received by the recording micro-service from the computing device of the human

transcriber.

Accounting for Use

[00318] In some implementations, accounting for use of the recording micro-service

includes at least one of metering time of the recording process, metering a duration of the

recording process, metering a quantity of the recording process for an entity (e.g., an

account) associated with the recording process (e.g., an account associated with a recording

request). In some implementations, accounting for use of the recording micro-service

includes at least one of metering time of a transcribing process of the recording process,

metering a duration of the transcribing process, metering a quantity of the transcribing

process for an entity (e.g., an account) associated with the recording process (e.g., an

account associated with a recording request). In some implementations, accounting for use

of the recording micro-service includes metering for use of the recording micro-service

based on a type of transcribing process (e.g., automated speech recognition, automated

manual transcription, semi-automated transcription) performed by the recording micro-

service. In some implementations, accounting for use of the recording micro-service

includes metering for use of the recording micro-service based on a type of the media being

recorded (e.g., video, audio, image). In some implementations, metering for use of a



recording micro-service is performed differently for different types of recording micro-

services.

[00319] In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the recording micro-service performs the metering

(e.g., by using a metering and logging layer of the recording micro-service that is similar to

the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the operational services

2499 performs the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the recording micro-

service (e.g., a metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE

13). In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering by using a metering and logging layer of the recording micro-service (e.g., a

metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13).

11. Text-To-Speech

[00320] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a text-to-speech (TTS) micro-service.

[00321] In some embodiments, a TTS micro-service method that is performed at a

multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400 of FIGURE 24)

is similar to the method 2600. In some embodiments, the multi-tenant media

communication platform system includes a plurality of media communication micro-

services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of

entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the

entities depicted in FIGURE 24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

The plurality of media communication micro-services include at least one TTS micro-

service. In some implementations, the TTS micro-service configuration is managed by

operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499 of FIGURE

24A). In some implementations, the TTS micro-service configuration is managed by an

account system of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of FIGURE 24B). In

some implementations, the TTS micro-service configuration is managed by a policy engine

of the platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE 24B). In some

implementations, the TTS micro-service configuration is managed by the TTS micro-service

of the platform system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).



[00322] The TTS micro-service method includes: enrolling an entity in the platform

system (e.g., 2400), enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration for use of

the TTS micro-service by the entity (e.g., enrolling in a manner similar to the process S2610

of FIGURE 26); processing a TTS micro-service request according to the entity

configuration for the entity, the TTS micro-service request being a request for use of the TTS

micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., processing in a manner similar to the process

S2620 of FIGURE 26); accounting for the use of the TTS micro-service on behalf of the

entity (e.g., accounting for use in a manner similar to the process S2630 of FIGURE 26);

and generating billing information for the entity based on the accounting for the use of the

TTS micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., generating billing information in a manner

similar to the process S2640 of FIGURE 26).

[00323] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the TTS micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration for the TTS

micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic

URI, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI. In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the TTS micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint

mapping to at least one application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform system

2400, an event callback URI of a micro-service of the platform system 2400, and an event

application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the TTS micro-service specifies at least

one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of an external system

(e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), an event callback URI of an external system, and an event

application logic URI of an external system.

[00324] The platform system includes at least one TTS micro-service API resource for

the enrolled entity.



[00325] The use of the TTS micro-service includes at least one computing resource of

the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the TTS micro-

service.

[00326] The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400

(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one

media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally

distributed micro-service.

Input

[00327] In some implementations, the TTS micro-service receives at least one of text

data and a reference to a text data (e.g., a URI) as an input. In some implementations, the

TTS micro-service receives the input via the TTS micro-service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493

of FIGURE 24A).

[00328] In some implementations, the TTS micro-service receives the input from an

external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, an external

system of the enrolled entity provides the input via a request to the generated TTS micro-

service API resource of the TTS micro-service.

[00329] In some implementations, the TTS micro-service receives the input from a

micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the micro-service that provides the input to the TTS micro-

service specifies an event callback URI of the TTS micro-service. In some implementations,

the micro-service that provides the input to the TTS micro-service provides the input via a

TTS micro-service API call to the configured event callback URI of the TTS micro-service.

Output

[00330] In some implementations, the TTS micro-service provides at least one of a

media resource, a reference to a media resource (e.g., URI), a media stream, and a reference

to a media stream (e.g., URI) as an output. In some implementations, the TTS micro-

service provides the output via the TTS micro-service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of

FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, the media resource is an audible speech



recording corresponding to the text input received by the TTS micro-service (e.g., via the

TTS micro-service API). In some implementations, the media stream is a media stream

(e.g,. audio stream, video stream) that includes audible speech corresponding to the text

input received by the TTS micro-service (e.g., via the TTS micro-service API).

[00331] In some implementations, the TTS micro-service provides the output to an

external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, micro-service

configuration for the TTS micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the external

system. In some implementations, the TTS micro-service provides the output via a request

to the configured event callback URI of the external system. In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the TTS micro-service specifies an event application logic

URI of the external system. In some implementations, the TTS micro-service retrieves

application instructions from the external system by providing a request to the application

logic URI, and the TTS micro-service executes the retrieved application instructions to

process the output.

[00332] In some implementations, the TTS micro-service provides the output to a

micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the TTS micro-service specifies an event callback URI of

another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some implementations, the event

callback URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-service that the platform system 2400

generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of the entity for the other micro-service.

In some implementations, the TTS micro-service provides the output via a request to the

configured event callback URI of the other micro-service. In some implementations, micro-

service configuration for the TTS micro-service specifies an event application logic URI of

another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some implementations, the event

application logic URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-service that the platform

system 2400 generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of the entity for the other

micro-service. In some implementations, the TTS micro-service retrieves application

instructions from the other micro-service by providing a request to the application logic

URI, and the TTS micro-service executes the retrieved application instructions to process

the output.

Text-To-Speech



[00333] In some implementations, the text-to-speech micro-service converts text into

audible speech, and the audible speech is played within a communication stream of the

system 2400. In some implementations, the text-to-speech micro-service generates audible

speech from text provided to (or accessed by) the text-to-speech micro-service, and the

audible speech is played within a communication stream of the system 2400. In some

implementations, a phone call connects to a telephony application that specifies a script that

should be read to the caller. In some implementations, the script is directed to the text-to-

speech micro-service to be played during the phone call. In some implementations, the

text-to-speech micro-service is used for audio communication. In some implementations,

the script is directed to the text-to-speech micro-service to be played during the phone call.

In some implementations, the text-to-speech micro-service is used for video communication

by playing audible speech within a computer-generated video simulation or rendering of a

speaker of the video communication. In some implementations, the text-to-speech micro-

service receives (or accesses) text as an input and outputs an audio stream that is played or

mixed in with the communication session.

Accounting for Use

[00334] In some implementations, accounting for use of the TTS micro-service

includes at least one of metering time of the TTS process, metering a duration of the TTS

process, metering a quantity of the TTS process (e.g., number of words, etc.) for an entity

(e.g., an account) associated with the TTS process (e.g., an account associated with a TTS

request). In some implementations, accounting for use of the recording micro-service

includes metering for use of the TTS micro-service based on a type of the communication

session (e.g., video communication session, audio communication session, image

communication session). In some implementations, metering for use of a TTS micro-

service is performed differently for different types of TTS micro-services. In some

implementations, accounting for use of the TTS micro-service includes metering for use of

the TTS micro-service based on a media format of the audible speech (speaker voice, use of

multiple speaker voices for different portions of text, media format of audible speech,

bitrate of audible speech media, etc.). In some implementations, an entity requesting use of

the TTS micro-service specifies a speaker voice (e.g., a speaker having a specified sex, e.g.,

male or female, age, regional accent, and the like) for the audible speech, and accounting for



use of the TTS micro-service includes metering for use of the TTS micro-service based on

the specified speaker voice for the audible speech. In some implementations, an entity

requesting use of the TTS micro-service specifies a speaker voice for different portions of the

text to be spoken, and accounting for use of the TTS micro-service includes metering for use

of the TTS micro-service based on the use of multiple speaker voices for the audible speech.

In some implementations, an entity requesting use of the TTS micro-service specifies a

speaker voice (e.g., a speaker having a specified sex, e.g., male or female, age, regional

accent, and the like) for the audible speech, and accounting for use of the TTS micro-service

includes metering for use of the TTS micro-service based on the specified speaker voice for

the audible speech.

[00335] In some implementations, an entity requesting use of the TTS micro-service

specifies a specific speaker voice to be used for the audible speech, and accounting for use of

the TTS micro-service includes metering for use of the TTS micro-service based on the use

of a specified speaker voice. In some implementations, an entity requesting use of the TTS

micro-service specifies a specific speaker voice by providing a speaker voice model that

includes parameters for generating audible speech having specified characteristics. In some

implementations, an entity requesting use of the TTS micro-service specifies a specific

speaker voice by providing an identifier that identifies an individual whose voice should be

imitated for the generation of the audible speech. In some implementations, an entity

requesting use of the TTS micro-service specifies that identifies an individual who should

read the text to generate the audible speech. In some implementations, the entity

requesting the use of the TTS micro-service can specify a voice actor (e.g., a celebrity, public

figure, professional commercial actor, etc.) to read text to be used to generate the audible

speech, and the TTS micro-service provides the text to be spoken to a computing device

(e.g., mobile device, computer, phone, etc.) of a human (e.g., a voice actor) and processes

audible speech media received from the computing device of the human, the human using

the computing device (or another computing device) to record the human's reading of the

text.

[00336] In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the TTS micro-service performs the metering (e.g., by



using a metering and logging layer of the TTS micro-service that is similar to the metering

layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs

the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the TTS micro-service (e.g., a

metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some

implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the metering by using a

metering and logging layer of the TTS micro-service (e.g., a metering and logging layer that

is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13).

12. Speech Detection

[00337] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a speech detection (recognition) micro-service.

[00338] In some embodiments, a speech detection micro-service method that is

performed at a multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400

of FIGURE 24) is similar to the method 2600. In some embodiments, the multi-tenant

media communication platform system includes a plurality of media communication micro-

services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of

entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the

entities depicted in FIGURE 24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

The plurality of media communication micro-services includes at least one speech detection

micro-service. In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service configuration

is managed by operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services

2499 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service

configuration is managed by an account system of the platform system (e.g., the account

system 2430 of FIGURE 24B). In some implementations, the speech detection micro-

service configuration is managed by a policy engine of the platform system (e.g., the policy

engine 2431 of FIGURE 24B). In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service

configuration is managed by the speech detection micro-service of the platform system (e.g.,

2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00339] The speech detection micro-service method includes: enrolling an entity in

the platform system (e.g., 2400), enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration

for use of the speech detection micro-service by the entity (e.g., enrolling in a manner

similar to the process S2610 of FIGURE 26); processing a speech detection micro-service



request according to the entity configuration for the entity, the speech detection micro-

service request being a request for use of the speech detection micro-service on behalf of the

entity (e.g., processing in a manner similar to the process S2620 of FIGURE 26); accounting

for the use of the speech detection micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., accounting for

use in a manner similar to the process S2630 of FIGURE 26); and generating billing

information for the entity based on the accounting for the use of the speech detection micro-

service on behalf of the entity (e.g., generating billing information in a manner similar to the

process S2640 of FIGURE 26).

[00340] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the speech detection micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration

for the speech detection micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at

least one application logic URI, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI.

In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the speech detection micro-

service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of

a micro-service of the platform system 2400, an event callback URI of a micro-service of the

platform system 2400, and an event application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform

system 2400. In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the speech

detection micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one

application logic URI of an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), an event

callback URI of an external system, and an event application logic URI of an external

system.

[00341] The platform system includes at least one speech detection micro-service API

resource for the enrolled entity.

[00342] The use of the speech detection micro-service includes at least one computing

resource of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the

speech detection micro-service.



[00343] The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400

(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one

media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally

distributed micro-service.

Input

[00344] In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service receives at least

one of a media resource, a reference to a media resource (e.g., a URI), a media stream, and a

reference to a media stream (e.g., a URI) as an input. In some implementations, the speech

detection micro-service receives the input via the speech detection micro-service API (e.g.,

one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A).

[00345] In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service receives the

input from an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations,

an external system of the enrolled entity provides the input via a request to the generated

speech detection micro-service API resource of the speech detection micro-service.

[00346] In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service receives the

input from a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the micro-service that provides the input

to the speech detection micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the speech detection

micro-service. In some implementations, the micro-service that provides the input to the

speech detection micro-service provides the input via a speech detection micro-service API

call to the configured event callback URI of the speech detection micro-service.

Output

[00347] In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service provides at

least one of speech detection results (e.g., detected keywords, a data file, parameters, and

the like) and a reference to speech detection results (e.g., URI) as an output. In some

implementations, the speech detection micro-service provides the output via the speech

detection micro-service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A).



[00348] In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service provides the

output to an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the speech detection micro-service specifies an event

callback URI of the external system. In some implementations, the speech detection micro-

service provides the output via a request to the configured event callback URI of the external

system. In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the speech detection

micro-service specifies an event application logic URI of the external system. In some

implementations, the speech detection micro-service retrieves application instructions from

the external system by providing a request to the application logic URI, and the speech

detection micro-service executes the retrieved application instructions to process the

output.

[00349] In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service provides the

output to a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the speech detection micro-service

specifies an event callback URI of another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In

some implementations, the event callback URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-

service that the platform system 2400 generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of

the entity for the other micro-service. In some implementations, the speech detection

micro-service provides the output via a request to the configured event callback URI of the

other micro-service. In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the speech

detection micro-service specifies an event application logic URI of another micro-service of

the platform system 2400. In some implementations, the event application logic URI is a

URI of a resource of the other micro-service that the platform system 2400 generates for the

enrolled entity during enrollment of the entity for the other micro-service. In some

implementations, the speech detection micro-service retrieves application instructions from

the other micro-service by providing a request to the application logic URI, and the speech

detection micro-service executes the retrieved application instructions to process the

output.

Speech Detection

[00350] In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service collects spoken

input and converts the spoken input into a format for at least one of transcription, natural



language processing, and interpretation of responses. In some implementations, the speech

detection micro-service uses the transcription micro-service described above. In some

implementations, input to the speech detection micro-service is an audio stream and

parameters of speech recognition.

[00351] In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service detects

presence of audible speech in an audio stream. In some implementations, the speech

detection micro-service detects presence determines whether a media communication

contains audio data of human speech. As an example, the speech detection micro-service

can determine when a human has joined a conference call by detecting presence of audible

speech in audio media of the media communication. As an example, the speech detection

micro-service can determine when a human associated with a destination communication

endpoint of a voice communication session has accepted the voice communication session

by detecting presence of audible speech in the audio media of the media communication.

[00352] In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service performs

answering machine detection for a media communication session. In some

implementations, the speech detection micro-service performs answering machine

detection by detecting presence of an audio signal (e.g., the tone or beep that prompts the

caller to leave a message) that corresponds to an answering machine in the audio media of

the media communication session. In some implementations, the speech detection micro-

service performs answering machine detection by performing a conventional answering

machine detection process for determining whether a voice communication session has

been established with an answering machine rather than a human (e.g., determining

whether an answering machine or a human has answered the voice call).

Accounting for Use

[00353] In some implementations, accounting for use of the speech detection micro-

service includes at least one of metering time of the speech detection process, metering a

duration of the speech detection process, metering a quantity of the speech detection

process for an entity (e.g., an account) associated with the speech detection process (e.g., an

account associated with a speech detection request). In some implementations, accounting

for use of the speech detection micro-service includes at least one of metering time of a

transcribing process of the speech detection process, metering a duration of the transcribing



process, metering a quantity of the transcribing process for an entity (e.g., an account)

associated with the speech detection process (e.g., an account associated with a speech

detection request). In some implementations, accounting for use of the speech detection

micro-service includes metering for use of the speech detection micro-service based on a

type of transcribing process (e.g., automated speech recognition, automated manual

transcription, semi-automated transcription) performed by the speech detection micro-

service. In some implementations, accounting for use of the speech detection micro-service

includes metering for use of the speech detection micro-service based on a type of the media

(e.g., video, audio). In some implementations, metering for use of a speech detection micro-

service is performed differently for different types of speech detection micro-services. In

some implementations, an entity requesting use of the speech detection micro-service

configures the speech detection micro-service to detect specified words (or phases) in

speech, and metering for use of a speech detection micro-service is performed based on a

number of words (or phrases) specified in the configuration. In some implementations, an

entity requesting use of the speech detection micro-service configures the speech detection

micro-service to detect speech from at least one specified individual, and metering for use of

a speech detection micro-service is performed based on a number of individuals (whose

speech is to be detected) specified in the configuration.

[00354] In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the speech detection micro-service performs the

metering (e.g., by using a metering and logging layer of the speech detection micro-service

that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the

operational services 2499 performs the metering by using a metering and logging layer of

the speech detection micro-service (e.g., a metering and logging layer that is similar to the

metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the metering and logging

system 2440 performs the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the speech

detection micro-service (e.g., a metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering

layer 1313 FIGURE 13).

13. Conferencing



[00355] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a conferencing micro-service.

[00356] In some embodiments, a conferencing micro-service method that is

performed at a multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400

of FIGURE 24) is similar to the method 2600. In some embodiments, the multi-tenant

media communication platform system includes a plurality of media communication micro-

services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of

entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the

entities depicted in FIGURE 24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

The plurality of media communication micro-services include at least one conferencing

micro-service. In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service configuration is

managed by operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499

of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service configuration

is managed by an account system of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of

FIGURE 24B). In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service configuration is

managed by a policy engine of the platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE

24B). In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service configuration is managed

by the conferencing micro-service of the platform system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00357] The conferencing micro-service method includes: enrolling an entity in the

platform system (e.g., 2400), enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration for

use of the conferencing micro-service by the entity (e.g., enrolling in a manner similar to the

process S2610 of FIGURE 26); processing a conferencing micro-service request according to

the entity configuration for the entity, the conferencing micro-service request being a

request for use of the conferencing micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., processing in a

manner similar to the process S2620 of FIGURE 26); accounting for the use of the

conferencing micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., accounting for use in a manner

similar to the process S2630 of FIGURE 26); and generating billing information for the

entity based on the accounting for the use of the conferencing micro-service on behalf of the

entity (e.g., generating billing information in a manner similar to the process S2640 of

FIGURE 26).



[00358] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the conferencing micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration for

the conferencing micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one

application logic URI, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the conferencing micro-service specifies

at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of a micro-service

of the platform system 2400, an event callback URI of a micro-service of the platform

system 2400, and an event application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform system

2400. In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the conferencing micro-

service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of

an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), an event callback URI of an external

system, and an event application logic URI of an external system.

[00359] The platform system includes at least one conferencing micro-service API

resource for the enrolled entity.

[00360] The use of the conferencing micro-service includes at least one computing

resource of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the

conferencing micro-service.

[00361] The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400

(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one

media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally

distributed micro-service. In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service is a

regionally distributed micro-service.

Input



[00362] In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service receives at least

conference parameters as an input. In some implementations, conference parameters

include at one of information for conference call participants (e.g., communication endpoint

information for each conference call participant), information for a conference call

organizer (e.g., an identifier of an entity that manages the conference, such as for example,

one of the Entities A-E of FIGURE 24A), a time of the conference call, a duration of the

conference call, and any other suitable conference call parameters. In some

implementations, the conferencing micro-service receives media streams for each

communication endpoint of the conference call as an input. In some implementations, the

conferencing micro-service receives the input via the conferencing micro-service API (e.g.,

one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A).

[00363] In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service receives the input

from an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, an

external system of the enrolled entity provides the input via a request to the generated

conferencing micro-service API resource of the conferencing micro-service.

[00364] In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service receives the input

from a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, the conferencing micro-service receives the input from a signaling micro-

service of the platform system 2400. In some implementations, micro-service configuration

for the micro-service that provides the input to the conferencing micro-service specifies an

event callback URI of the conferencing micro-service. In some implementations, the micro-

service that provides the input to the conferencing micro-service provides the input via a

conferencing micro-service API call to the configured event callback URI of the

conferencing micro-service.

Output

[00365] In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service provides at least

one of a conference media stream and a reference to a conference media stream (e.g., URI)

as an output. In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service provides the output

via the conferencing micro-service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A). In some

implementations, the conference media stream is a media stream resulting from mixing



participant media streams (e.g., call audio from each participant) received by the

conferencing micro-service (e.g., received by the conferencing micro- micro-service API).

[00366] In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service provides the output

to an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, micro-

service configuration for the conferencing micro-service specifies an event callback URI of

the external system. In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service provides the

output via a request to the configured event callback URI of the external system. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the conferencing micro-service specifies

an event application logic URI of the external system. In some implementations, the

conferencing micro-service retrieves application instructions from the external system by

providing a request to the application logic URI, and the conferencing micro-service

executes the retrieved application instructions to process the output.

[00367] In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service provides the output

to a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the conferencing micro-service specifies

an event callback URI of another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, the event callback URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-service

that the platform system 2400 generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of the

entity for the other micro-service. In some implementations, the conferencing micro-

service provides the output via a request to the configured event callback URI of the other

micro-service. In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the conferencing

micro-service specifies an event application logic URI of another micro-service of the

platform system 2400. In some implementations, the event application logic URI is a URI

of a resource of the other micro-service that the platform system 2400 generates for the

enrolled entity during enrollment of the entity for the other micro-service. In some

implementations, the conferencing micro-service retrieves application instructions from the

other micro-service by providing a request to the application logic URI, and the

conferencing micro-service executes the retrieved application instructions to process the

output.

Conferencing



[00368] In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service facilitates

conference calls with more than two endpoints connected. In some implementations, the

conferencing micro-service receives media streams (e.g., audio media streams for an audio

conference) from each endpoint of the conference call (e.g., outgoing audio media provided

by endpoint devices of the conference call endpoints), and mixes the received media streams

to generate an output media stream that is provided by the conferencing micro-service to

each endpoint of the conference call (e.g., via endpoint devices of the endpoints). In some

implementations, the conferencing micro-service uses a plurality of mixing resources to

perform the mixing. In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service uses a

plurality of mixing resources to perform localized mixing, and the conferencing micro-

service mixes audio of endpoints in a same geographic region by using a mixing resource

located near the endpoints.

[00369] In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service mixes audio for

audio communication sessions. In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service

mixes audio for video communication sessions.

Accounting for Use

[00370] In some implementations, accounting for use of the conferencing micro-

service includes at least one of metering time of the conferencing process, metering a

duration of the conferencing process, metering a quantity of the conferencing process for an

entity (e.g., an account) associated with the conferencing process (e.g., an account

associated with a conferencing request). In some implementations, accounting for use of

the conferencing micro-service includes metering for use of the conferencing micro-service

based on a number of communication endpoints of the conference call. In some

implementations, accounting for use of the conferencing micro-service includes metering

for use of the conferencing micro-service based on a number of mixing resources used for

the conference call. In some implementations, accounting for use of the conferencing

micro-service includes metering for use of the conferencing micro-service based on

locations of mixing resources used for the conference call. In some implementations,

metering for use of a conferencing micro-service is performed differently for different types

of conferencing micro-services.



[00371] In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the conferencing micro-service performs the metering

(e.g., by using a metering and logging layer of the conferencing micro-service that is similar

to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the operational services

2499 performs the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the conferencing

micro-service (e.g., a metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313

FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs

the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the conferencing micro-service (e.g., a

metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13).

14. Mixing

[00372] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a mixing micro-service.

[00373] In some embodiments, a mixing micro-service method that is performed at a

multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400 of FIGURE 24)

is similar to the method 2600. In some embodiments, the multi-tenant media

communication platform system includes a plurality of media communication micro-

services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of

entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the

entities depicted in FIGURE 24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

The plurality of media communication micro-services includes at least one mixing micro-

service. In some implementations, the mixing micro-service configuration is managed by

operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499 of FIGURE

24A). In some implementations, the mixing micro-service configuration is managed by an

account system of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of FIGURE 24B). In

some implementations, the mixing micro-service configuration is managed by a policy

engine of the platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE 24B). In some

implementations, the mixing micro-service configuration is managed by the mixing micro-

service of the platform system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00374] The mixing micro-service method includes: enrolling an entity in the platform

system (e.g., 2400), enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration for use of



the mixing micro-service by the entity (e.g., enrolling in a manner similar to the process

S2610 of FIGURE 26); processing a mixing micro-service request according to the entity

configuration for the entity, the mixing micro-service request being a request for use of the

mixing micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., processing in a manner similar to the

process S2620 of FIGURE 26); accounting for the use of the mixing micro-service on behalf

of the entity (e.g., accounting for use in a manner similar to the process S2630 of FIGURE

26); and generating billing information for the entity based on the accounting for the use of

the mixing micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., generating billing information in a

manner similar to the process S2640 of FIGURE 26).

[00375] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the mixing micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration for the

mixing micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one

application logic URI, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URL In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the mixing micro-service specifies at least

one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of a micro-service of the

platform system 2400, an event callback URI of a micro-service of the platform system

2400, and an event application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform system 2400.

In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the mixing micro-service

specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of an

external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), an event callback URI of an external

system, and an event application logic URI of an external system.

[00376] The platform system includes at least one mixing micro-service API resource

for the enrolled entity.

[00377] The use of the mixing micro-service includes at least one computing resource

of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the mixing micro-

service.



[00378] The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400

(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one

media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally

distributed micro-service.

Input

[00379] In some implementations, the mixing micro-service receives at least one of a

media stream and a reference to a media stream (e.g., a URI) as an input. In some

implementations, the mixing micro-service receives the input via the mixing micro-service

API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A).

[00380] In some implementations, the mixing micro-service receives the input from

an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, an external

system of the enrolled entity provides the input via a request to the generated mixing micro-

service API resource of the mixing micro-service.

[00381] In some implementations, the mixing micro-service receives the input from a

micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the micro-service that provides the input to the mixing

micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the mixing micro-service. In some

implementations, the micro-service that provides the input to the mixing micro-service

provides the input via a mixing micro-service API call to the configured event callback URI

of the mixing micro-service.

Output

[00382] In some implementations, the mixing micro-service provides at least one of a

mixed media stream and a reference to a mixed media stream (e.g., URI) as an output. In

some implementations, the mixing micro-service provides the output via the mixing micro-

service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, the mixed

media stream is a media stream that results from mixing of each input media stream

received by the mixing micro-service (e.g., via the mixing micro-service API).



[00383] In some implementations, the mixing micro-service provides the output to an

external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, micro-service

configuration for the mixing micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the external

system. In some implementations, the mixing micro-service provides the output via a

request to the configured event callback URI of the external system. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the mixing micro-service specifies an

event application logic URI of the external system. In some implementations, the mixing

micro-service retrieves application instructions from the external system by providing a

request to the application logic URI, and the mixing micro-service executes the retrieved

application instructions to process the output.

[00384] In some implementations, the mixing micro-service provides the output to a

micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some implementations,

micro-service configuration for the mixing micro-service specifies an event callback URI of

another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some implementations, the event

callback URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-service that the platform system 2400

generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of the entity for the other micro-service.

In some implementations, the mixing micro-service provides the output via a request to the

configured event callback URI of the other micro-service. In some implementations, micro-

service configuration for the mixing micro-service specifies an event application logic URI of

another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some implementations, the event

application logic URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-service that the platform

system 2400 generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of the entity for the other

micro-service. In some implementations, the mixing micro-service retrieves application

instructions from the other micro-service by providing a request to the application logic

URI, and the mixing micro-service executes the retrieved application instructions to process

the output.

Mixing

[00385] In some implementations, the mixing micro-service is similar to the

conferencing micro-service described above for FIGURE 33. In some implementations, the

mixes an audio stream of a communication session (e.g., audio of a voice communication

session, audio of a video communication session) with an audio stream of a media resource



(e.g., audio of an audio file, audio of a video file. For example, the mixing micro-service can

mix an audio stream of a live or pre-recorded event (e.g., a presidential speech, an earnings

call, a concert, and the like) with an audio stream of a communication session.

Accounting for Use

[00386] In some implementations, accounting for use of the mixing micro-service

includes at least one of metering time of the mixing process, metering a duration of the

mixing process, metering a quantity of the mixing process for an entity (e.g., an account)

associated with the mixing process (e.g., an account associated with a mixing request). In

some implementations, accounting for use of the mixing micro-service includes metering

for use of the mixing micro-service based on a number of media resources mixed. In some

implementations, accounting for use of the mixing micro-service includes metering for use

of the mixing micro-service based on a type of media resources mixed. In some

implementations, accounting for use of the mixing micro-service includes metering for use

of the mixing micro-service based on the specific media resources mixed. In some

implementations, accounting for use of the mixing micro-service includes metering for use

of the mixing micro-service based on a number of mixing resources used. In some

implementations, accounting for use of the mixing micro-service includes metering for use

of the mixing micro-service based on locations of mixing resources used. In some

implementations, metering for use of a mixing micro-service is performed differently for

different types of mixing micro-services.

[00387] In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the mixing micro-service performs the metering (e.g.,

by using a metering and logging layer of the mixing micro-service that is similar to the

metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the operational services 2499

performs the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the mixing micro-service

(e.g., a metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In

some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the metering by

using a metering and logging layer of the mixing micro-service (e.g., a metering and logging

layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13).



[00388] In some implementations, a mixing micro-service method is similar to the

conferencing method 3300.

15. Broadcasting

[00389] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a broadcasting micro-service.

[00390] In some embodiments, a broadcasting micro-service method that is

performed at a multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400

of FIGURE 24) is similar to the method 2600. In some embodiments, the multi-tenant

media communication platform system includes a plurality of media communication micro-

services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of

entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the

entities depicted in FIGURE 24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

The plurality of media communication micro-services includes at least one broadcasting

micro-service. In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service configuration is

managed by operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499

of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service configuration

is managed by an account system of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of

FIGURE 24B). In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service configuration is

managed by a policy engine of the platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE

24B). In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service configuration is managed

by the broadcasting micro-service of the platform system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00391] The broadcasting micro-service method includes: enrolling an entity in the

platform system (e.g., 2400), enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration for

use of the broadcasting micro-service by the entity (e.g., enrolling in a manner similar to the

process S2610 of FIGURE 26); processing a broadcasting micro-service request according to

the entity configuration for the entity, the broadcasting micro-service request being a

request for use of the broadcasting micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., processing in a

manner similar to the process S2620 of FIGURE 26); accounting for the use of the

broadcasting micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., accounting for use in a manner

similar to the process S2630 of FIGURE 26); and generating billing information for the

entity based on the accounting for the use of the broadcasting micro-service on behalf of the



entity (e.g., generating billing information in a manner similar to the process S2640 of

FIGURE 26).

[00392] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the broadcasting micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration for

the broadcasting micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one

application logic URI, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the broadcasting micro-service specifies

at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of a micro-service

of the platform system 2400, an event callback URI of a micro-service of the platform

system 2400, and an event application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform system

2400. In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the broadcasting micro-

service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of

an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), an event callback URI of an external

system, and an event application logic URI of an external system.

[00393] The platform system includes at least one broadcasting micro-service API

resource for the enrolled entity.

[00394] The use of the broadcasting micro-service includes at least one computing

resource of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the

broadcasting micro-service.

[00395] The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400

(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one

media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally

distributed micro-service. In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service is a

regionally distributed micro-service.



Input

[00396] In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service receives broadcast

information as an input. In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service receives

the input via the broadcasting micro-service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A).

In some implementations, broadcast information includes information for at least one of

one or more destination communication endpoints, media to be broadcasted, and a

communication session to be broadcasted.

[00397] In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service receives the input

from an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, an

external system of the enrolled entity provides the input via a request to the generated

broadcasting micro-service API resource of the broadcasting micro-service.

[00398] In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service receives the input

from a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the micro-service that provides the input

to the broadcasting micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the broadcasting micro-

service. In some implementations, the micro-service that provides the input to the

broadcasting micro-service provides the input via a broadcasting micro-service API call to

the configured event callback URI of the broadcasting micro-service.

Broadcasting

[00399] In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service is similar to the

conferencing micro-service described above for FIGURE 33. In some implementations, the

broadcasting micro-service manages a communication session with a plurality of

communication endpoints (e.g., a conference call, a one-way conference call, a listen-only

conference call, and the like), in which a media stream is broadcasted to each of the

communication endpoints. In some implementations, the media stream is a media stream

of another conference call (e.g., an earnings call). In some implementations, the media

stream is a media stream of a media resource. In some embodiments, an entity requesting

use of the broadcasting micro-service specifies a media stream to be broadcast, and specifies

at least one communication endpoint as a recipient of the media stream to be broadcast. In

some implementations, an entity specifies a communication session (e.g., a communication

session between two commination endpoints, a conference call) as the media stream to be



broadcast. In some implementations, an entity specifies an established communication

session as the media stream to be broadcast. In some implementations, an entity specifies a

communication session that is not established as the media stream to be broadcast. For

example, an entity can configure the broadcasting micro-service to broadcast any

communication session between (or among) specified communication endpoints to be

broadcasted to specified broadcast recipients (e.g., communication endpoints). In some

implementations, the broadcasting micro-service is configured for use in combination with

a signaling micro-service. In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service

performs signaling. In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service performs

signaling as described above for the signaling micro-service.

Accounting for Use

[00400] In some implementations, accounting for use of the broadcasting micro-

service includes metering a number of communication endpoints that receive the broadcast.

In some implementations, accounting for use of the broadcasting micro-service includes

metering based on the media stream being broadcast. In some implementations,

accounting for use of the broadcasting micro-service includes metering based on a type of

media stream being broadcast. In some implementations, accounting for use of the

broadcasting micro-service includes metering a duration of the media stream. In some

implementations, accounting for use of the broadcasting micro-service is based on the

media stream being broadcasted. In some implementations, billing for use of the

broadcasting service is based on a number of communication endpoints receiving the

broadcast. In some implementations, billing for use of the broadcasting service is based on

billing rate for the broadcasted media stream.

[00401] In some implementations, metering for use of a broadcasting micro-service is

performed differently for different types of broadcasting micro-services.

[00402] In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the broadcasting micro-service performs the metering

(e.g., by using a metering and logging layer of the broadcasting micro-service that is similar

to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the operational services

2499 performs the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the broadcasting



micro-service (e.g., a metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313

FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs

the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the broadcasting micro-service (e.g., a

metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13).

16. Notification

[00403] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a notification micro-service.

[00404] In some embodiments, a notification micro-service method that is performed

at a multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400 of FIGURE

24) is similar to the method 2600. In some embodiments, the multi-tenant media

communication platform system includes a plurality of media communication micro-

services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of

entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the

entities depicted in FIGURE 24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

The plurality of media communication micro-services includes at least one notification

micro-service. In some implementations, the notification micro-service configuration is

managed by operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499

of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, the notification micro-service configuration is

managed by an account system of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of

FIGURE 24B). In some implementations, the notification micro-service configuration is

managed by a policy engine of the platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE

24B). In some implementations, the notification micro-service configuration is managed by

the notification micro-service of the platform system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00405] The notification micro-service method includes: enrolling an entity in the

platform system (e.g., 2400), enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration for

use of the notification micro-service by the entity (e.g., enrolling in a manner similar to the

process S2610 of FIGURE 26); processing a notification micro-service request according to

the entity configuration for the entity, the notification micro-service request being a request

for use of the notification micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., processing in a manner

similar to the process S2620 of FIGURE 26); accounting for the use of the notification

micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., accounting for use in a manner similar to the



process S2630 of FIGURE 26); and generating billing information for the entity based on

the accounting for the use of the notification micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g.,

generating billing information in a manner similar to the process S2640 of FIGURE 26).

[00406] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the notification micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration for

the notification micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one

application logic URI, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URI. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the notification micro-service specifies at

least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of a micro-service of

the platform system 2400, an event callback URI of a micro-service of the platform system

2400, and an event application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform system 2400.

In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the notification micro-service

specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of an

external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), an event callback URI of an external

system, and an event application logic URI of an external system.

[00407] The platform system includes at least one notification micro-service API

resource for the enrolled entity.

[00408] The use of the notification micro-service includes at least one computing

resource of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the

notification micro-service.

[00409] The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400

(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one

media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally



distributed micro-service. In some implementations, the notification micro-service is a

regionally distributed micro-service.

Input

[00410] In some implementations, the notification micro-service receives notification

information as an input. In some implementations, the notification micro-service receives

the input via the notification micro-service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A). In

some implementations, notification information includes information of events to be

published by the notification micro-service, and a type of pub/sub channel to use for

publishing notifications to subscribers.

[0041 1] In some implementations, the notification micro-service receives the input

from an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, an

external system of the enrolled entity provides the input via a request to the generated

notification micro-service API resource of the notification micro-service.

[00412] In some implementations, the notification micro-service receives the input

from a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the micro-service that provides the input

to the notification micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the notification micro-

service. In some implementations, the micro-service that provides the input to the

notification micro-service provides the input via a notification micro-service API call to the

configured event callback URI of the notification micro-service.

Notification

[00413] In some implementations, the notification micro-service is similar to at least

one of the systems and methods described in U.S. Patent Number 8,838,707, which is

hereby incorporated in its entirety by this reference. In some implementations, the

notification micro-service is similar to at least one embodiment or implementation of the

event router described in U.S. Patent Number 8,838,707. In some implementations, the

notification micro-service performs a notification process similar to at least one of the

methods described in U.S. Patent Number 8,838,707.

[00414] In some implementations, the notification micro-service is similar to at least

one of the systems and methods described in U.S. Patent Number 8,964,726, which is

hereby incorporated in its entirety by this reference. In some implementations, the



notification micro-service is similar to at least one embodiment or implementation of the

event router described in U.S. Patent Number 8,964,726. In some implementations, the

notification micro-service performs a notification process similar to at least one of the

methods described in U.S. Patent Number 8,964,726.

[00415] In some implementations, the notification micro-service maintains at least

one publication and subscription (pub/sub) channel and for an entity, and manages

distributing of event messages. In some implementations, the event messages are generated

by micro-services of the system 2400 that are used by the entity. In some implementations,

a system of the entity (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A) publishes content to a particular

event channel configured for the entity at the notification micro-service. In some

implementations, the entity configures one or micro-services (of the system 2400) used by

the entity to publish content to a particular event channel configured for the entity at the

notification micro-service. In some implementations, responsive to publication of content

in the form of an event message, the notification micro-service distributes the event

message to all subscribers of the event.

[00416] In some implementations, the notification micro-service determines a

publication and subscription (pub/sub) channel to be used for an entity from a set of two or

more types of pub/sub channels (e.g., Google Cloud Pub/Sub, Apple Push Notification

Service, and the like).

Accounting for Use

[00417] In some implementations, accounting for use of the notification micro-service

includes at least one of metering a quantity of notifications for an entity (e.g., an account)

associated with the notification micro-service (e.g., an account associated with a notification

request). In some implementations, accounting for use of the notification micro-service

includes metering for use of the notification micro-service based on a type of notification

performed by the notification micro-service (e.g., type of pub/sub system(s) used, type of

events being published, and the like). In some implementations, metering for use of a

notification micro-service is performed differently for different types of notification micro-

services.

[00418] In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the



metering. In some implementations, the notification micro-service performs the metering

(e.g., by using a metering and logging layer of the notification micro-service that is similar

to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the operational services

2499 performs the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the notification micro-

service (e.g., a metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE

13). In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the

metering by using a metering and logging layer of the notification micro-service (e.g., a

metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13).

17. Call Progress

[00419] In some embodiments, at least one of the micro-services 2421-2423 of

FIGURE 24A is a call progress micro-service.

[00420] In some embodiments, a call progress micro-service method that is

performed at a multi-tenant media communication platform system (e.g., the system 2400

of FIGURE 24) is similar to the method 2600. In some embodiments, the multi-tenant

media communication platform system includes a plurality of media communication micro-

services (e.g., 2421-2423 of FIGURE 24A) and micro-service configuration for a plurality of

entities (e.g., the entities corresponding to the systems 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A, the

entities depicted in FIGURE 24B) configured for use of the platform system (e.g., 2400).

The plurality of media communication micro-services includes at least one call progress

micro-service. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service configuration is

managed by operational services of the platform system (e.g., the operational services 2499

of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, the call progress micro-service configuration is

managed by an account system of the platform system (e.g., the account system 2430 of

FIGURE 24B). In some implementations, the call progress micro-service configuration is

managed by a policy engine of the platform system (e.g., the policy engine 2431 of FIGURE

24B). In some implementations, the call progress micro-service configuration is managed

by the call progress micro-service of the platform system (e.g., 2421-2423 FIGURE 24A).

[00421] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service is included in a

conferencing micro-service.

[00422] The call progress micro-service method includes: enrolling an entity in the

platform system (e.g., 2400), enrolling the entity comprising setting entity configuration for



use of the call progress micro-service by the entity (e.g., enrolling in a manner similar to the

process S2610 of FIGURE 26); processing a call progress micro-service request according to

the entity configuration for the entity, the call progress micro-service request being a

request for use of the call progress micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., processing in a

manner similar to the process S2620 of FIGURE 26); accounting for the use of the call

progress micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g., accounting for use in a manner similar

to the process S2630 of FIGURE 26); and generating billing information for the entity based

on the accounting for the use of the call progress micro-service on behalf of the entity (e.g.,

generating billing information in a manner similar to the process S2640 of FIGURE 26).

[00423] The plurality of entities include at least one of a platform account, sub

account, organization, user, and service instance. Entity configuration is received from at

least one external system via an account management interface, the account management

interface including a least one of an account portal user interface and an account

management API. Entity configuration for the entity includes micro-service configuration

for use of the call progress micro-service by the entity. The micro-service configuration for

the call progress micro-service specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one

application logic URI, an event callback URI, and an event application logic URL In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the call progress micro-service specifies at

least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of a micro-service of

the platform system 2400, an event callback URI of a micro-service of the platform system

2400, and an event application logic URI of a micro-service of the platform system 2400.

In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the call progress micro-service

specifies at least one of: an endpoint mapping to at least one application logic URI of an

external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A), an event callback URI of an external

system, and an event application logic URI of an external system.

[00424] The platform system includes at least one call progress micro-service API

resource for the enrolled entity.

[00425] The use of the call progress micro-service includes at least one computing

resource of the platform system 2400 executing computer-readable instructions of the call

progress micro-service.



[00426] The platform system 2400 includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, and the platform system 2400 includes computing resources in at least two

geographic regions for the regionally distributed micro-service. The platform system 2400

(e.g., the resource management system 2490 of FIGURE 24A) determines computing

resources for use of the regionally distributed micro-service based on a region of at least one

media communication endpoint of media communication that uses the regionally

distributed micro-service.

Input

[00427] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service receives

communication session information as an input. In some implementations, the call

progress micro-service receives the input via the call progress micro-service API (e.g., one of

2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, communication session

information includes at least one of caller ID information of at least one call session,

communication device input information of at least one call session, DTMF input detection

information detected for at least one call session, speech recognition information of at least

one call session, speech detection information of at least one call session, authentication

information of at least one call session. In some implementations, the authentication

information is provided by a participant via an out-of-band communication (e.g., via

communication with a Web server), and the participant provides the authentication

information along with information identifying at least one corresponding communication

session. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service receives the

communication session information from at least one application server. In some

implementations, the call progress micro-service receives the communication session

information from at least one conferencing micro-service. In some implementations, the

call progress micro-service receives the communication session information from at least

one signaling micro-service. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service

receives the communication session information directly from a system of at least one

participant of a communication session. In some implementations, the call progress micro-

service receives the communication session information from an input detection micro-

service, such as the input detection micro-services described herein.



[00428] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service receives the input

from an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, an

external system of the enrolled entity provides the input via a request to the generated call

progress micro-service API resource of the call progress micro-service.

[00429] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service receives the input

from a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the micro-service that provides the input

to the call progress micro-service specifies an event callback URI of the call progress micro-

service. In some implementations, the micro-service that provides the input to the call

progress micro-service provides the input via a call progress micro-service API call to the

configured event callback URI of the call progress micro-service.

Output

[00430] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service provides at least

one of call progress information and a reference to call progress information (e.g., URI) as

an output. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service provides the output

via the call progress micro-service API (e.g., one of 2491-2493 of FIGURE 24A). In some

implementations, the call progress information includes at least one of information

identifying participants of a communication session (e.g., identities of participants in a

communication session between two communication endpoints, identities of participants in

a conference call), information indicating a number of participants in a conference call,

information indicating times at which one or more participants joined a conference call,

information indicating times at which one or more participants left a conference call,

information indicating times at which at least one participant spoke, information indicating

a speaking duration for at least one participant.

[00431] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service provides the output

to an external system (e.g., 2451-2455 of FIGURE 24A). In some implementations, micro-

service configuration for the call progress micro-service specifies an event callback URI of

the external system. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service provides the

output via a request to the configured event callback URI of the external system. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the call progress micro-service specifies

an event application logic URI of the external system. In some implementations, the call



progress micro-service retrieves application instructions from the external system by

providing a request to the application logic URI, and the call progress micro-service

executes the retrieved application instructions to process the output.

[00432] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service provides the output

to a micro-service (e.g., 2421-2423) of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, micro-service configuration for the call progress micro-service specifies

an event callback URI of another micro-service of the platform system 2400. In some

implementations, the event callback URI is a URI of a resource of the other micro-service

that the platform system 2400 generates for the enrolled entity during enrollment of the

entity for the other micro-service. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service

provides the output via a request to the configured event callback URI of the other micro-

service. In some implementations, micro-service configuration for the call progress micro-

service specifies an event application logic URI of another micro-service of the platform

system 2400. In some implementations, the event application logic URI is a URI of a

resource of the other micro-service that the platform system 2400 generates for the enrolled

entity during enrollment of the entity for the other micro-service. In some

implementations, the call progress micro-service retrieves application instructions from the

other micro-service by providing a request to the application logic URI, and the call

progress micro-service executes the retrieved application instructions to process the output.

Call Progress

[00433] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service determines the call

progress information from the communication session information received as input. In

some implementations, the call progress micro-service identifies at least one participant

from caller ID information of the communication session information.

[00434] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service identifies at least

one participant from device input information of the communication session information.

In some implementations, device input information includes data of audible speech

captured by a device of at least one participant (e.g., a recording or audio capture of a

participant speaking their name into a microphone after being prompted to state their

name). In some implementations, the call progress micro-service identifies at least one

participant from DTMF input detection information of the communication session



information. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service identifies at least

one participant from speech recognition information of the communication session

information. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service identifies at least

one participant from speech detection information of the communication session

information. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service identifies at least

one participant from authentication information of the communication session information.

[00435] In some implementations, the call progress micro-service determines call

progress for a conference session (e.g., a voice conference call session, a video conference

call session, and the like) managed by conferencing micro-service described above for

FIGURE 33.

Accounting for Use

[00436] In some implementations, accounting for use of the call progress micro-

service includes at least one of metering time of the call progress process, metering a

duration of the call progress process, metering a quantity of the call progress process for an

entity (e.g., an account) associated with the call progress process (e.g., an account associated

with a call progress request). In some implementations, accounting for use of the call

progress micro-service includes metering for use of the call progress micro-service based on

a number of communication endpoints of the communication session (e.g., conference call,

two party communication session). In some implementations, accounting for use of the call

progress micro-service includes metering for use of the call progress micro-service based the

type of call progress information output by the call progress micro-service (e.g., current

participants, history of participants joining and leaving, determining speaking duration for

each speaker, and the like, notifications when specified participants join or leave). In some

implementations, accounting for use of the call progress micro-service includes metering for

use of the call progress micro-service based the type of processed used to determine

participant identities (e.g., speech recognition, use of an application server to acquire

authentication information, DTMF detection, and the like). In some implementations,

metering for use of a call progress micro-service is performed differently for different types

of call progress micro-services.

[00437] In some implementations, the operational services 2499 performs the

metering. In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs the



metering. In some implementations, the call progress micro-service performs the metering

(e.g., by using a metering and logging layer of the call progress micro-service that is similar

to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the operational services

2499 performs the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the call progress

micro-service (e.g., a metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313

FIGURE 13). In some implementations, the metering and logging system 2440 performs

the metering by using a metering and logging layer of the call progress micro-service (e.g., a

metering and logging layer that is similar to the metering layer 1313 FIGURE 13).

18. System Architecture: Communication Platform System

[00438] FIGURE 28 is an architecture diagram of a system (e.g., the communication

platform system 2400 of FIGURE 24A) according to an implementation in which the system

is implemented by a server device. In some implementations, the system is implemented by

a plurality of devices. In some implementations, the system 2400 is similar to the system

100 of FIGURE 1. In some implementations, the system 2400 is similar to the system 1300

of FIGURE 13.

[00439] The bus 2801 interfaces with the processors 2801A-2801N, the main memory

(e.g., a random access memory (RAM)) 2822, a read only memory (ROM) 2804, a

processor-readable storage medium 2805, and a network device 2811. In some

implementations, the system 2400 includes at least one of a display device and a user input

device.

[00440] The processors 2801A-2801N may take many forms, such as ARM processors,

X86 processors, and the like.

[00441] In some implementations, the system (e.g., 2400) includes at least one of a

central processing unit (processor) and a multi-processor unit (MPU).

[00442] The processors 2801A-2801N and the main memory 2822 form a processing

unit 2899. In some embodiments, the processing unit includes one or more processors

communicatively coupled to one or more of a RAM, ROM, and machine-readable storage

medium; the one or more processors of the processing unit receive instructions stored by

the one or more of a RAM, ROM, and machine-readable storage medium via a bus; and the

one or more processors execute the received instructions. In some embodiments, the

processing unit is an ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit). In some embodiments,



the processing unit is a SoC (System-on-Chip). In some embodiments, the processing unit

includes one or more of a the operational services, the communication platform API system,

and one or more micro-services.

[00443] The network adapter device 2811 provides one or more wired or wireless

interfaces for exchanging data and commands between the system (e.g., 2400) and other

devices, such as an external system (e.g., 2451-2455). Such wired and wireless interfaces

include, for example, a universal serial bus (USB) interface, Bluetooth interface, Wi-Fi

interface, Ethernet interface, near field communication (NFC) interface, and the like.

[00444] Machine-executable instructions in software programs (such as an operating

system, application programs, and device drivers) are loaded into the memory 2822 (of the

processing unit 2899) from the processor-readable storage medium 2805, the ROM 2804 or

any other storage location. During execution of these software programs, the respective

machine-executable instructions are accessed by at least one of processors 2801A-2801N (of

the processing unit 2899) via the bus 2801, and then executed by at least one of processors

2801A-2801N. Data used by the software programs are also stored in the memory 2822,

and such data is accessed by at least one of processors 2801A-2801N during execution of the

machine-executable instructions of the software programs. The processor-readable storage

medium 2805 is one of (or a combination of two or more of ) a hard drive, a flash drive, a

DVD, a CD, an optical disk, a floppy disk, a flash storage, a solid state drive, a ROM, an

EEPROM, an electronic circuit, a semiconductor memory device, and the like. The

processor-readable storage medium 2805 includes machine-executable instructions (and

related data) for an operating system 2812, software programs 2813, device drivers 2814,

and the communication platform 2820 of the system 2400. The machine-executable

instructions (and related data) for the communication platform 2820 include machine-

executable instructions (and related data) for the operational services 2499, the

communication platform API System 2483, and the micro-services 2421-2423.

19. System Architecture: External System

[00445] FIGURE 29 is an architecture diagram of an external system (e.g., an entity

external system, such as, for example, one of the entity systems 2451-2453 of FIGURE 24A)

according to an implementation in which the external system is implemented by a server



device. In some implementations, the external system is implemented by a plurality of

devices.

[00446] The bus 2901 interfaces with the processors 2901A-2901N, the main memory

(e.g., a random access memory (RAM)) 2922, a read only memory (ROM) 2904, a

processor-readable storage medium 2905, and a network device 2911. In some

implementations, the external system includes a display device and a user input device.

[00447] The processors 2901A-2901N may take many forms, such as ARM processors,

X86 processors, and the like.

[00448] In some implementations, the server device includes at least one of a central

processing unit (processor) and a multi-processor unit (MPU).

[00449] The processors 2901A-2901N and the main memory 2922 form a processing

unit 2999. In some embodiments, the processing unit includes one or more processors

communicatively coupled to one or more of a RAM, ROM, and machine-readable storage

medium; the one or more processors of the processing unit receive instructions stored by

the one or more of a RAM, ROM, and machine-readable storage medium via a bus; and the

one or more processors execute the received instructions. In some embodiments, the

processing unit is an ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit). In some embodiments,

the processing unit is a SoC (System-on-Chip).

[00450] The network adapter device 2911 provides one or more wired or wireless

interfaces for exchanging data and commands between the external system and other

devices, such as the system 2400 of FIGURE 24A. Such wired and wireless interfaces

include, for example, a universal serial bus (USB) interface, Bluetooth interface, Wi-Fi

interface, Ethernet interface, near field communication (NFC) interface, and the like.

[00451] Machine-executable instructions in software programs (such as an operating

system, application programs, and device drivers) are loaded into the memory 2922 (of the

processing unit 2999) from the processor-readable storage medium 2905, the ROM 2904 or

any other storage location. During execution of these software programs, the respective

machine-executable instructions are accessed by at least one of processors 2901A-2901N (of

the processing unit 2999) via the bus 2901, and then executed by at least one of processors

2901A-2901N. Data used by the software programs are also stored in the memory 2922,

and such data is accessed by at least one of processors 2901A-2901N during execution of the



machine-executable instructions of the software programs. The processor-readable storage

medium 2905 is one of (or a combination of two or more of ) a hard drive, a flash drive, a

DVD, a CD, an optical disk, a floppy disk, a flash storage, a solid state drive, a ROM, an

EEPROM, an electronic circuit, a semiconductor memory device, and the like. The

processor-readable storage medium 2905 includes machine-executable instructions (and

related data) for an operating system 2912, software programs 2913, device drivers 2914,

and data 2920.

20. Machines

[00452] The system and method of the preferred embodiment and variations thereof

can be embodied and/or implemented at least in part as a machine configured to receive a

computer-readable medium storing computer-readable instructions. The instructions are

preferably executed by computer-executable components preferably integrated with the

STMS platform. The computer-readable medium can be stored on any suitable computer-

readable media such as RAMs, ROMs, flash memory, EEPROMs, optical devices (CD or

DVD), hard drives, floppy drives, or any suitable device. The computer-executable

component is preferably a general or application specific processor, but any suitable

dedicated hardware or hardware/firmware combination device can alternatively or

additionally execute the instructions.

21. Conclusion

[00453] As a person skilled in the art will recognize from the previous detailed

description and from the figures and claims, modifications and changes can be made to the

preferred embodiments of the invention without departing from the scope of this invention

defined in the following claims.



CLAIMS

claimed is:

A method comprising: at a multi-tenant media communication platform system that

includes a plurality of media communication micro-services and micro-service

configuration for a plurality of entities configured for use of the platform system:

enrolling at least one entity in the platform system by setting entity

configuration for use of the platform system by the at least one entity;

processing at least one micro-service request according to the entity

configuration for the at least one entity, the at least one micro-service request being a

request for use of at least one micro-service of the platform system on behalf of the at

least one entity;

accounting for the use of the at least one micro-service on behalf of the at

least one entity,

wherein the entity configuration is received from at least one external system

via an account management interface, the account management interface including a

least one of an account portal user interface and an account management API;

wherein the entity configuration includes micro-service configuration for use

of at least one of the plurality of media communication micro-services by the at least

one entity, micro-service configuration specifying at least one of: an endpoint

mapping to at least one application logic URI of an external system, and an event

callback URI of an external system, and

wherein the platform system includes at least one micro-service API resource

for each enrolled entity.

The method of Claim l , wherein entity configuration includes micro-service

configuration for use of two or more micro-services, wherein the micro-service

configuration for use of the two or more micro-services includes configuration for

combined use of the two or more micro-services, and wherein a first micro-service is

combined with a second micro service of the two or more micro-services by



configuring at least one of an endpoint mapping and an event callback URI of the first

micro-service to specify the second micro-service.

3. The method of Claim 2,

wherein the platform system combines the first micro-service with the second

micro-service responsive to user input received via at least one of the account portal

user interface and an API of the platform system, and

wherein the platform system combines the first micro-service with the second

micro-service by generating micro-service configuration for the first micro-service

that specifies the second micro-service in at least one of an endpoint mapping and an

event callback URI of the first micro-service.

4. The method of Claim 2,

wherein use of the at least one micro-service comprises at least one computing

resource of the platform system executing computer-readable instructions of the at

least one micro-service,

wherein the platform system includes at least one regionally distributed micro-

service, the platform system including computing resources in at least two geographic

regions for the at least one regionally distributed micro-service, the platform system

determining computing resources for use of the at least one distributed micro-service

based on a region of at least one media communication endpoint of media

communication that uses the at least one regionally distributed micro-service,

wherein the first micro-service is a regionally distributed micro-service having

computing resources in at least two geographic regions, and

wherein the platform system uses computing resources of the first micro-

service that are of a geographic region that is nearest to a region of at least one media

communication endpoint of media communication that uses the first micro-service.

5. The method of Claim 1,

wherein the media communication micro-services are constructed to provide

at least one of: peer-to-peer media communication; peer-to-peer real-time media

communication; and real-time media communication, and

wherein media communication includes at least one of:

asynchronous media communication that includes messaging, and



synchronous media communication that includes at least one of voice

and video communication.

The method of Claim 1,

wherein an endpoint mapping specifies a mapping of a telephony endpoint to

the application URI of the external system,

wherein each application URI is used by the platform system to retrieve

application instructions from an external system associated with the application URI,

and the platform system executes the retrieved instructions, and

wherein each event callback URI is used by the platform system to notify the

associated external system of detection of the event associated with the event callback

URI by the platform system.

The method of Claim 1,

wherein micro-service configuration specifies an event application logic URI of

an external system, and

wherein each event application logic URI is used by the platform system to

retrieve instructions to be executed by the platform system responsive to detection of

an event associated with the event application logic URI, the detection being

performed by the platform system.

The method of Claim 1, wherein each micro-service API resource of the platform

system provides at least one of: access to micro-service configuration of the micro-

service for a corresponding entity; access to micro-service information of the micro-

service for the corresponding entity; access to micro-service data of the micro-service

for the corresponding entity; access to micro-service media of the micro-service for

the corresponding entity; and use of the micro-service for the corresponding entity.

The method of Claim 8, wherein at least one micro-service API resource of the

platform system is accessed by an external system via a public API provided by the

platform system.

The method of Claim 6, wherein responsive to detection of an event associated with

an event callback URI by the platform system, the platform system provides event

information to the external system associated with the event callback URI in a request



to the event callback URI, and wherein the request to the event callback URI is an

HTTP request.

11. The method of Claim 1, wherein accounting for micro-service usage of at least one

micro-service configured for the at least one entity comprises: metering access of at

least one configured micro-service resource by the at least one entity.

12. The method of Claim n , wherein the platform system accounts for micro-service usage

by each entity independently.

13. The method of Claim 12, wherein the platform system accounts for micro-service

usage of each micro-service independently, and wherein the platform system performs

billing for each entity based on the accounting of micro-service usage by each entity.

14. The method of Claim 1, wherein use of the at least one micro-service comprises use of

a first micro-service and a second micro-service.

15. The method of Claim 14, wherein a request to the first micro-service includes a data

parameter that specifies use of the second micro-service.

16. The method of Claim 14, wherein micro-service configuration for the first micro-

service specifies use of the second micro-service.

17. The method of Claim 14, wherein use of the second-micro-service is directed in

response to an event in which the first micro-service calls out to an event application

logic URI of an external application server to retrieve processing instructions, and the

processing instructions retrieved via the event application logic URI direct the use of

the second micro-service, the event application logic URI being configured for the

event.

18. The method of Claim 14, wherein the second micro-service is activated in response to

an asynchronously received API request to a micro-service resource of the first micro-

service.

19. The method of Claim 13, further comprising generating billing information for the at

least one entity based on the accounting for the use of the at least one micro-service

on behalf of the at least one entity.

20. The method of Claim 1, further comprising performing fraud detection for the at least

one entity based on the accounting for the use of the at least one micro-service on

behalf of the at least one entity.



21. The method of Claim 1, wherein use of the at least one micro-service comprises:

operating on media of media communication of the at least one entity.

22. The method of Claim 21, wherein operating on media of media communication of the

at least one entity comprises: mutably operating on the media by modifying the media.

23. The method of Claim 22, wherein the at least one micro-service is a synchronous

media micro-service.

24. The method of Claim 23, wherein the at least one micro-service is a transcoding media

micro-service.

25. The method of Claim 22, wherein the at least one micro-service is an asynchronous

media micro-service.

26. The method of Claim 21, wherein operating on media of media communication of the

at least one entity comprises: immutably operating on the media by preserving the

media.

27. The method of Claim 26, wherein the at least one micro-service is a synchronous

media micro-service.

28. The method of Claim 27, wherein the at least one micro-service is a real-time speech

detection media micro-service.

29. The method of Claim 26, wherein the at least one micro-service is an asynchronous

media micro-service.

30. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one micro-service is at least one of a

speech to text micro-service and an emotion detection micro-service.
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